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GROUNDEFFECTSONAIRCRAFTNOISE
William L. Willshire, Jr. and David A. Hilton
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
A flight experiment was conducted to investigate air-to-ground propaga-
tion of sound near grazing incidence. A turbojet-powered aircraft was flown
at low altitudes over the ends of two microphone arrays. An eight-microphone
array was positioned along a 1850 m concrete runway. The second array con-
sisted of 12 microphones positioned parallel to the runway over grass. Twenty-
eight flights were flown at altitudes ranging from I0 m to 160 m.
The acoustic data recorded in the field have been reduced to I/3-octave-
band spectra and time correlated with the flight and weather information.
The acoustic, tracking and weather information is presented in the Appendices
in a form which will allow independent analysis of the data. Only the acoustic
information which was emitted at an angle of 122.5 degrees is included_ A
small portion of the data has been further reduced in a preliminary analysis
to values of ground attenuation as a function of frequency and incidence angle
by two different methods. In one method, referred to as the near-far compari-
son method, acoustic data at a microphone position close to the flight track
are chosen as a reference:andare compared with data taken at down-range
microphone positions. The second,method used was a direct comparison between
two microphones at equal distance from the flight track but over different
surfaces. In both methods, the acoustic signals compared originated from
identical sources. Attenuation results obtained by using the two methods were
in general agreement. The measured ground attenuation was largest in the
frequency range of 200 to 400 Hz. A strong dependence was found between
ground attenuation and incidence angle, with little attenuation measured
for angles of incidence greater than I0 to 15 degrees.
INTRODUCTION
The levels of noise received on the ground are strongly influenced by the
ground as a reflecting-absorbing boundary. During takeoff and landing, when
aircraft are the closest to the ground and to large numbers of people, air-
craft noise is emitted at near grazing angles to the ground, particularly
toward the sideline. A consequence of the ground is that the received signal
at the sideline is different:than what would be expected considering only the
effects of spherical spreading and atmospheric absorption. The difference in
measured and expected sideline levels is referred to as lateral attenuation.
Lateral attenuation is not solely due to ground effects. At low elevation
angles, shielding effects of theaircraft on the emitted noise may substantially
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alter the source directivity. A basic understandingof the contributing
effectsin lateralattenuationis requiredfor accuratepredictionof aircraft
noise. Lateralattenuationshould be separatedinto shieldingeffects and
ground effectsbecauseof their differingphysicalorigins. Shieldingeffects
are aircraftdependentwhile groundeffects are functionsOf ground properties
such as porosityand roughness.
A procedurefor predictingpropagationeffectson aircraftnoise was
given by Putnam (ref. l) in 1975. For predictingground attenuation,Putnam
recommendedthe empiricalcurves developedby Frankenand Bishop (ref. 2) for
ground-to-groundpropagationand the civil NEF transitioncurve (ref. 3) for
air-to-groundpropagation. This transitioncurve, which gives the dependence
of ground attenuationon aircraftelevationangle, is the more controversial
part of Putnam'sprocedure. The civil NEF curve has no groundeffect above
about 7° elevation,whereasother estimateshave been made that ground effects
persist up to 30°,50 °, or even 70° elevationangles.
Pao, Wenzel and Oncley (ref.4) have proposedan analytically-based
predictionmethod for groundeffects to replacePutnam'sempiricalmethod.
This newer method predicts both ground reflectionand attenuationfrom the
empiricalground impedanceformulaby Delaneyand Bazley (ref. 5). In
accordancewith Putnam'smethod, the analyticalprocedurepredicts that
ground attenuationof aircraftnoise decreasesquicklywith increasingeleva-
tion angles.
The only large data set on ground-to-groundpropagationover large
distanceswas developedby Parkin and Scholes (refs.6 and 7) in the middle
1950's. They used a small turbojetengine as a noise sourceand made measure-
ments at logarithmicallyspaced intervalsover a grassy terrainto distances
of 7 km. Data were recordedunder varyingweatherconditionsover a period
of two years and at two sites in England. Zorumski (ref. 8) has found fair-
to-goodagreementbetweenthe Pao, Wenzel and Oncley predictionmethod and
the Parkin and Scholes data. Although the data scatteris large (due to
variableweather and terrainconditions),the theory and data both show that
ground attenuationeffectsare largestin an intermediatefrequencyrange
betweenabout 200 to 2000 Hz. The theory also correctlypredictsthe magnitude
of the ground attenuationand the ground reflectioneffects.
There arelittlepublisheddata on the ground effect on air-to-ground
noise propagation. Walker has gathereddata from severalaircraftand
developedempiricalcurves for the ground attenuationas a functionof fre-
quency and elevationangle (ref. 9). Their curves indicatelarge attenuation
effects (lO to 20 dB) at frequenciesbelow 200 Hz. This result is in sharp
disagreementwith the predictionsand with the Parkin and Scholesdata.
Mashitaand Bauer (ref. lO) have analyzeddata from three aircraft and found ,
attenuationeffects in the intermediatefrequencyrange which roughlyagree
with the low-anglepredictions,however,their curves do not show the predicted
rapid decrease of attenuationwith elevationangle. Mashita and Bauer also
clearly isolatedaircraftdependentlateralattenuationeffectsand recommended
that the curve with least lateralattenuationbe used for the ground
attenuation.
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The purpose of this paper is to present a comprehensive data base for
ground effects on air-to-ground propagations. These data are intended to
complement the Parkin and Scholes data by including the elevation angle of
the aircraft source as a variable. Shallow angles are emphasized since data
are needed in the regime to settle the question of thedependence of lateral
attenuation on angle. A turbojet aircraft, powered by a single rear-mounted
engine, is used as a noise source in order to minimize shielding effects.
" Ground effects are calculated from the data to determine the variation of these
effects with frequency and elevation angle.
The experimental site and apparatus are described in the firstsection
of the paper. This is followed by descriptions of the experimental procedures
and data reduction methods. Ground effect calculation methods are given and
the results discussed in regard to their dependence on frequency and elevation
angle. Basic data on the aircraft flights, the weather, and the noise are




The flight progran_ was conducted during the first week of November 1978
at Wallops Flight Center, Wallops, Va. Figure 1 is a photograph of the general
experimental site. The aircraft flight track was along runway 10-28; the
flight track direction was from top left to the top _'ight of th_ figu_
The microphone array was located along runway 04-22 and the grassy area above
(north of) the runway between the runway and the taxiway. The radar tracking
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site is located above and to the left of the intersection of runway 04-22
and 10-28.
The grassy areas may be described as covered with institutional grass
which was cut every week. The width of the grassy area is 115 m for the wider
portion and 70 m for the narrower portion close to the flight track. The soil
under the grass is a mixture of sand and clay and was dry because the area had
received less than 1.3 cm of rain within the thirty days before the test.
Runway 04-22 is a 2500 m long, 50 m wide landing research runway with a
1300 m long, 16 m wide test section located on the centerline in the middle
of the runway. The test section consists of four sections of different
surfaces and finishes. The remaining portions of the runway are made of con_
crete finished with a burlap belt. The first test section which begins 860 m
from the north end of the runway consists of 132 m of the standard runway
surface with bands of grooves cut across the test section. The bands of
grooves were .7 m wide and spaced .7 m apart. The dimensions" of the grooves'
are .7 by .7 by 5. cm. The second test surface is 460 m of Portland cement
concrete. The first half was finished with a canvas composition belt, the
second with a burlap belt. The center half of the second test surface is
grooved across the test section with .7 by .7 by 2.5 cm grooves. The third
surface is 214 m in length made of Gripslop asphalt. The last section is
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460 m of Bituminous concrete with the same grooved surfaces as the Portland
cement section• The first half of the last section has a surface aggregate
of .35 cm, the second 2.1 cm.
Aircraft
The aircraft used in the experiment is illustrated in figure 2. The
airplane is powered by two engines with afterburners. Each engine develops
11,930 Nof thrust at I00 percent military power setting, 17,130 N of thrust
with afterburning and 490 N of thrust at flight idle., The aircraft was
equipped with two optical corner cube laser reflectors• The main reflector
is located on a centerline pylon 7.2 m forward of the exhaust nozzle exit and
a .6 m beneath the engine centerline. A secondary reflectoris located on
the aft fuselage 5. m from the main reflector along the centerline, 2.2 m
foulard of the nozzle exits, .2 m above the engine centerline, and .7 m
laterally from the centerline. Speed brakes are shown in the deployed position
behind the main laser reflector. Exhaust nozzles are .4 m in diameter with
.5 m centerline spacing• The nozzle centers are 1.4 m above the ground plane
and protrude .6 m behind the aircraft body.
The aircraft was operated with its number one (.left) engine at flight
idle and its number two (right) engine at I00 percent military power without
afterburning. In order to.minimize flight speeds, the landing gear and speed
brakes were deployed. This _onfiguration necessitated the two laser reflectors•
During the incoming flight the laser tracker locked on the main reflector
but, after the aircraft passed the tracking station, the speed brakes and
main landing gear doors obstructed the line of sight to the main reflector.
The aircraft was tracked during the outgoing flight by the secondary
reflector.
Laser Tracking
Laser tracking was used to provide the aircraft position as a function
of Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) for each flight. The location and orientation
of the spherical tracking system coordinates are shown in figure 3. The
tracker gives @, the azimuthal angle from true north, y, the elevation
angle above the horizontal ground plane, and r, the aircraft range from the
tracking system• These variables are calculated at I/2-second intervals
during the flight and then later converted to cartesian coordinates (X, Y, Z)
which are oriented, as shown in figure 3, with respect to the runways•
Constraints for unambigious tracking are ranges between I00 m and
36,000 m, radial velocities less than 3,048 m/sec, and radial acceleration
less than 3,762 m/sec _. Automatic tracking is possible for angular velocities
less than .45 radian/sec. The tracking system's accuracy is estimated to be
0.I milliradian (root-mean-square) for the angles _ and y, and ±0.5 m for
the range.
Acoustic Instrumentation
The acoustic instrumentation consisted of twenty microphone systems
located in five mobile vans. These microphones were positioned in two linear
• arrays: one over the concrete runway 04-22 and one over the grass strip
parallel to the runway. The microphone positions are illustrated in figure 4;
and the cartesian coordinates are listed in Table I in the runway-fixed XYZ-
coordinate system. The components of a microphone system are illustrated
in block form in figure 5. The recorded acoustic signals are time correlated
with GMT.
Each acoustic instrumentation system was laboratory calibrated prior to
going into the field to document the system's linearity, sensitivity, distor-
tion, and noise floor. The results of the laboratory calibrations were
used to insure that the equipment used operated within the manufacturer's
specifications. Precalibration of level and frequency response and post
calibration of level were done in the field. A piston phone was used in the
level calibration and a pink noise source in the frequency response calibra-
tion. The pink noise calibrator signal was inserted into a microphone system
behind the microphone preamplifier.
Weather Instrumentation
Weather measurement_ were made at a number of locations, shown in figure 4,
along runway 04-22. Wind speed, wind direction, temperature and relative
humidity were measured with portable 1.2 m weather stations located near Vans
! and 5 in the open areas south of runway 04-22. A lO-meter-high portable
weather station was located near Van 2 and measured barometric pressure in
addition to the variable measured with the 1.2 meter stations. The output
of the 1.2 stations was in the form of strip charts while the'output of the
I0 m station was digitally encoded and recorded on the magnetic tape
recorder in Van 2. The output of the I0 m station could also be conveniently
read in a real-time mode inside the van. Detailed descriptions of both types
of weather stations may be found in reference II.
A retrievable balloon was used to raise a weather measuring instrument
package. Profiles of temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed up to
an altitude of 500 m were measured with the balloon package. The altitude
of the package was computed from pressure differences between the measured
ground pressure and pressure measured aloft. The output of the-package was
telemetered down to an instrument van on the ground where it was displayed
in a real-time mode and was encoded and recorded on magnetic tape. The
balloon weather station is described in more detail in reference 12. Additional
weather information was obtained from three permanent weather stations located
by Building N-159, DamageControl, and the triangle area. The N-159 Station
has a sensor height of I0 m, the DamageControl sensor height is 4 m, the _'
triangle station sensors have heights of 3, 6, 9, 12, 15 m. Each station was
instrumented to measure wind speed, wind direction, and temperature. The
N-159 site was also equipped for the measurement of dew point and pressure.
The output of the N-15g and DamageControl sites is in the form of strip charts




The particular conditions for a flight were radioed to the pilot before
the aircraft was incoming to runway 10-28. The flight path of the aircraft
for every run was from the west to the east above the centerline of runway
10-28 at a prescribed altitude. The aircraft was flying at the particular run
conditions at least 800 m before and after the intersection of runways 04-22
and 10-28. After each run the pilot would radio the control tower to inform
the project engineer of the aircraft's nominal power setting, altitude, and
indicated air speed for the run just completed. The various runs and their
corresponding flight conditions are listed in Table II. There were 28 flights
flown in two days of testing. For the majority of the flights the number one
(left) engine was at flight idle and the number two (right) engine was at a
nominal power setting of I00 percent military. Note that two runs at an
altitude of 18 m were flown with number two engine in full afterburner.
Run 28 was done under ground static conditions. For the static test the
aircraft was positioned 14.4 meters north of test point 72 located on the
centerline of runway 04-22 at the 22 end of the runway. The aircraft's
magnetic heading for the static run was approximately 85° . The distance down
the centerline of runway 04-22 from the intersection of runways 04-22 and
10-28 to the static test sire'was approximately 510 m.
Tracking Procedure
The tracking of the aircraft was accomplished with the use of a laser
tracking system in conjunction with a conventional radar system. After a run
when the aircraft was getting into position for another flyby, the laser
tracker would lose track due to obstructions of the line-of-sight path
between the laser and the reflectors on the aircraft. The conventional radar
system was used to locate the incoming aircraft to aid the laser tracker to
lock on target.
The laser tracker also lost track of the aircraft during each run. The
loss of laser track during each run was due to the large rotational rate
required of the radar pedestal to track the aircraft and due to obstructions
of the line-of-sight path between the laser tracker and the laser reflectors
mounted on the aircraft. At the aircraft's closest point of approach to the
laser tracker, the aircraft was at a range of approximately 600 m traveling at
a speed of approximately 90 m per second. The electronic system of the tracker
was capable of handling the resultant angular velocities but the radar pedestal
could not operate automatically at a sufficiently high rotationalrate. The .
line-of-sight obstruction between the laser tracker and laser reflectors were
due to the speed brakes and landing gear doors. When the laser track was lost,
the operator would manually rotate the pedestal and reacquire the aircraft
with open sights so that autotracking could be reestablished. The loss-of-
track introduces gaps, ranging from three to seven seconds, when no usable
positional information exists. Many practice flights were flown before the
acoustic tests were run to acquaint the radar operators with the manual
tracking procedure.
Acoustic Data Acquisition
The operators of the instrument vans were instructed by a radio trans-
mission from the project engineer to turn on the tape recorders when the
aircraft was incoming approximately 800 m from the intersection of runways
04-22 and 10-28. The tape recorders were turn off when the amplitude of the
received signal of the aircraft was down in the ambient noise. After a run,
the project engineer would radio each instrument van and inquire about data
quality (i.e., microphone amplifier overload, wind, local ambient conditions,
etc.). The van operators were then informed of the next run's identification
number and characteristics. Each van operator kept a written data log
sheet and recorded a voice annotation of each run condition on the van's
tape recorder.
Weather Data Acquisition
The weather stations positioned throughout the microphone array were
turned on before a data-taking period and were operated continuously for the
test period. All of the.weather information measured was time correlated with
GMT. Each weather station was equipped with a real time output as well as a
data storage medium.
The weather balloon was equipped with four microphone systems and a tape
recorder. To make acoustic measurements the balloon was released to a height
of 600 m. A weather profile measurement was made as the balloon ascended.
The tape recorder on board the balloon had approximately 45 minutes of magnetic
tape capacity. After 45 minutes of flight time, the balloon was brought down
while a weather profile was being taken. Once on the ground the magnetic tape
in the recorder was changed and the balloon was released again and another
cycle started. The time required for a complete cycle was about an hour.
DATAREDUCTION
Tracking Data
The direct output of the laser tracker is recorded digitally and consists
of spherical coordinates referenced to the laser pedestal. Coordinates are
given for each half second of a flight track. Azimuth is defined as the
angular deviation in a clockwise sense from true north. Elevation is defined
as the angular deviation from the horizontal; the positive direction being
upward. Range is measured with respect to the laser pedestal. All of the
tracking information is synchronized with GMT.
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The tracking data for each flight were changed from the spherical radar
coordinates to the cartesian system shown in Figure 3. As noted earlier, the
laser tracker lost track of the aircraft during each run. Included with the
digitized tracking data is a flag which indicates the operational mode_of the
radar when the data were acquired. In processing flight tracks, a straight
line was used to fill the data gaps. The tracking data points forming the
end points of a gap were thrown away and a line was computed between the new
gap endpoints. Interpolated data points were filled in at half-second intervals
with their data flags set to a value of 2 to indicate interpolated data points.
The file-name format for a radar data file is EGARnn.RAD where nn is
a particular run number. Table III is an example of a computer listing of
radar file EGAR26.RAD. Figure 6 is the same file illustrated in another way.
In the figure the three-dimensional tracking information is split up into
two two-dimensional views: an X-Y view and an X-Z view. The X-Y view
includes an outline of the Wallops runways used in the test and the microphone
positions by their assigned numbers. The microphone locations are along
runway 04-22 and the aircraft's ground track is the dashed line along runway
10-28. Evident in the X-Z view is the straight line that has been computed
to fill in a gap in the tracking information due to loss of track.
Weather Data
A representative sample'of the weather information available is illus-
trated in Table IV for run 27. Weather information taken during the approxi-
mate time of run 27 from the ground weather stations is tabulated in Table V.
Profiles of wind speed, temperature, and relative humidity taken through use
of the instrumented balloon package for run 27 may be found in Appendix B.
Acoustic Data•
The analog tapes of the flyovernoise were reducedby one-third-octave ,-.
band analysis. The frequencyrange of the analysiswas from 20 Hz to lO kHz
with an averagingtime of I/8 second. The frequencyrange was selectedto
includemore than the useful frequencyrange of the data. The I/8th of a
second averagingtime was necessarybecauseof the large angularvelocityof
the aircraftwith respectto the microphonesclosestto the flight path. The
one-third-octaveband analysiswas initiatedfor each run as soon as possible
after the recorderswere turned on in the field. The analysiswas stopped
when the amplitudeof the receivednoise from the aircraftapproachedthat
of the backgroundnoise. Figure7 is an illustrationof the electronic
equipmentused in the one-third-octavebandanalysis....
The reducedacousticdata were divided into data files for each microphone
for each run. The data files were assigneduniquenames and are stored on a
magneticdisk. The data file structureis a sequenceof.one-third-octave.
• band spectra separatedin time by the one-third-octaveband analysisaver- ....
aging time (I/8 of a second);associatedwith each spectrumis a GMT,
an overall level and a dBA'level.
Each microphonefor each testingperiod has two calibrationdata files.
One of the calibrationfiles is the result of a one-thirdoctave-bandanalysis
of the piston phone calibration;the second calibrationfile is the result of
the analysisof the recordedpink noise calibrationsignal. The piston phone
- calibrationis used to calibratethe amplitudeof the one-third,octaveband
analysis. The pink noise calibrationfile is used in the acousticdata
reductionsoftwareprogramsto correctfor deviationsfrom a flat frequency
responseof the record/playbacksystem.
The qualityof the reducedacousticdata was first checkedby inspection
of the overall time historiesfor each run for each microphone. Overall time
historiesfor microphones2, 4, 6, and 8 for ru-nnumber 27 are illustrated
in figure8. The analysisaveragingtime for the time historiesshown is
I/8 second. Also illustratedin figure8 is the acousticdata file-name
structure;acousticdata file names are of the followingform: EGFRnn.Mmm
where nn representsthe run number and mm the microphonenumber. Broadening
of the shape of the aircraft'stime historyis evident as the distance from
microphoneto flight path increaseswith microphonenumber. The effect of
atmosphericpropagationanom_ies are more evident in the furthermicrophone "
locationsdue to the longer propagationdistancesandsmaller receivedsignal.
Table V is a computerlistingof data file EGFR27.M02.
Ambiguitiesmay exist in the results of the lowest frequencyone-third-
octave band analysisfor the close microphonesbecauseof the impulsive
nature of the receiveds_gnal. The low-frequencybound of useful noise
emittedby the aircraftis approximatelythe lO0 Hz one-third-octaveband. -
The one-third-octaveband analyzerused in the data reductionprocesspasses
an input signal in parallelthroughvariousactive one-third-octaveband
filtersand selectivelysamplesthe output of the filters. The limiting
featureof this analysisfor the presentcase is the responsetime of the
filters. A customarymanner of characterizingfilter responseis to compute
a so-called"BT" product (bandwidthmultipliedby time width of the signal);
a BT product in the range of 50 to lO0 is consideredsatisfactory. For the
lO0 Hz one-thirdoctave band and the time historyof data file EGFR26.t,II6,a
BT productcalculationleads to a result of about 20 - 25. The reduceddata
at the lower frequencybands must be viewedwith the limitedresponsetimes of
the filter in mind. However,the problemhas its greatesteffect in the
example given. For higher altitudeflights,microphonespositionedfurther
from the flightpath, and higher frequencyone-third-octavebands, the problem
of limitedresponsetime of the filters lessensand rapidlydiminishes.
Spectraof run number 27 for microphones2, 4, 8, and 16 are shovm in
figure 9. Beta (B) is definedas the angle betweenthe horizontalline from
the receiverto the normal intersectingthe source positionand the slant
range (SR). A data file consistsof a collectionof such spectraseparated
in time by the analysisaveragingtime constant. The criterionwhich was used
to select the four spectrashown out of their respectivedata files is that
each of the chosen spectrahad the largestoverall level. Observed in the
spectraof figure9 is a double hump formationwhich broadens (over a number of
one-thirdoctave bands) and deepenswith increasingpropagationdistance.
CALCULATIONOF GROUNDEFFECTS
Various possible methods may be used to calculate ground effects. Most
methods are comparative in nature in that a relative difference is taken
between two microphone signals. After a methodology is chosen, the manner in
which the portions of the signals to be compared are selected becomes a criti-
cal issue. Criteria which may be used to select the portions of the signals Y'
are maximumoverall level, maximumlevel in a particular one-third octave band,
closest point of approach, and sound emission angle, to name a few. From a
trial and error approach, two methods to compute ground effects which were
found to be the most reliable and consistent are described in this section
of the paper. Included in the discussion is the criteria used to select the
portions of the signals to be compared. In the appendices, acoustic, weather,
and tracking information is compiled in a form _hich it is hoped will allow
independent researchers to analyze the data using different methodologies.
The large amount of acoustic data was compacted into a volume which more
readily could be included in a single publication. Only the acoustic data
that were emitted at an emission angle of 122.5 degrees are included in the
appendices. The significance of 122.5 degrees emission angle is included in
the following discussion.
Comparison of Near and Far Microphones
The method used by Park_n and Scholes (refs. 6 and 7) to calculate ground
effects was a comparison in the frequency domain of near and far microphones
positioned over the same terrain. In the method a microphone close to the
acoustic source is chosen as a reference microphone. The reference microphone
signal is compared to the signals of the remaining microphone locations,
referred to as measurement microphones. Corrections are made to measurement
microphone signals for differences in spherical spreading and atmospheric
attenuation between the reference microphone and the measurement microphone
locations. The difference is then taken between a reference spectrum and a
corrected measurement spectrum. The result of the subtraction is a measure
of the relative difference in ground effects between the two positions. If
the reference microphone signal is free of ground effects, the procedure
results in a measure of the absolute ground effect of the measurement location.
In practice the method of comparing near and far microphones is very
sensitive to differences in sound directivity between the signals to be com-
pared. With a static experiment like those of Parkin and Scholes, the
problem of differences in source directivitywas not large. As an aircraft
flies by a microphone, the emission directivity angle of the received signal
is constantly changing. The problem of directivity synchronization involved
in comparing two signals from different microphones in a flight experiment
is a major one. For flight work the solution is to insure that the signals
from two different microphones to be compared have the identical source
emission angle.
For the present study implementation of the near-far comparison method
was accomplished with the aid of a computer using the data management system
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discussedin an earliersection. "A referencemicrophone,run and source
emissionangle are selected. The referencemicrophoneusuallychosen is
microphone16, a 1.2 m microphoneunder the flight path. This particular
microphoneis selectedbecauseit has minimal influenceof groundeffects
since it is positionedover an acousticallyhard surface (concrete)and is
under the flight path. All microphonesabove a surface,however,are subject
to the influenceof the interferencebetweendirect and reflectedsound paths.
The emissionangle chosen is 122.5 degrees, referencedto the forwardinlet
direction. This particularangle freezes the positionof the aircraft so that
the acousticray paths to a particularmicrophoneare ideallyover and
parallelto the surfacethe microphoneis over, either the grassymedian
betweenrunway 04-22 and the taxiwayor the runway itself. The positionof the
aircraftwhich satisfiesthe emissionangle requirementwith respectto the
referencemicrophoneis calculated. A propagationtime from this aircraft
positionto the referencemicrophonepositionis calculatedusing an average
speed of sound. This averagespeed of sound is calculatedusing a layered
model of the atmosphereincorporatinga measuredweather parameterprofile.
The receivetime for the referencemicrophoneis the emission time plus
the propagationtime. The two one-third-octaveband spectraof the reference
microphonedata file locatedon either side of the calculatedreceive time
are averagedtogetherto form a referencespectrum. The referencespectra is
propagatedwithout lossesto a standardreferenceslant range of lO0 m. The
standardreferenceslant range allows comparisonof resultsobtained from
referencespectra from differentheight flights. For the particularrun, a
second microphoneis chosen and referred to as a measurementmicrophone. A
measurementspectrumis computed in the same manner as the referencespectrum
using the same emissionangle. Correctionsare applied to the measurement
spectrum to remove the influenceof sphericalspreadingand atmospheric
absorptiondue to the largerpropagationdistanceof the measurementspectrum
than that of the referencespectrum. The measurementspectrumis corrected
to a lO0 m slant range in terms of sphericalspreadingand to the original
slant range of the referencespectrum in terms of atmosphericabsorption.
Atmosphericabsorptioncorrectionsare calculatedusing the SAE ARP 866
method for the determinationof molecularabsorption.
The correctedmeasurementspectrum is subtractedfrom the reference
spectrum. A groundeffectsspectrum resultsfor the particulargeometry
(microphonecombinationand run) selected. The groundeffects spectrummay
be plottedfor the particular8 associatedwith the measurementspectrumor a
number of ground effectsspectramay be combined!toform plots of ground
effectsversus angle for individualone-third-octavebands.
Comparisonof MicrophonesOver Concreteand Grass
An alternativemethod to the near-farcomparisonmethod to calculate
ground effectsis a direct comparisonbetweentwo microphonesequal distance
from an acousticsource but positionedover differentsurfaces. One microphone
should be locatedover an acousticallyhard surface,the other over an
acousticallysoft surface. An advantageof the direct comparisonmethod is
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that there is no need to use corrections for differences in spherical spreading
and atmospheric ab___sorptionbetweenthe two signals to be compared. The direct
comparison method has the same source directivity problem as the previous
comparative method. To solve the problem the source emission angles of the
two signals to be compared are again constrained to be equal. The difference
is then taken between the signals of the two microphones in the frequency domain.
The result is a spectrum which is a measure of the relative difference in
ground effects between the two microphone locations.
A microphone pair, run number, and source emission angle are input into
a data analysis computer program. The possible microphone pairs for the
present study which are equal distance from the flight path are the following:
microphones 1-13, 2-14, 3-15, 8-18, 9-19, and 11-20. An emission angle of
122.5 degrees is selected. As discussed in the previous section, an emission
angle of 122.5 degrees freezes the aircraft position so that the acoustic rays
to a particular microphone will be over and parallel to the surface the micro-
phone was on. Once the emission position of the aircraft is found, a propa-
gation time to a particular microphone is computed. The propagation time is
added to the emission time to yield a received time for the microphone. The
on_-third-octave band spectra on either side of the receive time in the micro- -
phone's data file for the particular run being used are averaged. Spectra
for both microphones of a pair are calculated in this manner using the same
source emission angle. The difference is taken between the two spectra to give
a ground effects spectrum. The ground effects spectrum represents the differ-
ences in ground effect between the two locations for the two surfaces_ith simi_ _ ,
lar geometry of the microphones and aircraft position. Simila_ _to the ....
near-far comparison results, the direct comparison results may be displayed
as a function of frequency for a particular B or as a function of B for a
particular one-third-octave band.
DISCUSSIONOF GROUNDEFFECTSVARIATIONWITH FREQUENCY
Results of the near-far comparison method are illustrated in figure lO(a)
through lO(e). The reference microphone used was microphone number 16, a 1.2
m microphone positioned under the flight path over the intersection of runways
04-22 and 10-28. The measurement microphones, all positioned over grass,
were microphones 2, 4, 6, 8, and II. The five plots of Figure I0 represent
the results of the near-far method for one run of the five different height
flights flown. The directivity angle chosen to select the portions of the
microphone signals to be compared with was 122.5 degrees. Plotted along the
ordinate is ground attenuation in decibels, along the abscissa is frequency
in Hertz. The sign convention used in calculating the ground attenuation is
that a positive value signifies an attenuation. The legend in the upper right
of each plot identifies the curves and lists the values of B and slant
range of the measurement locations when the aircraft position was frozen.
For example, the solid curve in figure lO(a) is the result for microphone 2
using microphone 16 as a reference for run 24. When the aircraft position was
frozen, the slant range to microphone 2 was 262 m with a B of 33.6 degrees.
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The first plot in figure I0, as mentionedin the example, is the result
for run 24, a 160 m flight. The measurementmicrophonesclosest to the flight
track,microphone2, has the largestvalue of B and the smallestmeasured
ground attenuation. As the measurementmicrophonesget fartheraway from the
flight track, the measuredexcess attenuationincreases. The largest ground
attenuationis found in the frequencyrange of lO0 - 400 Hz.
- Plot lO(b) is for run 19, an 80 m flight. Plot lO(c) is for a 40 m
flight,plot lO(d) a 20 m flight,and plot lO(e) a lO m flight. A _rend of
greaterground attenuationfor small B is observedin the plots. An excep-
tion is the result for run 19 and microphone6 and 8. In this instance,the
measured ground attenuationfor microphone8 is less than that for microphone
6, despitethe fact that the B associatedwith microphone6 is larger than
the B associatedwith microphone8. The frequencyrange of maximumexcess
attenuationin all of the plots is from lO0 to 400 Hz. In the last plot
(lO(e))for the lowest flight and the smallestvalue of B, the measured
ground attenuationfor the last three microphonescollapsestogether for
frequenciesgreaterthan lO0 Hz. For lower frequenciesthe trend of larger
ground attenuationfor smaller B values is again observed.
Resultsfor the directcomparisonmethod are illustratedin figure II.
A result is shown for one of each of the five heightsflown. The actual run
sequenceof the resultsshown is run 23, 20, 17, 13, and 3. The corresponding
heightsof the runs are 160, 80, 40, 20, and lO meters. Resultsare shown
for four pairs of microphonesfor each run. The microphonepairs used were
microphones2-14, 8-18, 9-19, and ll-20. All of the microphonesused were
1.2 m microphones. The abscissa,ordinate,and legend are identicalto the
ones used in figure lO. However,in the legend the curve for a microphonepair
is identifiedby the microphoneof the pair which is positionedover grass.
For example, in figure ll(a) the result for the microphonepair 2-14, the solid
curve, is labeledEGFR23.M02.
/,.
The same generaltrends are observed in the direct comparisonresults
as in the near-farcomparisonresults. Namely, increasedmeasuredground
attenuationfor decreasing B. This is particularlytrue of the results for a
specificrun. Although there are four microphonepairs, the last three pairs
are close togethercomparedwith their distance from the flight track. The
resulting B for each plot clusteraround two values,the value for the
closestpair or the value for the last three pairs. A second trend seen in the
directcomparisonresultas well as in the near-far resultsis the frequency
range of the largestmeasured ground attenuation. The largestmeasured ground
attenuationis seen in figure II to be in the frequencyrange of lO0 to 400 Hz.
DISCUSSIONOF GROUND EFFECTS
Variationswith Look Angle
The spectralresultsfor the five flightsof the near-farcomparison
method given in the previoussectionmay be combinedto yield plots of
ground attenuationversus B for individualone-third'octavebands. Plotted
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in figure 12 are the excess ground attenuationresultsobtainedby the
near-farcomparisonmethod given as a functionof B for the followingfive
one-third-octavebands: 63, 125, 250, 500, and lO00 Hz. Plottedin each
figure along the abscissais B in degreesand along the ordinateground
attenuationin decibels. The data pointsare plottedwithdifferent symbols
to indicatethe slant range associatedwith that particulardata point. Listed
in the legendat the top of each figure is the range of slant range for each
symbol. The differentsymbol plottingscheme which really identifieswhich
microphonea data point originatedfrom was an attemptto check for a slant
range dependencein the data. In the plot for the lowest frequencyband,
12(a),there is a small amount of measuredattenuationfor small values of
B but at largervalues of B the measuredeffect diminishesto zero. The
scatter in the data is the greatestfor the smallestvalues of B. The data
scatterwould be expectedto be greaterfor the smallervalues of B because
the small values of B are associatedwith the microphonesfarthestaway
from the flight track and thereforehave the largestpropagationpaths. In
the next plot, lO(b), for the 125 Hz band there is an increasein the measured
attenuationfor small values of B (less than 4°), an apparentamplification
for values of B between4° - 16°, and an attenuationfor the last data point.
There is more scatterin the data and the last point disruptsthe trend seen
earlierof the measured ground attenuationgoing to zero as the value of B
increases. In the 250 Hz plot the measured attenuationis larger and tends to
zero as B increases. The measuredattenuationin the next plot, the
500 Hz band plot, is less than in the 250 Hz band plot but a rapid decreasewith
increasing B is observedwith the envelope of data points going to zero
attenuationfor large values of B. In the last plot for the l kHz band the
measuredground attenuationis small for all but the smallestvalues of
with the data points scatteredabout the zero ground attenuationline.
The direct comparisonresultsare redrawnin a ground attenuationversus
B for particularone-third-octavebands format in figure 13. The same one-
third-octavebands are shown in the same sequenceas for the direct comparison
data illustratedin figure 12. A problemassociatedwith the direct comparison
method appliedto the flightprogramaddressedearlier is clearlyobserved in
this particulardata presentation. The problem is that the microphonepairs
which are applicableto the direct comparisonmethod are either close to the
flight track or at the end of the microphonearray far from the flight track.
The result is that most of the data points are clusteredtogetherwith small
values of _ with only a few data points with largervalues of 8. The data
points in the 63 Hz band plot are clusteredabout a zero ground attenuation
line indicatinglittlemeasuredground effect. Ground attenuationdecreasing
with increasing B and tending toward zero (exceptthe last point) is seen
in the 125 Hz band plot, figure 13(b). Large attenuationsare measured for
small B in the 250 Hz plot with the attenuationrapidlydiminishing with
increasing B. The measure attenuationis less in the 500 Hz plot but the
tendencyof going to zero with increasing B is again observed. The data
points are scatteredaround a zero line in the highestfrequencyplot, the
l kHz plot figure 13(e) for all measuredvalues of B.
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CONCLUDINGREMARKS
Documentation of the flight experiment for low-angle propagation included
discussion concerning the aircraft, the acoustic instrumentation and set up,
the weather instrumentation, the experiment site, andproblems encountered
during the experiment. The reduction of the acoustic data by one-third octave
band analysis was described, as was the reduction of the tracking and weather
information The data management system designed to handle the large quantity
of acoustic and tracking data was outlined.
Data analysis which is not the main purpose of the present paper
proceeded along two paths. A near-far comparison method was used to calculate
ground effect using a sample of the data taken. In the near-far comparison
method the signals of two microphones positioned over the same terrain are
compared. Results of the near-far method are given for four microphones roughly
evenly spaced along the microphone array positioned over grass for five runs.
: The results are shown in two formats: a ground attenuation versus frequency
for fixed B or a ground attenuation versus B for fixed frequency. The
second analysis technique used to compute ground attenuation was a comparison
between two microphones equal distance from the flight track but positioned over
different surfaces. Direct comparison results are also given for five runs
in both data presentation formats. In both analysis techniques, a constant
emission angle criteria was used to select the portions of the two microphone
signals to be compared.
The results of the two analysis methods agree in general. The largest
ground attenuation was measured for the one-third-octave bands in the frequency
range of I00 to 400 Hz. The measured ground attenuation quickly diminishes
with increasing B. In most cases the measured ground attenuation was close
to zero for B greater than I0 - 15 degrees. The results did exhibit quite
a bit of scatter. The scatter discussed in the results is caused by many
contributing factors. Probable factors are atmospheric parameter gradients and
fluctuations, the data sampling rate in the analysis, uncertainties in
aircraft position and dimensions of the tested surfaces.
An advantage of the direct comparison method over the near-far comparison
method is that corrections are not needed for differences in atmospheric atten-
uation and spherical spreading between the microphones being compared. The
two microphone signals being compared in the direct comparison method have
the same emission angle and geometry; finite microphone height effects caused
by differences in path length between the direct and reflectedarray are the
same for both signals.
As in any comparison technique, the result is the relative difference
between the two things being compared. In the near-far method the result is
the difference between two signals propagating over the same terrain but for
different distances and geometries with the accompanying differences in
atmospheric absorption and spherical spreading being accounted for. In the
direct comparison method the result is the relative difference between two sig-
nals which have identical propagation paths except one is over grass, an acous-
tically soft surface, and the other over concrete, an acoustically hard surface.
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No. X Y Z
1 -243.69 53.34 0.00
2 -246.74 53.34 1.20
3 -249.78 53,34 9.14
4 -462.99 53.34 1.20
5 -755.45 53.34 1.20
6 -926.01 79.25 1.20
7 -1149.61 79.25 1.20
8 -1388.97 79.25 1.20
9 -1606.81 79.25 1.20
I0 -1848.92 79.25 0.00
II -1851.96 79.25 1.20
12 -1855.01 79.25 9.14
13 -243.69 0.00 0.00
14 -246.74 0.00 1.20
15 -249.78 0.00 9.14
16 0.00 0.30 1.20
17 0.00 0,00 1.20
! 18 -1388.97 0.00 1.20
19 -1606.81 0100 1.20






Run No. Alt. (m) Engine l Engine 2 Time (GMT)
l 9 Idle lO0 II 46 38
2 9 " " II 54 13
3 lO " " II 58 37
4 lO " " 12 02 32
5 lO " " 12 06 47
6 12 " " 19 37 32
7 12 " " 19 42 45
8 12 " " 1948 43
9 12 " " 19 52 32
lO 18 " " 19 56 13
II 18 " " 19 59 50
12 18 " " 20 03 50
13 18 " " 21 02 23
14 18. " Full Burner 21 05 58
15 18 " Full Burner 21 09 40
16 36. " lO0 21 13 48
17 36 " " 21 17 28
18 36 " " 21 19 58
19 73 " " 21 25 49
20 73 " " 21 29 34
21 73 " " 21 33 05
22 146 " " 21 36 39
23 146 " " 21 40 05
24 146 " " 21 43 18
25 9 " " 21 48 O0
26 9 " " 21 51 58
27 18 " " 21 55 37
28 Static Off "
' TABLEIII RADARFILEEGAR2G.RAD
METERS
 ]ODE GMT X Y Z
I 21:52: 6,5 -716.2 1155,_ g,6
1 21:52| 7,0 -6_.q 1119,3 9.6
1 21:521 7,5 -666.3 I_7_.9 9,5
I 21:52: B,a -6al,5 I_39,7 q,b
1 21:52: 8,5 -617,1 995,1 9,6
I 21:52: 9,_ "592.6 955,5 9,6
I 21:52:9,5 -567,7 915.7 9,8
I 21:52:1_,_ -5_3,_ _75,7 9,9
I 21:52:19,5 -518.3 836,2 I?,2
I 21:52:11,_ -_93,7 796,5 I_,3
I 2!:52:11,5 -_68,_ 756.4 t_,!
i 21:52:12,_ "_3.3 716,6 9,9
I 21152:12.5 -t_17,7 676.8- 9,9
I 21:52:13,0 -3q2,6 b37,_ 9,8
I 21:52:13,5 -3_.5 bQ1,6 9,5
2 21:52:1_,Q -3_,] 561,8 9,5
2 21:52:1_.5 -319,7 522,_ 9,6
2 21_'52:15,_ -295._ _82,2 9,7
2 21:52;15,5 -271,_ _2,5 9,8
2 21_52:16,_ o2Q6,6 _@2.7 9,8
2 21:52:16,5 -222,3 362,9 9,9
2 21:52:17.;_ -197.g 323,1 I_,Q
2 21:52:17.5 -173,5 283,3 I_,Q
2 21:52:18._ -I_Q,I 2_3,6 Ie, I
2 21:52:1B,5 -12_.8 2_3.8 I_,2
2 21:52;19,5 "7b,_ _29,2 1_,3
2 21:52:2_,_ -51.7 8a,5 1_,_
2 21:52_2P.5 "27,3 q_,7 1P15
2 21:52:21._ -2.0 _9 IQ.5
I 21:52:21,5 21,_ "3Q.q 10,6
I 21_52:22._ q6.3 -73,6 I_,6
I 21:52:22,5 71,_ -112,_ IQ,6
1 21:52:23,_ 95,_ -151.3 9,_
I 21:52:23,5 119,6 -I_9.9 I_,6
I 21:52:2_,_ I_,7 -231,8 9,8
I 21:52:2u,5 1b_,B -27B,2 10,9
-1 21:52:25,_ 102,_ -338,9 _,3
:1 21:5_:25,5 217,2 -3_8.8 9,8
11 21:52:26,_ 2_I,a -389,2 9, I
i 21:52:26,5 268,_ -_29,9 9,6
.1 21:52=27,_ 291.5 -_6B,_ 9,6
I 21:52:27.5 315.5 "5_8,8 8,6
I 21:52:2B,_ 339.9 -5_8,6 8.3 .




speed, direction, Temperature, pressure, Humidity, Dew Point,
Weather Station (m/sec) deg °C mm Hg % °C
1.2 m, Van I 1.8 300 13.3
1.2 m, Van 5 1.4 270 12.2
I0 m, Van 3 1.4 359 14.0 763.5 39.0
I0 m, N 159 1.8 285 15.0 764.5 -18
I0 m, DamageControl 2.7 285
3 m, Triangle 2.2 296 15.0
6 m, Triangle 2.4 288
9 m, Triangle 2.5 275
12 m, Triangle 2.4 275
15 m, Triangle 2.6 295 15.0
D A T A  DUMP FOR F I L E  EGFR27mM02 
FILE- EGF27, M32 
P A G E  1 OF 4 
RECORD NO,  = 2 2  GAIN o 1 1 0  NO, SEC, n 5 5  I L  = 1 3  I H  = 40  
( M E T E R S )  1 / 3  OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCIES ( H Z )  
R E C  TIME X Y Z OSPL 20, 25; 32. 40, 50'. 63, 79, 100, 126, 158.  200, 251. 316. 398, 
No. DBA 0.5K 0.6K 0.8K 1.0K 1.35 i .bK 2.0K 215K 312K 410K 5.BK bm3K 7.9K 10.K 
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EGFR24.N16 BETA - 341.8 SR - 100.0
EGFR24.Ne2 BETA - 33.63 SR - 262.0
EGFR24.N04 BETA • 18.48 SR - 45?.8
EGFR24.N06 BETA • 9.18 SR - 909.6
20 -- EGFR24.M08 BETA - 6.09 SR • 1368.3
EGFR24.N11 BETA - 4o55 SR - 1829.2
s _
_ 10 _
l _ l l%
0 ,
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FREQUENCY,Hz
FICURE I0. e,. NEAR / FAR RESULTS FOR 160 wz FLIGHT.
FICURE I O. b. NEAR / PAR RESULT._ FOR 80 m FLIOHT.
A::.
EGFR17.M16 BETA = 341.9 SR = 100.0
EGFR17.Me2 BETA • 10.1S SR • 216.0
EGFR17.Re4 BETA - 5.07 SR - 430.5
EGFRl?.Me6 BETA - 2.44 SR - 893.2
30 -- EGFR17.Me8 BETA - 1.61 SR - 135S.7EGFR17.M11 BETA - 1.20 SR • 1818.Sm
" i'
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FIGURE. 10. c. NEAR / fAR RESULTS FOR 40 "in,FLIGHT.
EGFR2?.R16 BETA - 341.9 SR • lgg._
EGFR27.Mg2 BETA • 5.83 SR - 221o?
EGFR2?.Mg4 BETA = 2°95 SR = 437.3
EGFR2?°MO6 BETA = 1.46 SR = 874.
3g -- EGFR27.R88 BETA .. g.95 SR • 1363o2 ,
- EGFR2?.R11 BETA = g.?l SR = 1826°g
-- Aeae_
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EGFR26.N16 - BETA • 342.0 SR - lee.e
EGFR26.Re2 BETA = 2.41 SR = 219.8
EGFR26.Ne4 BETA = 1.22 SR = 435.9
EGFR26.Me6 BETA - 0.59 SR = 899.4
30 EGFR26.Re8 .... BETA = 0.39 SR - 1362.1
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FIGURE I O. e. NEAR / PAR REsui.,T3- FOR I0 m, FLIGHT.




EGFR20.Me2 BETA - 20.68 SR - 239.S
EGFR20.M08 BETA - 3.51 SR - 1382.1
EGFR20.M09 BETA - 3.03 SR - 1S99.S
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-20 i i , i , , , ,J i i , i i i , ,I I
10 100 lk 2k
FREQUENCY,Hz
FICURE t 7. b. DI_CT COMPARISON_SULT_ FOR 80 za FIJCHT".
EGFRI?*fl02 BETA = 9.60 SR = 228.4 
EGFR17*fl08 . - - - - - -  BETA = 1.57 SR = 1380.9 
EGFR17.Fl09 --- BETA = 1.36 SR = 1598.6 . 
EGFR17*fl11 ---- BETA = 1.18 SR = 1843.6 
FREQUENCY, Hz 
FIGURE I I .  c. DIRECT COMPAAISON RESULTS FOR 40 m FLICHT. 
oFIGURE I1.¢L DIRECT COMPARISON RESULTS FOR 20 m FLIGHT.
,o
EGFRe3.Me2 BETA - 2.69 SR - 228.0
EGFRe3.Me8 BETA - e.44 SR - 1381.8
EGFRe3.Ne9 BETA = 0.38 SR = 1S99.6
EGFRe3.R11 -- BETA • 0.33 SR = 1844,7
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-
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FIGURE 11. e. DIRECT COMPARISONRESULTS FOR 10 m, PLIGHT.
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¥ICURE 12. o_ NEAR/FAR RESULTS FOR 63 H: 1/3 OCTAVEBAND.
200-380- + 4ee-s80m x 700-845m o 850"1025m _ tO50-iE50m _r
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¥1CURE f 3. b. NEAR/fAR RESUI.,7"3 fOR 126 B= I/3 OCTAVE BAND.
20e-38h + 400-580m x 700-845m o 850-1025m A 1050-1250m
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FIGURE 12. c. NEAR / FAR RESUL?S FOR 251 Hz I/3 OCTAVE BAND.
20e-380m + 400-580m x ?0G-845m o 850"1025: A 1050-_250m,.
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¥ICURE 12. d.. NEAR / PAR RESULTS FOR 501 H: 1/3 OCTAV_ BAND.
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FIGURE 12. e. NEAR/FAR RESULTS FOR 7000 H= 1/3 OCTAVEBAND.
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FIGURE I3. b. DIRECT COM_PAR!30N RE3ULTS FOR 126 Hz I/3 OCTAVE BAND.
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FlCURE 13. c. DIRECT COMPARISON' RESULTS FOR 251 Hz T/3 OCTAI_ BAND.
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DIRECTIVITY A_'GLE : 122.5 deg
FILENAME EtIIT X Y Z VEL HEAW)ING
TItlE (m) (m/B) (deg)
EGFROI,M_I 111_6:3B._7 -31,1 5B,_ 11,Q 8g,6 99,6
EGFR_I.M_2 11;_6:3_._7 -31.1 5_._ 11,9 89,6 g9,6
EGF_I.H_3 11:_6:3_._7 -31.2 5_.1 11,g 89,6 9g.6
EGFRQI._ 11:_6:38.11 m2q.2 q6.9 11.g 8q,6 99.6
EGFRQI.H_5 ll:_h_3_.l_ -26.5 Q2,5 11.9 80,6 g9,6
EGFRQI,M_6 II1_6:37.86 -_I,1 66,I 11,9 89,6 9g,6
EGFRQI.Mg7 11:1_6:_7,9_ -39,_ 62.8 11,0 B@,6 99,6
EGFRQI,Mg8 11:ah:37,95 -36.B 59,3 11,9 _9,6 99.6
EGFRSI.MQg II:_6:37.99 -34,8 56.0 11,9 8g,6 99,6
EGFRQI,MI_ 11:_6:3R._ m32.6 52._ 11,9 89.6 99.6
E_F_QI,_II llla613B,Qq -32.6 52._ 11.9 89,6 99,6
EGFR_1.M12 11:_6:3B.Qa -32.6 52,3 11,9 B9,6 99.6
EGFR_I._IR 11:u6:39._ 12.5 -2_.7 12,@ 89.6 o9.6
EGFR_I,_I Q II_6:3_,_ I_.5 -2q,_ 12.0 B9,6 99.6




DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122.5 de_
FILENAHE ErIIT X Y Z VEL HEAOING
TIr_E (_] (mls] (deq]
, EGFRQ2,HBI 11:51_:27.57 -27,4 5_,_I 11,8 88,5 99.6
EGFRB2,M_2 1115_127,57 "27,3 5Q,Q 11,8 8B.5 99,6
EGFR_2,M_3 11:5_127,57 -27,_ 5_,I 11,8 88,5 99,6
EGFRB2,MB_ 1115_I_7,61 -25,_ _6,8 11,B B8.5 99,6
EGFR_2,_I_5 11:5a127.67 -22.B _2,5 11,B B8,S q9,6
EGFRP2,H{16 11Z5_:27.36 "37.3 66.1 11,R 8F,5 9g,b
EGFRQ2,_7 1115_127.q{_ -3_,3 62,B 11,_ 88,5 99,6
EGFRQ2,H28 II15_127,_5 -33,1 59,2 11,8 BB,5 99,6
EGFR_2,HOg 11:5_:27,99 -31,1 5b,0 11,8 88,5 99,6
EGFR_2._II_ 11:5:_27.59 -28,9 52._ 11,8 88,5 o0.6
EGFR_2,HII II:5/_z27.5_ -28.0 52._ 11,8 OR,5 99.6
EGF_2,MI2 1115tI127.5_ -28.8 52,3 ll.B 8B,5 99,6
EGFRQ2,_413 I1zSIII2B.29 5.8 -3,8 11,9 88,5 99,6
EGFR{_2,HI_ 11:5_z2B,2Q 9,8 -3,0 II,9 B8,5 99.6
EGFR_]2,t!15 IIISQ:2_,2B 5.8 -3.8 11,g 88,5 99,6
EGFRQ2,H16 11_5_:28.29 6,Q m_.2 11,9 88,5 99.6
EGFR_2,_t17 1115_12_,29 6.2 -Q,5 11.9 88,5 99,6
EGFRQ2,HIB II15_:2A,51 16,2 -2e,? 11,9 88,5 99.6
EGFRO2,H19 II_5_:28,55 18,2 -2a.e 11,9 88,5 q9,6
EGFRB2,M2Q II_5_12_,6Q 20,5 -27,6 11.9 B8.5 99,6
A-3
DIRECTIVITY AN{;LF. : I_2,5 d,.o
• FILENAHE EHI T X Y Z VEL HEADING
TI_E (_) (m/s) (den)
EGFRB3,M_I 1115_:5Q,52 -29,8 aO,3 . II,9 8g,_ 99,7
P
EGFR_3,H_2 1115815_,52 i2g,B _9,3 11,9 8q,Q g9,7
EGFRO3,MB3 1115_15_,52 -2q,9 4g,_ 11,9 8Q,_ q9.7
EGFRB3,MBQ II15815_,57 -27,5 _5,5 1|,g 8g,Q g9,7
EGFRB3,H_5 II15815_,6_ -24,3 a8.2 11,q 8q,, g9.7
EGFRB3.HOb 11158z5a.311 -38._ 63.3 11,9 8q,a Qg,7
EGFRO3,H97 lllSFlS_,3g -36,0 59,3 11,9 8g,a g9,7
EGFR_3,MB8 11_5_:5_,n5 -33,3 55.0 11,9 8Q,Q qg,7
EGFRB3,H_9 1115815_,5M -3B,g 51,_ ll,g 8q,8 9g,7
EGFRBS,HI_ 11158)5a,55 -28.2 a6,7 11.9 8e,a g9.7
EGFR_3,HII 11:5B:5_,55 -28,2 _6,b 11,Q 8q,a g9,7
EGFR_3,MI_ II:58:5_,55 -28,2 a6,6 II,9 8q,a q9.7
EGFRe3,MI3 11158!55,23 3,2 -a.6 II,9 8g,a q9,7
EGFR_3,MIa II158155,23 3.2 -_,6 11,g 8g,Q" g9,7
EGFeO3,MI5 11158155,23 3,1 -_,5 11,9 89,_ gg,7
EGFR_3,MI8 11158155,2zj 3,7 -5,a ll,g 89,4 99,7
EGFRB3,MI7 II15_15S,2_ 3,8 -5,6 tl,q 8g,_ 99,7
EGFRO3,H18 I115BISS,SB 15,7 -25,2 11,q 8q._ gO,7
EGFRO3,H19 11158155,55 _8,_ -28,9 tl,9 g3,2 g6,2
EGFRO3,_42_ II15_155,6_ 21,Q m33,2 ll,g g3,2 g8,2
A-4
DIRECTIVITY ANGLF = 122,5 dnq
• FILENAHE EHIT X Y Z VEL HEAOING
TI_E (m) (mls) (deg)
EGFRO_,M_I 121 2147,6B -la_,6 _6,5 12,9 8q,2 IB_,6
!
EGFR_,H_2 121 2:117,6_ -aB,6 4_,_ 12,g 89,2 100,6
EGFRo_,M03 12:2:_7,68 w_B,7 q6,5 12,9 B9,2 I_,6
EGFRB_,M_Q 121 21_7,78 -36,_ 39,_ 12,g 8g12 IB0,6
EGFR_Q,M_5 121 21_7,g_ -3B,7 29,8 12,9 B9,2 IB0,6
E_FROQ,M_6 121 21_7,63 D_3,0 5_,5 12,m Bq,2 IBB,6
EGFRe_,H_7 121 2:(17,73 -38,7 _3,2 12,q 80,2 100,6
EGFR_Q,M_8 12:21(_7,83 -3_._ 35,2 12,q 8g,2 IB0,6
' EGFRO4,MBq 121 21_7,93 m2g,7 2B,0 12,9 8q,2 10B,_
EGFR_,_II_ 121 21_8,_3 -a5,_ 2_,0 12,9 gl,1 l_,g
EGFRBq,MII 121 21_R,_3 -2_,9 19,q 12,Q 91,I IBO,g
EGFRB_,H12 IPI 21_,g3 -2_,9 19,8 12,9 oi,1 I_,9
EGFR_Q,H13 12:2:a8,38 -8,6 -7,g 12,5 g1,1 IOB,Q
EGFRBQ,HI_ 121 21_!_,38 -A,6 .mS,_ 12,5 91,1 10B,9
EGFR_,M15 12:2:_8,38 -_,_ -7,9 12,5 q1,! I00,_
EGFR@Q,M16 12:2:4_,_7 -_,7 11_,6 12,Q QI,I IB_,_
EGFRO_,M17 12:2:_,_7 -t_,6 -I_,B 12,d ql,l IR_,g
EGFR_,_IB }2:p:nS,g7 I_,2 -53,8 11,8 o1,1 l_,g
EGFR_,MIg 121 21_9,_7 23,2 -62,3 11,6 gi,1 IRB,O
EGFRBq,M2B 121 21_9,2P 28,_ -71,9 II,5 gl,l l_R,q
A-5
DIRECTIVITy ArJ{;LF = 122,5 d_
FILENAME E4IT Y Y Z. VEL HEADING
TI'IE (_) (m/e) (den)
EGFRQS,MOI 12:6:5g,17 -23,8 50,8 12,Q 91,8 99,3
EGFROS,H@P 12:A15_;17 -23,8 5_,8 12,_ 91t8 gq,3
EGFROS,M_3 121 6:5g,17 -23,9 5_,g 12,_ 91,8 9q,3
EGF_OS,M_ 121 6:5o,2_ -22,a _B,5 12,_ 91,B 99,3
EGFR@5,"g5 12: 6:50,2Q -20,5 a54a 12,_ 91,8 99,3
EGFRQ5,M_6 121 615_,g3 -35,6 69,7 12,q 91,B g9,3
EGFRB5,MB? 121 _158,96 -3Q,I 67,3 12,Q 91,8 99,3
EGFR_5,HPB 121 6159,_B -32,5 6_,7 12,Q q1,8 99,3
EGFR_SoM_9 121 6:5g,_2 -31,0 62,3 12,_ 91,8 99,.3
EGFR_5,MI_ 12:6159.,_6 L2n,_ 59,7 12,_ 91,8 99,3
EGFR_S,H11 121 6:59,P6 m2g,_ 59,7 12,Q 91,8 99,3
EGFRPS,KI12 121 6159,_6 -2q,3 59,7 12,_ 91,8 q9,3
EGFR_5,M13 121 615g,B6 9,6 -2,9 12,_ 91,8 q9,3
EGFRB5,_1_ 128 615q,86 g,6 m2,'g 12,Q 91,8 99,3
EGFR_5,M15 121 6:5g,_ 9,5 12,8 12,_ 91,B _g,3
EGFR_S,M16 12! 6159,87. g,8 -3,3 12,Q 91,8 99,3
EGFRO5,H17 12! 615g,B7 IB,_ -3,6 12,_ 91,B qg,3
EGFR_5,M18 12: 7; _,B_ 17,2 -15,1 12,_ 91,8 99,3
EGFRBS,M19 121 71 _,_5 1B,6 "17,_ 12,{1 91,8 99,3
EGFROS,M2B 121 7I _,B8 2_,3 "2_,1 12,_ 91,8 99,3
A-6
DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122,5 deq
FILENAME E'_IT X Y Z VEL HEADING
TIME (_) (m/s) (deq)
, EGFRO6,M_! 19137137,79 -2_,5 51,8 13,1 9_,7 99,Q
EGFRO6,M02 19137137,7g -2_,5 51,8 13,1 g0,7 99,0
EGFRO6,M_3 19137137,7g -2_,8 52,0 13,1 9B,7 991_
EGFROb,MB_ 1Q137137,8_ -23,7 5_,7 13,1 90,7 g9,_
EGFRO6,H{_5 19137137,83 u22,7 _g,8 13,1 Q@,7 99,0
EGFRO6,MPb Ig137137,5_ -38,Q 7Q,0 13,1 g0,7 g9,_
EGFR_b,FI_7 19137137,52 -37,6 72,7 13,1 gQ,7 gq,O
EGFROb. Me8 Ig137137,53 -36,7 71,3 13,1 9Q,7 99,_
EGFRO6,M_g IQ137137,55 -35,9 70,0 13,1 90,7 99,P
EGFRQB,MI_ Ig:3713],_5 =13,_ 8_,5 17,_ 86,_ I_5,5
EGFR_6,H11 19:37137,_5 -13,_ 8_,5 17,0 86,_ 105,5
EGFRoe,H12 Ig1371_7,t15 -13.Q BQ,5 17,0 86,a 1Q5,5
EGFRQ6,H13 Ig137138,S8 9,2 -I,7 13,2 g0,7 g9,0
EGFRB6,Ml_ 1g137138,_@ 9,2 =1,7 13,2 90,7 9g,0
EGFRO6,M15 19_37Z38,_8 9,1 -I,5 13,2 9Q,7 q9,0
EGFR_6,H16 19137:38.51 I_,3 =3.5 13,2 90,7 99,0
EGFRo6,M17 19137138,52 }_,S -3,8 13,2 g0,7 9g,B
EGF_8,MIB 1g13713_,57 13,3 -8,3 13,2 g_,7 9Q,0
EGFR@b,MI_ Ig137138,5g IA,I -9,5 13,2 g@,7 9g,_
EGFROemM2_ 19137138,61 15,0 -11,0 13,2 9B,7 9q,0
A,7
DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 127,5 d,_o
FILEN_E E_IT X Y Z VEL HEADING
11_IE (_) (m/s] (deq) "
m_lqllmlmllmmll._._mmmlmm.mmlllmlmmmmn_mmmllp_p_mnnlmlmmlllmlmm
EGFR_7,H_I 191_2:_7,95 -2B,7 5_,B 6,q 92.8 99,_
EGFRO7,Mn2 19:_2147,95 -28.7 5_,8 6mg 92e8 99,_
EGFRO7,M_3 191921a7,95 "28,7 5B,B b,9 92,8 99,q
EGFR_7,M_ 191_21a7,gB -27,2 _8,4 6_9 92,8 q9,_
EGFRBT,H_}5 191_2_QF,_2 -25,1 _5,B 6,9 92,8 99,q
EGF'RBT,H_6 191_21_7,72 -/_,I 69,2 6,9 92.B 99,_
EGFR_7,M_7 191_2t_7,75 -3_,5 66,6 6,9 92,6 qq,q
EGF_OT,H06 1o1_2197,7B -36,8 63,9 6,9 92,_ 99,_
EGFR_7,H09 19:_21_7,82 -35,3 61,_ h,9 92,B 99,_
EGFR_7,HIB 191_21_7,B5 -33,6 5B,6 6,9 02,8 90,_
EGFR_7,_11 I_1071_7,_5 -33,5 58,8 6,9 92,B 99,4
E_FROT,M12 19:_2:_7,95 -33,5 58,5 6,g Q?,B Qq,_
EGFRB7,M13 191_21_A,63 _,6 -2,q 6,9 92,8 99,_
EGFR_7,MI_ 19!_21AB,63 _,7 -2,9 6,9 92,8' 99,_
EGFqBT,M15 191a21_8,6] _,6 -2,9 6,9 92,8 99,_
EGFRB7,H16 19I_L31 3,66 I_2,1 71,9
EGFR_7,Ht7 101a3: 3,6S 1_2,1 71,9
EGFRBT,418 lgla2l_A,8_ 12,B -15,9 6,9 92,8 99,_
EGFROT,MI9 19t_21a6,83 1_,3 -18,_ 6,9 92,8 99,_ -
EGFRBT,H2_ 191_21a_,87 16,0 -21,2 8,9 92,8 9g,a
A-8
DIRECTIVITY ANr;LE = 12_,5 dee
• FILENAME E_IT X Y Z VEL HEAOING
?I'VE (m) (m/s) (deg)
EGFRBB,M01 191_@I_5,8{_ -3B,O 5_,5 B,3 93.6 99,_
t
EGFR@8,HB2 191a81.S,BO -39,B 5B,5 8,3 93,6 99,_
EGFR_BmM03 19:_81_5,79 -38,0 5_,5 8,3 93,6 99,_
EGFRBS,Mga 19:_BI_5,B3. "28.3 97,7 8,3 93,6 g9,Q
E_FRBB,M_5 %9:aBlaS,_B -26,_ a_,_ 8,3 93,6 agoa
EGFR_B,M06 19:aBza5,58 -nn.8 67,9 8,3 93,6 oo,_
• EGFROB,MB7 l.Q|q_:nS,6I -39,_ 65,_ 8.3 93,6 99,n
EGFROB,M_B 191_B1_5,65 -37,1 61,9 B,3 93,6 99,4
' EGFRSB,H_9 191_81_5,69 -35,3 59,1 8,3 93,6 99,a
EGFR_B,MXO 1019_Ia5.73 -33,_ 55,9 8,3 93)6 99,_
EGFRBB,MIX Ig:aB:aS,73 -33,_ 55,9 8.3 93m6 09,_
EGFRoS,HI2 191a8:_5,73 -33,3 55,9 8,3 03,6 qg,a
EGFR_B,_113 191_181_6,47 3,3 =3,3 _,3 93,6 99,_
EGFR_O,HI_ 191qB=a6,a7 3,3 -3,3 0,3 93,6 09,({
EGFROB,M15 191_BI_6,a7 3,3 =3,2 8,3 g3,6 99,_
EGFRBS,M16 19:_8:96,_7 3,2 =3,1 8,3 93,b 99,a
EGFRO8,M17 1919_:_6,a7 3,3 =3,3 _,3 93,6 99,(1
EGFR_8,H16 19:_:a6,86 .12,_ -IB,O 8,3 93,6 09,(1
EGFR08,419 I_1_81_6,69 Ia.I -2B,B 8,3 93,6 99,a
EGFROB,M2_ 101_146,73 16,1 -2Q,_ 8,3 93,6 99,_
A-9
DIRECTIVITY ANGLE : 122,5 deq
FILENAME E_IT X y Z ' VEL HEADING
TI_IE (_) (m/s) (de_)
• EGFR_g,H_! 19!5213_,_ -28,g 5@,I 5,7 93,_ 99,6
EGFRBg,M_2 IQ152_38,_ -28,9 5a,l 5,? 93,_ 99,6
EGFR_g,MB3 lg15213_,QB -_R,9 5_,1 5,7 93,_ 99,6
EGFR_g,M_ 1915213B,_ -26,g _6,9 5,7 93,_ 9g,6
EGFRBq,H_5 {g15213BIQq -2Q,3 _2.6 5o7 93t4 g9.6
EGFReg,H_6 1g152138,2_ "38_ 6h.2 5,7 93,_ 99,6
EGFRB9,_I_7 Iq!52138,23 -36,8 62,9 5,7 93,Q 9g,6
EGFR@g,H_8 I_!5R13_,78 -3_,6 5q,_ 5,7 _3,_ gq,6
EGFR09,14_g9 19:5213B,32 -3_,6 56,1 5,7 g3,Q g9,6
EGFR_9,MI_ lO15_13B_7 =3M,_ 52,5 5,7 g3,_ 99,6
EGFR_9,M11 1915213P,37 -3_,_ 52,5 5,7 93,_ 99,6
EGFRog. Mt2 1915213B,37 -3_._ 52,5 5,7 93,_ gg.6
EGFR_9,F_13 19:52139°_B _,3 -3,7 5,6 93,_ 9g,6
EGFRRg,Mt_ 19152139,_B _3 m3,7 S,6 93)_ g9,6
EGFROg,M%5 lgIS_I3q,PB _,3 -3,7 5,6 93,Q 99,6
EGFROg,Mt6 IgIS213Q,_5 2,g -t,Q 5,6 93,_ q9,6
EGFRO9_M17 lq!5213g,_5 3,B -1,7 5,6 93,a 9q,6
EGFR_9,H18 1915213_,53 -3,6 _(_,_ g,9 9_,3 Ieq,6
EGFROg,_1g 19:5213_,33 16,7 -23,B 5,5 93,_ q9,6
EGFR09,_2_ _915213_,3@ 1_,9 m27,5 5,5 93,_ 99,6
A-IO
DIRECTIVITY _4GLE : 122,5 deq
FILENA_E EHIT X Y Z VEL HEADING
TIr;F (m) (mlB) (dea)
EGFRI_,M_I IQ15_12_,I_ -27,2 5_,7 18,5 93,_ 99,3
EGFRI_,M_2 I_15h12_,I_ -27,2 5_,7 18,5 93,_ 99,3
EGFqI_,M_3 IQ15612_,13 -27,_ 51,0 ° 18,5 93,a 99,3
EGFRI@,H_# 1915612_,16 =26,_ _B,7 1P,5 93,_ 99,3
EGFRI_,FI@5 19:56:2a,2c_ -2a,2 _5,_ IB,5 93,_ 99,3
EGFRIO,M_6 19156:23,_9 -3q,4 79,2 18,5 93,_ 9q,3Z
EGF_I_,H?7 lg156_23,92 -37,9 67,9 18,5 93,A 99,3
EGF_19,_I_8 Ig156123,95 -36,_ 65.5 18,5 93,_ g9,3
EGFRI_,H_9 Ig:56123,98 -35,1 63,3 18,5 q3,Q 99,3
EGFRI_,_lP 1_156:?.a,_2 -33,5 6_,8 18,5 93,a 99,3
EGFRI_,H11 Iq:56:2q,n2 -33,5 6_,8 18,5 93,_ qq.3
EGFRIO,M12 Ia156:_,92 -33,5 6_,8 18.5 93,_ 99.3
EGFRIe,MI3 19:5612_,8P 6,2 -2,9 18,6 93,a 99,3
EGFRI_.HI_ 1915612_,B2 6,2 -2,9 18,6 93,a 99,3
EGFRIO°M15 Ig156129,_I 6,_ -_,7 18,6 93,_ 99,3
EGFR10,MI6 1915612_,_ 9._ -7,_ 18.6 93,_ 99,3
EGFRIB,_II? 1915h12_,8_ 9,1 n7,6 IR,6 93,a g9,3
EGFRIB,418 1915612_,06 13._ mlQ.2 18.6 93,-_ 99,3
EGFR1@,_19 1915612_,98 1_,6 -16,5 18,6 93,a 99,3
EGFRIO.420 19!56_25,B2 16,2 -IB,9 I_,6 93,_ 99,3
A-II
DIRECTIVITY iNGLE : 122,5 deq
FILENAF_E EHIT Y Y Z VEL HEADING
TItlE (m) (m/s) {deg)
. EGFRII,M_I 2_: _: 2,_9 133,9 Q@,5 21.2 9a,I 99,9
EGFRII,M_.}2 2_1 P: 2,_9 -33,9 z_B,5 21,2 9_,I 99,9
EGFRII,MP3 2B: nl 2,_9 -3a,l _8,B 21,2 99,I 99,9
EGFRII,M_II 2_: _I 2,1_ -31,a _,4 21,2 9_,I 99,9
EGFRII,H_5 2_: P: 2,21 -27,9 3B,7 21,1 9_,I 99,9
EGFR11,H{)_ 2_1 _: 1.92 -_1,B 61,5 21.2 99, I 99,9
EGFR11,M_7 2_: :_: 1,9_ -39,1 57,0 21,2 9_,I 99,9
EGF_11,H{_ 2_: P: 2,_ -36,1 52,2 21,2 9_,1 99,9
EGFRII,M_9 2_: (_! 2,_9 -33,5 _7,8 21,2 9_,I 99,9
EGFRll,MI_ 2_ _: .2_1_ -3_,5 _2,9 21,2 9_,1 99,9
EGFRII,_111 2_: :_: 2,1_ -3_.5 _,9 21,2 9_.I 99.9
EGFR11._12 2_: _: 2.16 -3_._ _2.9 21,2 99_I 99,9
EGFRI1.M13 _@_ _: 2,76 -1,B m5,_ 21.1 Q_,.1 99,_
EGFR11,M1_ 201 D: 2,76 -I,_ -5,_ 21,I 9_,I 99,9
EGFRll,M15 2_1 _: 2,7b -1,2 -5,1 21,1 9_,1 99,9
EGFR11,_I16 P_: _: 2,_5 3,_ 112,7 21,1 9_,I 99,9
EGFRII,_17 2B: P: 2,85 3,6 -12,9 21,1 9_,I 99,9
EGFR11,_I18 20: q: 3,_u I_,_ -2B,_ 21,1 9_,I 99,9
EGFR11,N19 2_: _1 3,09 15,_ -32,q 21,1 9_ml 99,_
EGFR11,_2_ 2_: _: 3,1_ 18,_ =37,3 21,1 9_,I 99,9
A-12
OIRECTIV]TY ANGLF = 122.5 deQ
FILENAME EHIT X Y Z VEL HEADING#
TIMF (m) [m/_] (deg]
EGFRI2,M_I 2_1 315_.Q9 -2Q.2 5_,I 22,3 9S.Q 99,_
v
EGFRI2,M_2 2g! 315Q,_g -29,2 5_,I 22,3 95,_ 9g,Q
EGFRI2,M_3 2M: 3:59,_ -29,5 5_,5 22,3 95,_ 99,_
EGF_I2.Mo_ 2_: 3159.13 -27.8 Q7,8 22,3 95,_ 99,Q
EGFRI2,M_5 2_: 315Q. Ib -25.7 _a.Q 22.3 9S,Q qq,_
EGFRI2,M@6 2_! 3158.Q7 -_B.7 _B.5 22,3 95._ 99,_
EGFRI2,H_7 2Q! 3_5_.g_ -39.0 65,g 22.3 95,Q 99,Q
EGFRI2,M_B 2_: 3_5R.gq -37.2 63,_ 22,3 95,q QQ.Q
EGF_I2.MO9 2_I 315_.97 -35.6 6Q,Q 22.3 95,_ gQ,Q
EGF_I2,HIQ 2_1 3_5Q._I -_3._ 57.5 22.3 95,_ QQ,Q
EGFRI2.MI! 2Q: 3!5_.QI -33.8 57._ 22.3 95.Q gg.Q
EGFR12,H12 2_! _:SQ.QI -33,8 57._ 22.3 95,_ 99.Q
EGFRI2,M13 201 3159.76 _.I -3,6 22,_ q5,_ QQ.Q
EGFR12,MI Q 2Bl 3159.7b Q.@ -3,5 22._ q5,_ 99,_
EGFR12,M15 2Q! 3_59,75 3,9 -3.2 22,_ 95,Q 99,Q
EGFRI2,M16 2a: 315_,B_ 6.3 -12.4 22.Q 95,_ 99,_
EGFRI2,M17 2_1 3159.8Q 8,Q -I_,6 22.Q 9S,Q 99,_
EGFRI2.M18 2Q: 3159,g2 12,3 -16.8 22,_ 95.Q 99,_
EGF_I2,MI9 2_I 3:59.95 13.9 -19,5 22,_ 95,_ 99,Q
EGFRI2,H20 2_1 3159.g9 15,7 -22,_ 22.Q 95.Q 99,_
A-13
DIRECTIVITY A_nLF' = 1_2,5 d._
FILENA_E E_41T X Y Z VEL HEADING
TIHE (m) (mls} (deq)
EGFRI3,M_I 21! 213_,@4 -39,9 _5,9 ' Ig,6 I_2,5 100,6
I
EGFRI3,MB2 21: 213_,BQ -39,9 .5,9 19,6 102,5 100,6
EGFRI3,M_3 21_ 213_,0a -uO,_ u6,1 19,6 I_2,5 10_,6
EGFRI3,M9_ 211 2130,13 '35,7 3B,7 19,6 IB2,5 I0_,6
EGFRI3,M_5 _II 2z39,23 -29,8 R_,_ 19,6 IB2,5 10_,6
EGFRI3,MB6 211 213@,_ -_2,0 _g,4 19,6 I_2,5 10@,6
EGFRI3,M_7 211 213_,09 m37,_ _I,8 19,6 102,5 10_,6
EGFRI3,M_8 211 213_,IB -32,6 33,6 19,6 102,5 IO_,b
EGFRI3,M(_9 211 213_,27 -28,2 2b,l I9,b IB2,5 IBB,6
EGFRI3.MI_ 21s 2_3_,36 m23.3 11.8 19,7 102,5 I00,6
EGFR13,Mll 21z 2:3_,3_ -23,2 17,7 _9,7 1_2,5 10_,6
EGFRI3,M12 21! 2z3_.3b -23.? 17,b 19,7 1o2,5 1_B,6
EGFRI3,MI3 21: P|_,66 -7,8 i8,_ 19,7 |_2,_ IB_,b
EGFRI3,MI_ 211 213_,b6 -7,8 -B,5 19.7 102,5 I0_,6
EGFRI3,M15 211 21_B,66 -7.9 .8,3 Iq,7 102,5 100,6
EGFR13,M16 21:2_3@,76 -2,b m17,2 19,7 1B2,5 lOB,6
EGFRI3,HI7 21:213_,76 -2,5 -17,_ 19,7 102,5 1B0,6
EGFR13,M18 211 2131,1_ 15,2 -47,3 19,8 102,5 10_,6
EGFR13,MI_ 211 2:31,18 19,6 e5_,7 19,8 1B2,5 1B_,6
EGFRI3,M2_ 21:_!31,28 2_,5 -63,1 19,_ 102,5 I_,6
A-14
DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122,5 dpo
FILENA'IE E"I T v Y Z VEL HEADING
TI_'F (m) (mls) (deq)
, EGFRI_,H_I 211 611q,95 -27,6 5_,_ 29,7 92,Q 99,3
EGFRIq,H_2 21:6119._5 -27.6 5_,5 2Q,7 92,0 99,3
EGFRI_,H_3 2it 6119,85 -27,8 5@,8 2Q,7" 92,8 99,3
" EGFRI4,HQq 21:6:19,Q8 -26.3 4B,Q 2Q,7 92,Q 99,3
EGFRIQ,H_5 211 _:IQ,12 -211,5 _5._ 20,7 q2,Q 99,3
EGFRI_,H_6 21_ _1_8,8e "3g,6 69.7 20,7 92,0 99,3
EGFqIQ,FI_}7 21: _:IQ._q -38,1 67.3 2_,7 g2,Q 99,3
EGFRIQ,H_8 21: 6118,87 -36,5 6q,8 29,7 92,B qg,3
EGFRI_,M@9 211 611B,9Q "35,1 62,Q 2Q,7 g2,B gg,3
EGFRIQ,MIQ 211 _I_,Q3 "33,5 59,9 2Q,7 92,Q 99,3
EGFRIQ,_I11 21: h:18,93 "33,_ 59,8 29,7 92,Q 99,3
EGFRIq,H12 21Z 6:18,93 -33,_ 59,8 20,7 92,Q 99,3
EGF_I_,H13 21:6:1g,73 5,8 -3.2 29.7 92,Q 99,3
EGFRI_,MI_ 211 6:19,73 5,8 -3,2 20,7 92,B 99,3
: EGFRI_,M15 21:6:19,73 5,6 -2,9 2Q,7 92,Q 99,3
EGF_I_,MIb 21: 6:19,8@ 9.2 -8,8 2_,7 92,B 99,3
EGFqI_,M17 21: 6:19,81 9.4 -9e_ 20,7 92,_ 99,3
EGFR%_,HIB 21: 6119,89 13,1 -15,0 2_,7 92,0 99,3
EGFRll_,H10 21:6:19,91 I_o6 -17,3 20,7 92,0 99,3
EGF_I_,M2_ 21:6:19,95 16.2 -19,_ 2_,7 92,_ qq,3
A-15
DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122.5 dea
FILENAME EXIT X Y Z VEL HEADING
TI_IE (m) fm/s) (deq)
, EGFRIS.H_I 211 q153.39 13g.3 q7.9 18.6 qQ.3 IB@.l
EGFRIS.M_2 211 9153,3Q -3q.3 47.q 18.6 gO.3 IOB,I
EGFRIS.M_3 211 9:53.39 m39,5 _8.2 18,b qa,3 I80.1
EGFR15,MB_ 211 9:53,Q5 u36,3 42,9 18,6 gQ,] 10_,1
EGFRLS.M_5 2_: g153,5_ -32.1 36._ 18o6 96._ I_.3
EGFRI5,AB6 211 9153._7 mq5.6 58,3 18,7 g_.3 IBB,I
EGFR15,M_7 211 q:53,33 -42,3 53,_ 18,7 9_,3 10_,1
EGFRIS,M_8 211 qI53,Q@ -18,9 _7.2 18,6 gQ,3 10_,I
EGFRIS.M_g 211 9153,_7 -35.8 42.1 18.6 9_,3 I_0oI
EGFRIS,MI_ 211 glS_,Sq- m32,3 36,3 18,6 q6,@ I_0,3
t
EGFR15,M11 211 9:53,5_ -32,_ 36,_ 18,6 Q6,B I@B,3
EGFRIS.MI2 2|.1g15_,5_ "32.2 3b,2 IB,6 96._ I@_,3
EGFRI5,M13 21:q15_,_6 -6,Q -6,9 18,8 96,0 108,3
EGFRIS,M14 211 qlSQ,_6 -6,Q "6,9 18,8 96,B I88,3
EGFRI5,MI5 211 915Q.OB -6,5 -6,7 18,8 g6,@ 100,3
EGFRIS.H16 211 glSa, 16 -I,_ 115,2 18,8 Q6,B I88,3
EGFR15,M17 PI: 915a,16 -I,3 -15,_ 18,8 96,0 100,3
EGFR15,HI8 211 g15a._5 12,5 -38,_ 18,9 g6.e .I08,3
EGFRIS,MI9 21:g:5Q.52 Ib.l -Q_.5 19._ 96,B I_0.3
EGFRIS.M2@ 211 9:5_.60 2_,2 -51,3 19.@ 96,@ I@_.3
A-16
DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122,5 deq
• FILENAME EMIT X Y .Z VEL HEADING
TItlE (m) (m/s] (deo)
EGFRIb,M_i 2111315_,52 1_2,_ _5,5 37,7 95,3 100mQ
EGFRIGoM_2 21113:5a,52 -92,_ 95,6 37,7 95,3 I_0,_
EGFRIb,M_3 21113:5_,52 -_2,8 46,3 37,7 95,3 10_,Q
EGFRI6,M_Q 21113159,59 -39,2 90,3 37,7 95,3 10_,4
EGFRIb,MBS 21:1315a,69 -3_,3 32,1 37,7 95,3 100,4
EGFR16.M_6 21113:5_,_2 -47,2 53,5 37,6 95,3 100,_
EGFRI6,M07 2111315_,5_ -_3,3 _7,_ 37,6 95,3 10B,a
EGFRIG,M08 21113:5a,59 139,I _,1 37,7 95,3 I_0,a
' EGFRIG,H_9 21113:5_,_6 -35,3 33,? 37,7 95,3 10_,a
EGFRIG,M1_ 2111315_,75 131,I 26,6 37,8 95,3 10_,_
EGFRIG,HI1 2111315_,75 I31,B 26,5 37,8 95,3 IBm,4
E_FR16,H12 2111315_,75 -31,_ 26,5 37,8 95,3 10_,_
EGFRIb,H13 21113155,17 -10,1 -8,5 38,1 10@,2 100,4
EGFRIB,M1a 21:13155,17 -In,I -8,5 38,1 I_B,2 100,Q
EGFR16,M15 21113z55,16 -10,5 -7,9 38,1 100,2 IOO,a
EGFR16,H16 21:13_55,_n 1,3 -27,7 38,5 100,2 10_,a
EGFRIG,H17 21113155,q_ I,_ -27,9 38,5 100,2 1_0,_
EGFRIb,Ht8 21:13:55.55 8,9 I_,2 38,7 96,5 98,7
EGFRIG,MI9 21:13155,62 12,9 -_6,5 38,8 96,5 98,7
EGFRIG,M2_ 21113156,52 56,0 "119,5 40,2 93,3 99,5
A-17
DIRECTIVITy ANGLE = 122,5 d_,_
, FILENAME ErIIT X Y .Z VEL HEADING
TIhE (m) (mls] (deq)
EGFR17,MOl 21:17:35,52 -33,3 QT,_ 39,3 q6,3 q9,7
v
EGFRI7,M_2 21:17135,52 -33,_ _7,5 39,3 96,3 99,7
EGFRI7,H33 21117135,51 -33,9 _8,3 39,3 q6,3 99,7
EGFRIT,MO_ 21117|35,55 -31,8 a_,9 39',2 96,3 q9,7
EGFRI7,M_5 21117135,6B -2g,R _g,_ 3g,2 96,3 q9,7
EGFRI7,M_6 _I:17:35.32 -_3._ 63,8 39,3 q6,3 9g,7
EGFRIT,MB7 21:17135,36 m_l,l 6B,I 39,3 96,3 99,7
EGFRIT,M_8 21117135,_I -38,7 56,1 39,3 96,3 99,7
EGFRI7,M_9 21:17:35,_5 -36,_ 52,5 39,3 q6,3 q9,7
EGFRIT,HI_ 21117135,51 -33,q _B,_ 39.3 _6,3 q9,?
EGFR1?,H11 21117_35,51 -33,q _R,3 39,3 q6,3 g9,7
EGFR17,M12 21:17:35,51 m33,q 48,4 3Q,3 96,3 g9,7
EGFR17.M13 21117136.17 -_,4 -6,2 3q, I 96,3 99,7
EGFRI7,MIq 21117136,17 -_,5 -_,I 39, I q6,3' 99,7
EGFRI7,M15 21117136,16 -_,9 -5,_ 3q,l 96,3 99,7
EGFR17,M16 21117:36,37 9,5 -22,_ 39,0 96,3 q9,7
EGFR17,M17 21=17136,37 9,7 122,6 39,0 96,3 g9,7
EGFRI7,MI8 21117:36,3S I_,5 -2_,_ 39,_ 96,3 g9,7
EGFRI7,MI9 21117:36,_3 12,7 "27,6 3q,_ q6,3 99,7
EGFR17,M2_ 21:17:36,_8 15,2 =31,7 39,_ g6,3 q9,7
A-18
DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122,5 deo
FILENAHE EHIT x Y Z VEL HEAOING
TI'IE (m] (m/s) (deg)
ImmImIImmWm..m_mmIi_I_mmm.mmmImmmmmmmmm__p_W_W_m_SIm_mm
. EGFRX8,MQI 21:2_157,65 -31,B 97,3 37,8 96,9 99,7
. EGFRIS,MB2 21Z?Q157,65 -31.0 QT,q 37,8 96,9 q9,7
EGFRI8,MO$ 21z20z57,6_ -31,5 _B,2 37,B 96,g 99,7
EGFR18,HOQ 21:2_157,68 "29,3 94,6 37,8 96,q qg,7
EGFRIS,H_5 21|2_=57,7_ -26,5 39,9 37,7 96,9 99,7
EGFRIS,M_6 21=2P:57,_0 -Q0,7 63,2 37,9 96,q q9,7
EGFRIS,M_7 21=2P:57,51 -38,_ 59,_ 37,9 96,q 99,7
EGFRt8,_08 21=2_:57,55 -35,9 55,3 37,8 96,9 99,7
EGFRI8,M_q 21=29157,6_ -33,6 51,5 37,8 96,9 .99,7
EGFR18,MI_ 21:29=57.65 -31._ _7.3 37,8 96,q 99,7
EGFR18,M11 21=20X57o65 -31.0 _7,3 37.8 96,9 99,7
EGFRIB,M12 21t2;_:57,65 -31,0 97,_ 37,R 96,9 99,7
EGFRIB,Mt3 2112_158,3_ 1,9 -6,3 37,Q 96,9 99,7
EGFRIB,Mt_ 21_2_Z58,3_ 1,8 "6,2 37,_ 96,9 99,7
EGFR18,M15 2112_15B,29 1,_ 15,6 37,_ q6,9 99,7
EGFRIB,M16 21:29158,98 I@,6 u2_,6 37,3 96,9 99,7
EGFRIB,M17 21:2MI5B,q8 1_,7 -2B,8 37,3 96,q 99,7
EGFRI8,H18 2112_158,52 13,2 -29,8 37,3 96,9 99,7.
EGFRIS,MIg 2112_158,57 15,5 -28,6 37,2 96,9 99,7
EGFR18.M2Q 21!2@158.62 18.1 -_2.8 37.2 q6.9 99.7
A-19
DIRECTIVIFY A4[;LF = IP2,5 d_q
FILENAME E_III X Y Z VEL HEADING
TI_'E [_} (mls) (deg)
EGFRIq,H_I _1125:57,8_ -_5,8 _I,8 7B,_ q8,2 9q,q
EGFRIg,M_2 21:25157,8;_ -36,D a2,1 7(],_ 98,2 99,9
EGFRIq,M_3 21125157,78 -36,9 q3,h 7B,_ 98,2 q9,9
EGFRIg,MB_ 21:25:57,81 -35,_ _I,1 70,q g8,2 99o9
EGFR19,M_5 21:25_57,87 m32,5 36,_ 7_,_ 9A.2 99,g
EGFRlg,_)_6 21125157,59 -_6,5 5g,_ 7_,3 @8_2 99,9
EGFRIq,M_7 21_25157,6Q -Q3,8 55,_ 7_,3 98,2 q9.9
EGFRtq,M_B 21:25157,7B -qe,9 5_,2 7B,3 q8,2 gg,g
EGFRlg,Ma9 21125_57,75 "38,2 _5,8 70,_ 98,2 gg,g
EGFRlq,MI_ _1125157,8! "35,1 Q_,7 70,_ 98,2 qg,q
EGFqlq,M11 21125:57,81 -35,1 4e,7 7_,_ 98,2 9g°9
EGFRlQ,M12 21:25:57,81 -35,2 Q_,8 7_,Q 98,2 99,9
EGFRIO,M13 21:25:55,_3 m3.5 "11,3 7_°6 98,2 gO,g
EGFRIg,M1q 2112515_,43 -3,7 "11.a 10,6 gB,2 gg.g
EGFR19,M15 2]125:5_,_1 -4,4 -9,7 70,6 98,2 99,9
EGFR19°M16 21:25:58,8_ 15,3 u_2,3 7B,7 g8.2 9g,9
EGFRIg,H17 21125:5B,8_ 15,5 -Q2,5 7_,7 g8,2 gg,g
EGFRIg,MI_ 2112515B,6_ 7,g -3_,_ 7_,6 g8,2 g9_9
EGFR19,HlO 21125:58,71 l_,b -3_,5 7B,7 g8,2 g9,9
EGFRIg,M20 21125:58a77 13,7 -39,6 7_,7 98,2 99,g
A-20
DIRECTIVITY ANGLF = 122.5 deq
• FILENAME E_IIT X Y Z VEL HEAOING
TI_E (m) (m/s] (de_)
EGFR2B.M@I 21:2Q139.57 -32.1 39.9 BS.A 98.2 99.7
?
EGF_20.M_2 2112_139.56 -32.3 Q_.2 85.Q 98.2 99.7
EGFR2_.H_3 2112913_.55 -33.3 Q2._ 85.3 95.2 99.?
EGFR20.MOq 2112Q139.55 -33.0 QI._ 85.3 98.2 99.7
EGFR2_.M05 21129:3Q.59 -31.B 38.2 B5.Q 98.2 99.7
EGFR20.MO6 21129139.3{_ -_5.5 61.9 85.1 98.2 g9.7
EGFR2B.M_? 2112n:39.35 -_3.3 55.3 85.1 98.2 99.7
EGFR20,MOB 2112QI_Q,_ -_0,9 5_,3 85,2 98,2 99,_
EGFR2_.MB9 2112g13q._a -38.6 5m.6 85.2 98.2 qg.?
EGFR2O.MI_ 21129139.Q9 -36.0 _6.3 85.3 98.2 9g.7
EGFR20.M11 21129139._9 -3b._ _6.3 85.3 98.2 9917
EGFR20.412 21129:3o.a9 -36.B Qb.a 85.3 98.2 99.7
EGFR20.M13 2112_IQ_.2_ _.2 -12.8 86._ 98.2 99,7
EGFR2B.HI_ 21:291a_.2_ @.0 ,12.5 86._ 9"8.2 99.7
EGFR2B.M15 21:29:_.17 -0.9 "11._ 8b.0 98.2 99.7
EGFR20.MI6 211291_.6q 22.1 w_8.6 86.1 87.7 99.9
EGFR20.NI? 211291_.b4 22.2 -Q8.8 86.1 87.7 99.9
EGFR20.MIB 211291_.35 8.1 "25,8 86.2 98.2 99.7
EGFR20,M19 211291_,_ IB,_ -29,5 86,2 98,2 99,7
£GFR2B,M2_ 21Z2ql_g,_5 13,1 -33,8 _6,3 98,2 99,7
A-21
DIRECTIVITY ANGLE : .122,5 d_(_
• FILENAME E"IT X y Z VEL HEADING
TI_E (m) (m/B) (deg)
EGFR21,M_I 21133113,2_ -38,6 3B,2 76,6 97,2 1Q0,5
EGFR21,M_2 21133113,2_ -38,7 38,5 76,6 97,2. I_0,5
EGFR21,M03 2]133:13,22 -3q,7 Q0,t 76,6 97,2 10B,5
EGFR21,MOq 21133113,27 -37,2 35,8 76_6 _7,2 10_,5
EGFR21,M_5 21133113,37 -32,6 28,1 76,6 g7,2 1_0,5
EGFR21,MD6 21133113,11 -_5,2 _g,_ 76,6 g7,2 1e0,5
EGFR21,MD7 21133113,2_ -_I,2 q2,6 76,6 g7,2 IRR,5
EGFR21,M_B 21133!13,2B -36,7 35,1 76,6 g7,2 100,5
EGFR21,M_9 21:33113,36 -32,7 28,2 76,6 97,2 I_0,5
EGFR21,MI_ 21133113,Q5 -28,1 2_,5 78,7 97,2 10_,5
EGFR21,Mll 21:33:13,_5 -2_1_ 2_15 76,7 97,2 16_,5
EGFR21,MI2 21133113,_5 -28,1 26,5 76,7 97,2 I_B,5
EGFR21,M13 21=33113,88 -7,0 115,1 76,8 g7,2 1_,5
EGFR21,Ml_ 21z33_13,8_ -7,1 "-1_,8 76,8 97,? 10_,5
EGFR21,M15 21133113,86 -B,0 i13,_ 76,8 97,2 I_0,5
EGFR21,M16 21:3311a,2q 13,B m_B,7 76,9 97,2 160,5
EGFR21,M17 2113311_,29 13,1 m_8,g 76,9 m7,2 1_,5
EGFR21,N18 2113311_,25 I1,1 -115,6 76,Q g7,2 1_.5
EGFR21_MlO 21:33:1_,33 15,2 452,5 76,9 97,2 1_,5
EGFR21,FI2_ 21133zI_,_2 19,9 -66,3 76,9 q7,2 1_0,5
A-22
DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122.5 d_q
FILENAME ErlIT X Y 'Z VEL HEADING
TI'IE (m) (m/B) {deQ)
mmm.o.mmmmm_mmm_m_._w..mammm.mmwmmm_mDm..mm.._..JD_DO_SD_.mm
, EGFR22.M_I 21136:_8.7_ -29.2 18._ 15Q,3 1B1,1 10Q._
EGFR22.H_2 21:361_8.77 a2Q.6 1B.7 15B.3 181,1 IBQ,_
EGFR22.M_3 21136:Q_.7q m31._ 21.7 15_.3 101.1 IOQ._
" EGF_22.M_Q 21:36:aB.6g -3_.2 26.5 15Q.2 101,1 IQQ,_
EGFR22.H_5 21:3b:_8.71 -32.7 2_.Q 150.2 101.1 10P._
EGFR22.MW6 21136:_8.Q5 -qb,d q6.9 IQ9.9 !01,1 IQ8.(!
EGFR22.M_7 21_361_8.51 -LL3.2 QI.6 15Q.Q I_I.1 IQQ°Q
EGF_22.MQB 21:36:q8.59 -39.5 35.3 15M, I 1Q1,1 IQQ,_
EGFR22°_9 21:36:_.65 -35.9 29,3 15_,2 I_I,I 10_,_
EGFR22.MI@ 211361_8.65 -17.8 20.7 161.5 96.5 105.5
EGFR22.M11 21:_6:_8.65 -17.8 2g.7 161.5 o6,S IQ5.5
EGFR22._12 211361_8.65 -17.9 2g.9 161.5 9b,5 I_5.5
EGFR22.M13 21:3_:_9.37 I.2 -33.I 151.I 101.I IQO.a
EGFR22.MI_ 21:36:Q0.37 0.9 -32.5 151.1 101,1 10Q.4
EGFR22.MI5 21136:Qg.3q -0.7 -2g.B 151.I 101.1 100._
EGFR22._16 21136:SQ.QI 3_.2 -88.5 151.9 101.1 10Q,_
EGFR22.M17 21:36:5B.Q1 3_.Q -8B.7 152.Q !_I.1 IQO,Q
EGFR22.M18 21:3_:_g.51 8.5 -_5,3 151.3 101,1 10_._
EGFR22.MIg 21:361a9.58 12.1 -51.3 151,_ 101,! 10Q.Q
EGFR22.H20 211361_.6b I_.2 -5B.3 151.5 1_I.I 100._
A-23
DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122.5 dPa
FILENAME EHIT X Y Z" VEL HEADING
TIF'E (m) (m/s) (deq)
"'--'I'ID'----u_I----1.1..----.mmmi--m--...mml..m._p_m.j_jmj_w_jia._oi._
. EGFR23,HBI 211_:tl,Bl m31.q 18._ 139,9 97,3 100,9
EGFR23,H_2 2111s2111,89 =31,7 19,1 139,Q 97,3 10_,g
EGFR23.H_3 211_0XlI,77 -33,_ 21,9 139o,9 97,3 10B,9
EGFR23,M_ 211_III,75 -3_,3 23.5 139,9 97,3 IB0,9
EGFR23,H_5 211_III,B2 m31_.9 17.7 13q.q 97.3 IBB,q
EGFR23,MD6 211_III.57 -_3.Q 39,_ 139,8 97,3 100,9
EGFR23.H07 211_BIII.B6 -39.B 31,6 139.q 97,3 100._
EGFR23,HBB 211_?III,7b -3_.I 23,1 139,9 97,3 IBB,9
EGFR23,MB9 21z_tlI.85 _ -29._ 15,1 139,9 97,3 10_,9
EGFR23,MI_ 21:_lllb_ -2_.I b.O I_O.B 97.3 10_,9
EGFR23,M11 211_:11.96 -2_,I 5.9 Iq_.0 97,3 I_,9
EGFR23.H12 211_11.9_ -2_.2 _.2 1_._ 97.3 10B.9
EGFR23,M13 21x_!12,_3 .1.3 -33.1 1_.2 97.3. 10_.9
EGFR23,HI_ 211aBI12,_2 -l,b -32,6 I_0,2 97.5 1_B,9
EGFR23.M15 211_I12,39 -3.1 "3B,0 IQB.2 97,3 fOR,9
EGFR23,HIb 211_Hx13._5 29,2 -B5.2 I_B.5 97.3 I_0.9
EGFR23.M17 211_£_:13._5 29.3 -85._ I_0,5 97.3 IBH.9
EGFR23.H1B 211_c_I12.72 13.2 -57.9 1QB.Q 97,3 1_0.9
EGFR23.MI9 211_{)_12._2 17.9 -65,9 I_B._ 97,3 I_B,9
EGFR23.M2B 211_:12.93 23.2 -75.1 1_.5 97.3 10_.9
A-24
DIRECTIVITY ANGL_I = 122,5 dr;9
• FILENAME ErIIT X Y Z VEL HEADING
TIHE (m) (m/s) (deg)
EGFR2q,H_! 211s312B,TO m18,7 23,5 Ia6,6 I_I,B 9g,6
EGFR2_,MP2 211_3126,69 -1q,I 2Q,1 1Q6.8 1_1,A gg,b
EGFR2_,M03 211t_3:26,65 -2_,o 26,9 IQ6,5 101,8 99,6
EGFR2Q,M_ 211a3126,58 -25,@ 33,6 laB,a 101,8 99,6
EGFR2_,M_5 211a3126,56 -25,B 35,_ la6,Q IBI,B gg,6
EGFR2Q,MB@ 211_3126,27 -ai,3 6_,I laB.B 101,8 9g,6
EGFR24,M_7 211a3126,2n -qB,1 58,2 IQ6,1 I_I,B qg,6
EGFR2_,H_8 21:1_3:26,32 138,_ 55,5 1Q6,1 IP1,8 g9,6
EGFR2a,Me9 21:a3126,35 D36,B 52,8 %Q6,I I{}I,8 g9,6
EGFR2a,MIg 211_3126,3g -3a,8 ag,5 146,2 101,8 gg,6
EGFn2Q,_'II 21!_3126,39 -3A,q 4g,5 Ia6,2 I_I,B g9o6
EGFR2a,MI2 211_312A,3Q -3_,g ag,_ la_,2 I_I,8 99,6
EGFR2Q,M13 2]Ia3127,28 12,6 -27,5 1a7,3 101,B gg,6
EGFR2_,MIq 211_3127,27 12,3 -26°g I_7,3 l{_l,e 99,6
EGFR2_,MI5 21:_13:27,2_ I_,7 12_,3 I_7,2 I_I,8 g9,B
EGFR2a,M16 211a3127,B8 aa,5 -79,3 IQB,B 101,8 99,6
EGFR2_,MI7 21:a3127,88 aa,6 -79,5 1Q8,_ IBI,B 99,6
EGFR2Q,MI8 211a3127,2_ 10,7 -2a,Q I_7,2 101,8 99,6
EGFR2q,M19 21:_3:27,27 12,Q -R7,2 Ia7,3 IBI,8 99,6
EGFR2_,M2_ 21:_3127,31 la,5 -3_,_ I_7,3 101,8 99,b
A-25
DIRECTIVITY AMGLE = 122.5 dPq
FILENAME EHIT X Y Z VEL HEADING
TItlE (m) (m/m) (deg)
mmmmm_NDmmgmo_.mmmmmt_mmm_mwm_m_m_m_mmmmmm__mmm_mjDBm_
EGFR25._1 211_11B.16 38.9 36.7 g._ i03.1 IQ2.1
t
EGFR25.M22 21;_:19.17 3R.9 36.5 g._ IQ3.1 102.1
EGFR25.M03 21:a8:18.17 39.Q 36.q 9.a 103.1 102.1
EGFR25.MOQ 21:QQ:18.31 _6.2 23.5 g.q 103.1 102. t
EGFR25._I_5 211_8:1_.51 56.1 5.8 9._ 103.1 IB2.1
EGF_25.M_6 211_Q:18.33 _6.9 22.3 9._ 103,1 102.1
EGFR25.M_7 21:_BIIS.aB 5_._ 8.8 Q._ I_3.1 I@2.1
EGFR25.H_8 21:_:I_.6_ 62.5 -5,7 g,3 IQ3.1 102.1
EGFR25.M_9 211q8:15.16 -IQ_.0 291.9 9.9 57.8 9Q,6
EGFR25.MI_ 21:_:IQ._6 -13_.2 322.5 Q.6 57.8 QQ.6
EGF_25._I! 211_811_._5 -13a.6 322.9 9.6 57.8 9_.6
EGFR25.H12 211,_:I_._Q -13_.9 323.3 9.6 57.8 9Q.6
EGF_25.M13 211_811_.78 69.b -18._ 9.3 IQ3,1 IQ2.1
EGFq2S.MIQ 21:q8:18.78 69.7 -1B.6 9.3 103.1 I_2.1
EGFR25._15 21:_8:18,78 69,7 -1B.7 9.3 10_.I IQ2.1
EGF_2S,M16 21:u8:18.6@ 61,_ -3,7 0,3 103,1 102,1
EGFR25,H17 21:_:1B,62 61.5 -_,_ q,3 I_3,1 I_2,1
EGFR25,_18 21:_:19,55 I_0,2 -87,6 g.1 I_3,1 102,1
EGFR25._1q 21:_:IO,7_ 115,5 -I_,8 9,1 IQ3,1 102,1
EGFR25.H2_ 21:_8119.86 _23.8 "115.6 9.1 I_3.1 102.1
A-26
DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122,5 dec
FILENAME EMIT X Y Z - VEL H_ADING
TII_E (m) (mls) (deQ)
, EGF_26, M_I 21152:2_,4_ -3B,2 _q,q 10,_ q3,3 99,7
EGFR26,M_ 2115_12_,_ -3_,2 Qo,4 1@,q 93,3 99,7
EGFR26,MB3 2115212@,_ -3¢,2 _9,5 I@,_ 93,3 99,7
" EGFR26,_aQ 2115212_,_8 -27,9 45,6 IB,_ 93,3 99,7
EGFR26,_q_5 2115212{_,55 -Ra,7 Q_,5 10,5 93,3 99,7
EGFR26,H@6 21:52:20,26 -3B,q 63,8 1B,Q g3,3 q9,7
EGFR26,M_7 21152:2_,31 -36,5 59,7 IB,a 93,3 q9,7
EGFR26,M_8 2):5212_,37 -33,9 55,a 1_,q g3,3 q9,7
EGFR26,M_9 21:521_e,_1 -31,5 51,6 1R,4 g3,3 q9,7
EGFR26,HIB 21:52-1R_,_7 -28,g _7,3 %_,a o3,3 gg,7
EGFR26,MII 21:52:2_,Q7 -28,9 _7,2 1_,._ 93,3 99,7
EGFR26,M12 21:52:2_,47 =2_,8 _7,2 I_,_ g3,3 qg,7
EGFR26,MI3 21152121,12 2,8 m_,5 I_,5 q3,3 qg,7
EGFR26,Ml_ 21:52121,_2 2,8 -_,5 I_,5 93,3 99,7
EGFR26,MIS _1152121,12 2,8 ._,_ 10,5 g3,3 gg,7
EGFR26,M16 _1152:21,13 3,_ -a,8 1_,5 q3,3 gq,7
EGFR26,FI17 21152121,13 3,1 15,_ 10,5 93,3 q9,7
EGF_26,M18 21152:21,36 15,2 -2a,7 10,6 93,3 99,7
EGFR26,M19 21:52:21,a2 17,_ -2_,b 10,b 93,3 99,7
" EGFR26,M20 21:52121,q8 2_,2 -32,9 1_6 93,3 99,7
A-27
DIRECTIVITY AN_LE = |P2,5 rJr_
FILENAHE EHIT X Y Z VEL HEADING
TIME (m] (m/s) (deg)
EGFR27,HQI 21:55:q2,9_ m29,6 5Q,! 23,? 97,6 99,a
EGFR27,M_2 21_551_2,9_ -2q,6 5_,2 23,7 97,6 99,_
EGFR27,M_3 21:55:_2,g3 -29,8 5_,5 2_,7 97,6 99,_
EGFR27,MS_ 21155:_2,g8 =28,2 48,_ 23,7 97,6 99,_
EGFR27,4_5 21155:a3,_ -26,2 aa,7 23,? 97,6 99,a
EGFR27,M_6 21155Ia_,71 -41,2 68,8 23,6 qT,b q9,_
EGFR27,H_7 2]:55)a2,7q -39,5 6_,2 23,6 97,B 99,_
EGFR27,H@A 21:551_2,18 -37,8 63,_ 23,6 97_ 99,_
EGFR27,MO9 211551_2,8! -36,2 6B,8 23,6 97,6 99,4
EGFR27,41_ 21155|_2,8_ "3_,A 58,_ 23,6 97,6 99,_
EGFR27,H11 211551_2,84 =3Q,Q 58,_ 23,6 97,6 99,_
EGFR27,M12 21:551_2,8q -3a,_ 57,Q 23,6 97,6 99,_
EGFR_7,H13 21155:_3,59 3,7 -3,5 23,g q9,7 99,_
EGFRE7,MI_ 211551_3,59 3,7 -3,5 23,9 99,7 99,_
EGFR27,M15 21155:_,58 3,5 =3,2 23,9 99,7 99,a
EGFR27,MI6 211551_3,67 8,6 -I1,5 23,q 99,? 99,Q
EGFR27,MI7 21155:_,68 B,7 mll,6 23,9 99,7 9g,_
EGFR27,K_IB _I:551_3,73 II,7 -_6,4 23,9 99,7 99,_
EGFR27,HI9 21155:_3,77 13,3 -19,_ 23,9 99,7 99,_
EGFR27,M2B 21:551_3,B_ 15,1 -21,9 23,9 99,7 99,Q
A-28
DIRFCTIVITY Ar_L[ : 12_,5 d_q
FILENA_E EHIT X Y Z VEL HEADING
llr_E {_) (m/_) (deq)
. EGFR28,H_? 2212213_,_:._ 51@,0 _},M %,Q .0,_ 85e0
EGFR28,4M3 22IP?_3_,9_ 510,_ @,e t,_ @,_ _5,9
EGFR28oH;_ 22122:3_,_P 510,n _,0 I,_ B,_ 85,_
EGFR28,M_5 22:22:_8,_ 51#,8 _,_ l.a _,a 85,_
EGFR28,M_6 2P122:a8,_3 51q,B _,_ l,a 0,_ 85,_
EGFR28.M_ 22:22:3_.a_ 5|_,_ _,e 1,a _,0 85,_
EGFR28,H@9 22t22:3_,(_ 51_,@ O,e i,a P,_ 85,_
EGFr_28,MI_ 22122:3_,_ 510,0 @,0 i,a _,B 85,0
EGFR28,Hil P21_13#,_ 51a,0 _,O i,a B,_ 85,_
EGFR28,M12 2212213_,_]_ 51_,B _,{_ i,a B,@ 85._
EGFRRS,MI_ 22:22129,B_ 51_,8 {_,{l l,a B,_ £5,_I
EGF_2B,41q 22122120,e_ 51_,# _,# l,a 8_ 85,_
EGFR28,M15 2212212g,01_ 51B,_ B,8 I,_ B,B 85,_
EGFR28,Mi6 22122129,B_ 51_,g _,_ l,q _,0 85,B
EGFR28,Mi7 22122t2e,B_ 5t_,_ _,M %._ B,@ 85,M
ESFR28,M18 22:22:35,_ 51P,O _,_ 1,a O,O 85._
EGFR28,M1Q 22122135,_ 51_,_ 9,8 I,Q .B,_ 85,B






Wind Speed m/sec Wind Dir. ,Temp °c
Sta ti on Degrees Stati on
No. 3m 6m 9m 12m 15m 3m 15m
1 3.8 4.0 4.1 4.1 4.7 314 7.4 9.4
2 3.9 4.1 4.5 4.2 4.7 316 7.0 9.4
3 3.9 4.4 4.3 ,I.4 4.7 315 6.8 9.5
4 3.6 3._ 4.3 4.1 4._ 317 6.8 9.5
5 3.7 4.4 4.2 4.4 4.5 314 6.8 9.4
6 4.0 4.0 3.9 3.8 4.0 E84 l 16.5 16.6
7 2.8 2.7 2.9 2.9 3.0 287 _ 16.5 16.6
8 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.1 3.3 313 16.6 16.9
9 2.6 2.9 2.9 2.8 2.6 284 16.9 i6.8
lO 2.2 2:4" 2.6 2.4 2.6 256 16.8 16.9
II 2.4 2.6 2.9 2.8 3.16 263 16.9 16.8
12 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.3 4.3 260 16.7 16.7
13 4.3 4.5 4.4 4.5 4.5 282 16.5 16.4
14 4.3 4.4 4.4 4.6 4.4 282 16.4 16.3
15 4.1 4.2 4.1 4.4 4.3 297 16.3 16.2
16 3.9 4.0 4.2 4.3 4.5 299 16.2 16.1
17 4.0 3.9 4.0 4.0 3.8 303 16.1 16.0
18 3.0 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.2 292 16.0 16.0
15.9 15.8
19 4.2 4.3 5.0 4.7 5.2 299
20 2.9 3.2 3.7 3.9 3.8 299 15.7 15.7
21 3.0 3.2 3.5 3.7 3.8 289 15.6 15.6
22 2.8 2.9 3.3 3.3 3.3 304 115.5 15.5
23 3.4 3.6 3.4 3.9 3.8 293 15.4 15.4
24 3.8 4.(] 4.0 3.}I 4.2 305 "15.4 15.3
25 2.8 3.5 3.8 4.0 3.8 295 I 15.2 15.2
26 2.4 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.2 289 15.0 15.0





Date No. Deg. M/S































Run Direct. Speed Humidi ty Temp.
No. Deq. M/S % Co
1 330 1.9 70 7.8
2 330 I. 9 70 7.8
3 345 1.9 70 7.8
4 345 1.9 70 7.8
5 355 1.9 70 7.8
6 270 2.2 38 17.4
7 285 2.5 38 17.9
8 315 2.4 38 17.4
9 315 2.4 38 17.4
I0 270 2.5 38 16.8
II 300 2.5 38 16.8
12 285 2.9 38 16.8
13 290 3.1 39 16.2
14 300 3.1 39 16.2
15 315 3.4 40 15.7
16 315 3.4 40 15.7
17 315 3.5 40 15_7
18 315 3.6 40 15.7
19 315 3,6 40 15.7
20 310 2.2 40 15.1
21 310 2.2 40 15.1
22 315 2.2 40 15.1
23 315 2.2 40 14.6
24 315 2.2 40 14.3
25 320 2.2 40 13.4
26 300 1.9 40 13.4
27 300 I. 9 40 13.4
28 295 1.4 42 II .2
1.2m WEATHERSTATION, VAN5
Wind Wind Relative
Run Direct. Speed Humidity Tamp
Date No. Deg. M/S % C u"
11/I/78 1 320 3.2 97 6.2
2 325 3.2 96 6.7
3 325 3.2 96 6.7
4 330 2.7 96 6.7
5 330 2,7 96 6.7
11/2/78 6 270 2.5 82 16.8
7 290 2.5 82 16.2
8 270 2.5 82 16.2
9 240 2.5 82 15.7
I0 240 2.5 82 15.7
II 250 2.5 82 ]5.7
12 260 2.5 82 15.7
13 270 2.7 82 14.6
14 280 2.7 82 14.6
15 285 2.5 82 14.0
16 285 2.5 82 13.4
17 285 2.3 82 13.4
18 275 2.3 82 13.4
19 275 2.3 82 13.4
20 270 2.3 82 13.4
21 300 1.4 82 13.4
22 285 1.4 82 13.4
23 255 I_4 82 12.9
24 265 1.4 82 12.3
25 270 1.4 82 11.8
26 255 1.4 82 11.2
27 255 1.4 82 11.2
28 255 1.3 82 I0.I
B-5
lOm WEATHERSTATION, VAN.3
Wind Wind Barametric Relative
Run Direct. Speed Pressure Temp. Humidity
No. De9. M/S mmHg Co %
1 19.0 3.2 762.25 8.3 I00.0
2 25.0 2.7 762.25 8.3 99.0
3 23.0 3.6 762.25 8.9 98.0
4 31.0 3.6 762.25 9.4 95.0
5 22.0 2.7 762.25 9.4 95.0
6 330.0 3.2 762.25 17.8 35.0
7 344.0 1.4 764.29 17.8 35.0
8 354.0 2.2 764.29 17.2 35.0
9 4.0 1.4 764.29 17.2 35.0
I0 333.0 3.2 764.29 17.2 34.0
II 359.0 1.8 764.29 17.2 34.0
12 340.0 2.2 762.25 17.2 34.0
13 342.'0" 2.7 763.52 16.7 36.0
14 335.0 2.7 763.78 16.7 36.0
15 360.0 2.7 763.78 16.1 37.0
16 358.0 2.7 763.78 16.1 37.0
17 356.0 2.2 763.78 16.1 38.0
18 2.0 2.7 763.78 16.1 38.0
19 6.0 2.7 763.52 15.6 39.0
20 6.0 2.7 763.52 15.6 39.0
21 2.0 2.2 763.78 15.6 39.0
22 6.0 2.7 763.78 15.6 39.0
23 2.0 2.2 763.52 15.6 39.0
24 6.0 1.8 763.78 15.6 39.0
25 6.0 2.2 763.52 15.0 39.0
26 4.0 1.8 763.52 15.0 39.0
27 359.0 1.4 763.52 14.4 39.0
28 349.0 1.4 763.27 13.3 42.0
N159 WEATHERSTATION
Barametri c Wind Wind
Run Pressure Speed Direct. Temp. Dewpoint
Date No. mmHg M/S Deg. Co Co
11/I/78 1 764.5 2.2 325 9.0 6.0
2 765.6 2.2 325 9.0 6.1
3 766.6 2.2 325 9.0 6.2
4 766.6 2.2 325 9.5 6.2
5 766.8 2.2 325 9.5 6.2
11/2/78 6 764.8 1.8 340 18.5 -15.5
7 764.5 2.2 330 18,5 -15.4
8 764.5 1.8 340 18.5 -15.2
9 764.5 2.7 345 18.5 -15,1
I0 764. 5 1.8 340 18.2 5.1
II 764. 5 4.0 15 18,2 5.1
12 "764. 5 2.2 0 18.2 "5.1
13 764, 5 2.2 350 17.6 "5.0
14 764. 5 2.2 340 17.6 "5.1
15 764. 5 2.2 345 17.4 "5.1
16 764. 5 2.2 335 17.4 " 5.1
17 764. 5 1.8 330 16.8 "5.1
18 764. 5 2.2 340 16.8 "5.1
19 764. 5 2.7 340 16,5 5,1
20 764. 5 3.6 320 16.5 5.2
21 764. 5 2.7 340 16.2 5.2
22 764. 5 1.4 5 16.2 5.2
23 764. 5 1.8 340 16.0 -15.3
24 764. 5 1.8 335 16.0 -15.4
25 764. 5 .9 350 15.7 -15.5
26 764. 5 ,9 5 15.7" -15.5
27 764. 5 1.4 350 15.4 -15.6
28 764. 5 1.8 345 15.4 -15.6
29 764. 5 1.4 350 14.3 -16.0
B-7
TEMPERATURE - O C  HU~~IDITY -% WIND SPEED -m/s 
DATE ' 11/1/78 ASCENT #1 GMT START 11 :45 
END 12:04 
55 65 75 85 95 7.3 12.9 18.5 24.1 2.2 6.8 11.2 . '  
TEMPERATURE - " C  HUMIDITY -% WIND SPEED -m/s 
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II.2 15.7 20.2 24.6 55 65 75 85 95 .9 2.7 4.5
TEMPERATURE-°C HUMIDITY-% WIND SPEED-m/s

















II.2 15.7 20.2 24.6 55 65 75 85 95 .9 2.7 4.5 6.3 8.1
TEMPERATURE-°C HUMIDITY-% WIND SPEED-m/s





OIRECTIVITY ANGLE = $22,5 deg
o 1/3 OCTAVE _AND CENTER FREQUENCZES (kHz)
P,
FILENAHE RECEIVE BETA _SR OSPL 0,1_ 0.13 3.16 0o20 0_2_. _,32 0,_0 0,5_ 0o63 O.Tq 1,0 1,3 I.6 2.0
TZHE tdeo] (m]
EGFRO1.H01 111_6838o69 ].2 212.9 10_.8 76.q 82o8 87.6 g1.7 9_._ 93,5 98.2 91.8 85.2 79.9 7B°0 76,5 76.8 7a.6
EGFROI.H32 111_6138e70 2.8 215.9 99.5 7_°2 82._ 85._ 88.4 90o7 89.6 90o_ 8q.3 88°7 87.7 87o_ 88o8 86°5 8_e5
. EGF_OI.H_3 11186158.71 8.7 218.6 102._ 75._ 8_.2 88.8 9q.0 95.p 88o6 88._ 95.1 88.7 ql.3 90.7 90.| 8_o7 85._
EGF_O1.H_ 111_6139o38 l.q 43q.0 89.2 70.6 6B°_ 68.5 68.3 b_°R 69°q 76o_ 7qeq 8_.5 81.8 81o 8 BO°2 78,9 75°1
EGF_I,H_5 11:_6:40,3_ 0,8 729.1 85.5 76o2 73,2 71.3 6_,6 66.k 66.7 7_,1 78,5 77°0 78,8 72,6 68,9 67,6 6_,7
EGFROI,H_6 111_b1_0o46 0,7 885,1 86,0 65,7 6_,_ 6_,_ .6B,5 68,p 70,_ 71,6 7_,8 75.9 78.9 79,2 75.3 71,5 7P,6
EGF_OI,H_7 11:861_1o16 _,6 1110,7 88,0 73.2 80,0 83,6 78,1 69,7 65,8 7_,6 78,5 77,9 78.5 71,_ 72,7 7_,6 68,9
EGF_I.H_8 11186:_1.92 _.5 1_52.3 82.3 65.8 68.1 68._ 66.0 62._ 6q.2 70.2 78.9 76.0 72.9 7_.6 66.3 6_.5 63.3
EGFR_I,M_9 111_6:82o61 _°_ 1572,2 8_.6 6_.3 6_o9 73,3 66.1 61,7 66._ 73,6 76._ 8_.5 77°0 73._ 59.5 65,8 63,_
EGF_I.HI@ 11186183,38 0,8 1816.5 77.3 68,6 52,2 67,6 63,5 65.6 73.2 72,0 69,1 67,I 6_.5 60,8 57.1 55.6 53.0
EGF_t,H11 11:_61_3.38 _.3 1819,6 77,3 65,6 56.5 62,0 5_,8 58,_ 63,5 67,1 68.8 70,3 70._ 65,3 60,2 58,2 56,P
: EGF_O1,H12 11:_6:_3°39 _,1 1822,6 8_,0 65°2 60,_ 6_,6 67,9 7_°5 78.6 75.6 76,2 7_,1 75,0 73,3 71.8 67,6 .62,1
EGF_I,H18 111_6183,1! 0,G 1_01,6 86,3 68o0 62°0 72._ 7_,0 82._ 77,5 7_,1 68.5 68,? 71.2 68,8 89,2 66",6 65°_
EGFROI,H19 lllqbl_3,80 0,_ 1621,5 82,3 66_e 67,7. 72.3 71,_ 75,9 72,166,6 66,3 ..66,8 71,1 68,5 66,8 68,5 81,8
EGF_OI,H2_ ll:_61aa,58 0,3 1868,9 81,8 63,_ 6Z,7 70,6 71,_ 76,1 78,8 68,1 68.3 67,8 67.5 66,1 68,_ 60,3 56o3
OIRECTIVITY ANGLE a 12285 de9
I/3 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCIES CkHz)
p_
FZLENAME RECEIVE BETA 'OR OSPL 0,10 0o13 0,16 0,20 0.2_ 0.32 0,40 0.59 9.63 9,79 1,0 1,3 t,6 2,_
TIME Cde_) Ce)
m m m me _'mm m m
EGFRO2,H01 1185_128,21 3.1 216,7 99,_ 79,0 77,8 89,1 91o7 91,_ 93oi 93,3 89,7 84o3 79o5 75o6 75_o| 75,1 73,9
EGF_O2,H02 " 11154828,21 2,8 219,7 98,3 79,_ 81,U 80,5 82.1 89oq 89,1 9_o7 89.3 88,7 67,1 8_,6 8_,I 85.9 8_,6
EGF_2,_03 11854828,22 0.7 222,_ 183o2 75,2 77,9 88,5 92.9 95,P 9_o8 90o8 97,5 9_.9 93,_ 9_._ 91,9 89.7 86o7
EGF_2oH3_ 1115_828,9_ 1,_ _37,8 93.3' 80,8 77,_ 71,8 73o_ 7_o_ 7_,6 80,U 81,8 81o0 82,2 85o2 79,9 78.2 79,0
EGFR_2,H05 11|5_129.82 9,8 732,9 87,5 7_,5 79.5 73,8 _3o0 69,_ 69,7 72,1 75o0 78,5 81,1 76.3 75ol 70,6 71,3
EGF_2oH_6 1185_1_9,97 0,7 888,9 85,1 70,7 67,3 6_._ 65.8 70.? 69,8 79o6 73,1 79o_ 77,0 75,_ 70o7 70o_ 69,6
EGF_O2oH_7 11|5_83_o67 9,5 111_,5 89,0 78,6 79.5 79.5 72,5 65.q 66o_ 7_._ 77.2 77o6 8_,1 79.6 75.7 75.9 7_,9
EGF_2,H38 11:5_831,_3 _._ 1356,1 8_,0 65.6 65,1 66,6 6_,_ 66.7 68,8 73,2 76o6 81,1 76,_ 71,9 69,5 67._ 66o0
EGF_2,H_9 1115_8_2,1_ 0,_ 1575,9 82o9 6_o1 68,0 67,7 6_.3 63._ 66,9 70,6 7_,0 70,9 69,_ 68.7 68,1 .6_,5 62o0 .
EGF_¢2,M10 1185_132o89 0,_ 1820,3 76,5 6_o_ 66,2 62o0 66,6 68o_ 66._ 65.6 59.9 6Zo! 6_,5 59,_ 60,6 59,5 5_._
EGF_2,HI! 11:5_132,9_ 0,3 1823,_ 75,8 60o3 58o6 60.8 59.7 62._ 59,9 63,2 6_,_ 66,9 68,9 63._ 6_,3 6R.7 56.6
EGF_¢2,H12 11{59832,91 0,1 18_6,_ 87o3 65o3 65,8 66,0 79.3 73o_ 69o1 75,1 66.5 67,9 66,8 "66,8 63.5 61o8 59,1
EGF_o2,H13 11|5_X29,02 2,7 2_9,8 97,5 78,_ 7_,_ 77.3 81,_ 89._ 91,2 89,0 8_.0 ..86o2 86,8 87,2 83,9 82_6 89,9
EGFRR_,HI_ 1185_129o03 2,_ 252,8 100,2 82._ 89,1. 91,9 92,3 93,_ 92,0 91,3 87,_ 8_ 8Ool 7_,8 80.6 79,9 79o0
EGFRO2,H15 1115_I_9o03 0,6 _55,6 105._ 81,0 8_,5 91.2 9_o8 96._ 98o5 96o5 9_ol 92o6 9Q,0 91,1 89',0 9_,_ 9¢o5
.
EGF_O2_H16 1115_828,33 5_,8 13,1 100,6 90o3 91,2 91.q 89,7 89o_" 90,5 87o7 86,9 87.5 82,0 83o3 83,8 8_,_ 81,8
EGFR_2,H17 I115_128o3] 5_,5 13,1 111,3 10_,5.101o0 1_3.1 99.7 9_,9 96o2 101,2 135o2 102,9 98,2 96,1 98,7 98.3 97,2
EGF_O2,H18 1115_13_,6_ 0,_ 1_05,_ 91,6 73.0 76.8 81,5 8_,3 86,_ 86,1 76,3 73,3 76.9 72,3 71,2 70.9 66,_ 61,6
EGF_O2,M19 1115_833o33 0'_ 1625,3 8_,3 70,_ 67,8 68,0 7_,6 7_,_ 72.7 69,2 70,2 77,1 7_,0 72,_ 67.5 63,_ 61,1
EGF_2,M20 11_5_i3_,10 0,3 1872.7 82,3 68,3 67o8 62,1 66,_. 75,_ 7_,9 75o0 70,2 67,_ bBo_ 67,2 6_o3 6_o1 57'3
I
co
9DIRECTIVITY ANGLE m 122,5 de_
..- 1/3 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREOUENCIE8 (kHz)
FILENAME RECEIVE BETA '$R O%PL 0,10 0,13 0,16 0,20 0_2_ B,32 0,_0 0,50 0,63 0,79 1,0 1,3 1,6 2,0
TIME (deg) (m)
........................ "_-_ ................. ,....
EGFR_3,M_I 11|5815S,15 3,2 21_,2 10_,6 78,6 77,2 8S,2 91,0 gU,_ q4,_ 92,q 89,_ 83,8 78,2 75,9 71,2 7_17 7a,q
EGFR_3._a2 11158155,16 2,8 217,2 78,_ 82,3 63.0 61,1 b1,2 b2,k 6t,3 b2,5 62,7 63,3 61,g b210 63,2 BZ,8 61,2
EGF_g3.M_3 11_59155.16 a.7 219.q 1_3.9 78.1 83.1 83.9 9Q.1 96._ 87.0 93.8 95.7 88.8 q3.2 92.9 91.2 qi.¢ 88._
EGFR_3,M2_ 11|58:55,85 %,Q _35,7 91,5 75,1 68,8 6b.8 6q,3 70,T 72,1 8e,q 81,R 81,8 7Q,9 85.% 81.0 78,q 7@.3
EGFR¢3._35 11158:5_.7g 0.8 731._ 81.6 62.9 b7.6 73.6 70.2 71.P 67.5 69.8 70.6 68.B 6q.8 71.9 78.3 71.2 6_.8
EGFR_3.H35 11:5815b.g5 0.7 887.8 87.2 71.1 72.1 6g.9' 87.5 58._ 72.3 77.3 75.b 78.3 79.q 78.0 73.7 71.7 72.a
EGFRCS,H37 11:58:57,66 @,b 1113,9 87,5 75,1 75,_ 72.5 63,3 67,B 72,6 75,9 76,2 77,6 79,5 76,8 75,0 72,5 72,9
EGFR_3.Ma8 11:58:58._3 0.5 1355.9 8b.7 65.1 b5.2 6B.8 62.5 b6._ b8.0 76.5 81.7 81.B 76.7 7b.3 b8.3 b9.3 b8._
EGFReS.M:9 11158159,13 O,Q %576,2 86,8 68,5 b7.2 6_,8 5q,_ bO,k 66.5 78,3 67,_ b8.3 71,2 72,1 66.2 6Q,| b2,5
EGFR_3,M%0 11:58:5g,g[ 0,_ 1821,0 81,9 66,u 65.7 67,9 6_,6 65,7 69,5 67,3 b7,7 66,1 62._ 61.5 5_,3 5_.8 5_,2
EGFR_3,H11 11158:59,_1 0,3 18_,1 78.q 62,7 b3.6 61,7 57.5 b_,_ 62,7 6_,g _8.1 b8,3 67.5 b5._ _3,0 62.3 58.3
EGFRZ3.M%2 11:5815g.9} 0.1. 1827.1 85._ b_,3 87.1 67.1 72.0 75.T 75._ 72.8" 69.g 70.7 69._ 70.0 67.0 65._ _2.5
EGFROS,H13 %1158155_q5 _,8 2_7,_-
EGFR_3,MI_ 11:5_155,gb 2._ 253._ "
EGFROS.H%5 11:58:55.q7 0._ 255.0
EGFqOS,MI6 11158155,28 57,5 12,7
EGFR_3,M%7 |1158155,28 57,_ 12,7
EGFROS.MI8 11:58:59.53 O.Q 1_05_0 8_.3 70.6 70.8 65.3 72.5 75._ 72.1 71.0 69.B 78.5 71.8 bT.e 71.3 _8._ 05.1
EGFROS,M19 111591 0,]2 OeQ 1625.5. 83,_ 69,0 70,7 71,3 72,q 76,_ 70,7 66,5 69,1 b8,0 68,Q 70,B 72,3 68,7 6Q,B
EGFROS.H2a 11:5_i 1.11 0.3 1873.b 80.6 67._ 6g.7 71._ 69.6 72._ 72.1 68.2. 6b.6 66.1 63._ 62._ 63.9 62.3 5_._
DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122m5 deg
I/3 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCZE$ CkHz)
FILENAME RECEIVE BETA BR OSPL 0.10 _.13 _.16 8.28 B_2_ B.32 0._8 0.5_ 0.6] R.79 %._ 1.3 1.6 2.8
TIME (_e_) (m) '
n
EGFRe_,M31 121 2X_8,28 3,6 203,6 99.3 82.6 81,7 Bl,9 89,7 Bq,_ 9_,I Q3,B 9109 8_,8 79,6 75,! 75,_ 73,E 70,6
EGFRO_,M32 12! 21_8,29 _,3 2fl6,6 q9,O 75,1 81,0 83,3 89,5 87,q 91.1 90,3 89,7 86,q 8u,7 8_,] 87,6 gB,u 87,2
EGFRg_,HB] 121 21_8.30 1,0 209.3 102o3 71,3 83,0 87,_ 91,7 92,7 q0,7 89,0 95,5 88,_ 90,8 9_,_ q0,1 8q,3 8_.5
EGFqO_,M]_ 12| 21Qg,83 !,6 _26,9 90tq 70,7 69,9 67.q 68.1 66,_ 69,8 75,6 81,2 82,8 81o6 83,8 82._ 76.8 73,0
EGFROU,M_5 12: 2:50,0_ 8.9 725,2 87,5 71,2 8_,0 77,3 76,8 ?5,Q 72,6 7_,7 7_,_ 78,3 78,U 79,2 72,8 71,6 6q,6
EGFR_,.MB6 12l 2150.2] 0.8 883.9 82.3 59.1 63.7 61.1 63.6 66.7 68.1 70.7 79.I 76.9 7].I 7g.8 72.7 69.7 66._
EGFRe_,M_7 12:2i5_,09 0,6 1111,6 89,B 75,_ 8i,3 76,_ 7_,_ 72,_ 75.q 79,6 78,9 78,1 88,_ 73,2 73,1 78,0 68,5.
EGFR_4.M_8 121 2:51,82 8,9 1355,8 89.8 6q._ 62,0 65,6 70,3 67,) 71,8 79,_ 79,1 76,0 7g,6 72,6 72.q 68,_ 60,7
EGFR_Q,H]9 121 2i52,56 B,Q |578,0 8_,2 67,7 66,1 69,2 6_,6 6Q,_ 71.8 73,¢ 78,3 79,9 76,_ 71,0 6_,2 68,2 65,_
EGFR_,M10 12/ 2153_39 0._ 1825,0 79.8 6_,8 66,6 72,0 66,9 6q,_ 6q._ 6_,6 61,3 61,1 62,5 6_,6 6_,3 60,1 57,3
EGF_8_,M11 12: 2X53_0 _,_ 1828,0 77,9 62,2 62,7 65,7 99;1 63,T 67,_ 6q,2 66,6 67,3 6_,5 68._ 61,9 6_,0 56,5
EGFqB_,MI2 121 2:53,_1 0,1 1831,1 98,5 67,8 69,! 72,7 7_,2 75,¢ 76,_ 76,6 72,_ 7_,5 72,8 71,5 68,9 66,0 63,5
EGF_¢_tM!3 121 21_9,07 3,_ 239,5 I01,8 82,@ 81,1 7_,I 8_,_ 9_,_ 93.6 96,8 89,5 98.8 89o9 91e8 88,5. 88.3 83o_
EGFR_,Mla 121 2IQ9,¢8 2,7 238,6 101,2 85,7 89,! 98,5 @2,9 93,_ _B,5 9_,7 ?i,q 86,5 8U.6 77.,8 81,_ 85,3 88.9
EGFRB_,M15 121 21_q.09 0.8 2qlt3 q5,8 81,6 81o2 83,2 86.7 85o_ 8Qo8 83.9 8_o3 85.3 81.8 83.8 8_,6 85o5 8_1
EGFR_,M16 12; 21Q8.52 35,5 19,2 97,3 00,5 89,0 86,7 89ol q_._ 88o5 83.2 82.1 82.7 82.3 .81._ 81.1 81,1 88,_
EGFRB_.M17 121 21_8.5_ 35,8 19.1 95o6 86,987.1 88,3 88,8 88oP 88o_ B6oB .86.2 86,4 89.9 8Qoq 8a,9 85ol 8U,3
EGFRO_,'M18 12l 2X53.11 _,". 1_08.3 8a,8 71.9 "7_,6 7Q,9 7B.2 76,¢ 76,_ 72,9 69,3 72,2 7_.2 73o7 72,Q 67,1 66o_
EGFRB_,MI9 121 2153o87 0,_ 1631,2 8Q.Q 6q,7 71,3 7_._ 78.6 75,k 69.8 70,_ 67.0 68,2 67._ 68,2 68,9 66.1 65o9






DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122,5 deg
4 I/3 OCTAVE BANO CENTER FREQUENCIES (kHl)
FILENAHE RECEIVE BETA 'SR 08PL 0,i0 0,%3 0,16 0,20 0;25 0,32 0,90 a,50 _,63 B,79 lob 1,3 106 2,0
TIME (deg) (m)
nwmmm_m_mmmmmmmm m i w m m mm w * _ ml m w w w m w ml m mlmw mQwmwmwwmlwww mmmlwmmmm_mmmml wmmu mm mmmmmmwmwmm m mmm mI mwm wlwwl _ IImw inm iI mmmm m m mmmmwimIImmmm
EGFR_S.H_I 128 615qo82 ].2 223,3 100,1 79.5 80,8 84,7 85,8 qloq 96,1 9_,2 8907 84.3 79,1 75,0 7_.3 75,6 73.1.
EGFR_5.M_2 121 6159o83 2.9 223.2 99,5 80,_ 80,8 83.7 83,_ 9R,_ 91.9 93,4 91.2 89,q 85,9 8_o6 83.8 83.8 82,3
EGF_BS.M03 128 6859o8_ _o8 225,9 1_3.3 7_.2 85.8 q0,8 9_.5 95._ 91o8 93.2 97,3 9_,7. 93,6 91o0 92.6 89.5 84.6
EGF_OSoM_ 128 78 0,50 lo5 _43,8 92o5 73,4 7Bt_ 65.3 66,_ 68,_ 75.9 83.7 8_o8 82,L 82.1 85o_ 85.6 82,L 75.6
EGF_BS,MO5 121 78 lo"a _,9 735.1 83,0 7_.2 70.3 7_.3 70,3 78,_ 69,8 72,_ 73,! 72,4 7_,5 75,_ 71,7 69,7 68,9
EGF_BS,M_b 121 71 1o55 0,7 89_,6 88,8 66,2 7._,4 72.8 ?_,4. 73,_ 76,8 8202 79,7 78,! 82.0 79,7 78.8 76,9 71oB
EGF_OS,M07 121 7t 2,2_ 0.6 1115.7 8_.7 73.9 69o7 79,0 7_,2 73,_ 67ol 66,8 68,9 73,6 7U,2 75.2 74o3 71o_ 68,7
EGF_OS.M08 128 7l 2o98 B.5 1356.6 83.5 65._ 6a.9 67.1 67.q 62.7 6a.2 75.3 7806 77.7 72.6 71.3 68._ 67.2 66t6
EGFROS,MB9 121 71 3,66 0,4 1575,9 85,2 67.8 69,9 78,0 63.8 6]o_ 67.0 73o6 73,9 75." 73,9 71.5 70,8 66,9 66,3
EGF_5,MIg 12/ 71 4o_1 _.4 181_,7 79.3 62.6 6_,3 66,4 69,3 70,_ 7_.6 70.2 66,1 65,6 62,8 62o9 62.5 61,1 59,1
EGF_B5,HI! 121 71 _,_1 B,4 1822,7 77.9 61.8 57.8 59.6 62.9 59,_ 61,7 66ol 69.3 69.9 67,9 66,5 63,9 63,7 62,9
EGFR_5,M12 121 78 Qo_3 P.l 1825.8 82.5 62o4 67.2 68,6 7_.3 70,R 72,5 72.7 70,1 7_.6 68.7 68.1 65.3 63,_ 6'2.3
EGFROS.MI3 121 71 0.61 2.8 253.6 97._ 77.5 75.5 8_.2 8_.5 86._ 89o9 91.1 89.3 88.1 87.1 8_07 87.7 82.8 82.,
EGFReS,MI_ 12: 7i 8,62 2.5 256.6 183,4 83,7 93,3. 89,8 95o7 g6,q 95.1 96o1 90o_ ..87,_ 85,1 79,5 8_,_" 87,3 88o5
EGFR85,M15 121 7! 0.62 _.7 259,3 186,5 85.0 88.1 95,2 97o6 93,7 9700 98,_ 98o2 9_.6 9Q.Q 93,2 94,2 98.3 89,3
EGF_SoM16 12l 6859o91 _7,0 15,_ 107,_ 100,5 98,6 I¢0o0 97,6 96_ 9_._ 88,6 88.6 91,5 92,6 ql.9 92.1 91.B 89,0
EGFROS,M17 12! 6159,92 _6,6 15,5 96,5 87,2 87,8 88,8 88.3 88o_" 88.7 87,2 "86.8 88,8 86,2 85,6 86,6 85,8 8_,3
EGFROSoMI8 128 78 _,15 ¢,5 1406,3 9_,5 75,_. 78,8 81,7 79,3 85._ 82,7 76.6 68,4 72,1 73.5 7_,0 70,0 68,5 67,1
EGF_5.M19 12:71 _,82 0,4' 1625.6 87.0 73.0 77,3 80.3 76.5 7_._ 72.2 67,4 72.9 7_,8 75.2 7_.2 72,8 72,_ o605
EGFROS.H23 121 78 5,59 _.3 1872,_ 79o2 66,0 71.0 72,1 66.2 68,_ 7_,1 64,3 65,7 63,_ 64,7 6t.3 61.0 56,9 56,3
I
DIRECTIVZTY ANGLE = 122.5 deg
.. 1/3 OCTAVE BAP_O CENTER FREOUENCIE$ (kHz)
FILENAME RECEIVE BETA BR OBPL 0'10 0,13 0,16 0,20 0_25 0,32 8,_ 0,50 B,63 0,79 1,0 1,$ 1,6 2o0
TIHE (deg) (m]
EGFRO6,H01 19137138.Q_ 3,_ 219.6 93e6 80,5 80,5 85.2 8_m2 8_,q 86m3 87.5 82,3 77,6 79.8 68e3 67.8 66,5 6_m9
EGFR_6.H32 19137138o95 3.1 222.6 93.6 80.6 89.9 82.5 82.0 84._ 8_.5 8_.3 83.8 80o@ 79o3 77.9 7_.5 7_._ 69.3
.. EGFRO6.M83 119|37|58.95 1.0 22512 103.1 78.6 76.5 82.1 87.3 9_._ 96._ 98.0 9_.6 87.5 90.7 85.6 87.0 86.8 85.1
EGF_ff6.H_ I9137139.09 1.6 939og 86._ 75.1 76.a 77.3 71.2 72._ 69.9 7_.8 76.5 7a.9 76.8 76.7 70.2 67.2 65.1
EGF_6._5 19137139.98 0.9 732o9 72.3 61.3 61.5 61.9 55.7 52.7 51.6 55.2 53.5 56,8 56o2 5a.2 5_.9 5_.2 50.3
EGFR_b.H_6 19|371_0.11 0.8 887.7 7_.0 59.5 6_._ 5_._ 58.5 53._ 53.0 55.1 53.1 53.3 55.6 5_.9 5_.6 52.5 _8.5
EGFqOb. H07 19:371_0.78 _.6 1112.1 68.5 6_.1 61.8 55._ 50ol 52.3 5_o8 51.0 52.6 56.g 59.8 55._ 52.0 51.I _7.2
EGFRa6,H_8 19;37|_1.51 _,5 1352.3 66,_ 59,8 53,2 58,0 51,9 53,? 53,0 51,5 52,_ 52,1 55,6 5_,2 5_,5 5@,3 _9,6
EGF_O6.H99 19137l_2.17 0.= 1571.0 65.8 55.0 5,.9 55.5 52.q 51._ _9.5 50.5 51.6 52.a 51.8 51.7 5R.9 a9.3 .8,a
EGF_6.H13 191371_2.8_ 0.5 1835.6 63.9 _9._ 5_.3 55.5 _.6 52.3 _8.6 _.1 _8.5 _7.2 _5.8 _5m_ _5.6 _3.2 _2.5
EGFR86,Hll 19137:_2,86 0,5 1838,6 61,2 _7,3 _7,7 5_,5 _9.9 _8op _5,5 _6,0 _9,6 52.2 50,3 _.3 _7,_ _,5 _2o5
EGFR06,_12 19:371_2,87 0,2 18_1,6 68.1 U7,1 _9,3 58,6 52,2 52,_ 57,6 56,7 55,5 51o8 52,9 50,8 51.2 _5,8 _3,2
EGFRSb,HI5 19137139o23 3,0 253,2 98,9 8_,R 83,9 87,7 87,9 82,_ 78,= 85,3 92,7 92,6 88,3 87,5 87.1' 85e2 78,3
EGFROb. HI_ 19137159o23 2.7 256.2 99.1 76.6 82.1 . 80.6 8_.3 77.q 76.5 78.3 73.6 71._ 67.3 67.9 69.2 67.9 65.3
EGFRO6.HI5 19137139o2_ 0,9 258.9 96.7 8_.2 8@.8 83.6 88._ 86m7 87.7 87.3 86._ 85.3 8a._- 82.6 78.6 76m_ 72._
EGFR_6.H16 19137538.55 07.g 16.3 123.1 I_2.3 102.9 99.8 102.8 11_._._1_.2 112.8 113.7 113.I 115.3 111.6 t11.I 1_8o7 105.6
EGFqo6.H17 19157:38..56 _7.1 16._ 123.0 102.0 102.0 10_.5 102.1 110.q 113.9 112.7 I15._ 113.3 115.7 111.8 111.0 108.6 107.1
EGFq_6.H18 19t37|U2.69 0.5' 1902._ 70o3 53.1 52.6 53.1 52.5 5U._ 57.1 56.2 55.5 55.3 53.1 51.5 _qob _9.1 _7.3
EGFRe6,H19 19:37:_3,35 _,q 1621,0 65,3 5_,6 5_,8 57,1 56,6 53,5 5_,6 5_,I 52,1 53,I 52,0 5_,9 _9,0 U8,3 _7,2




DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122,5 deg
I13 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCIES (WHz)
,4 FILENAME RECEIVE BETA SR OSPL 0,1_ 8,13 8,%6 8,20 0_2_ e.32 0,48 _,58 _,63 0.79 t,8 t,3 1,6 2,B
TIME (dog) (m)
, ....................................................................... .._o_ .....................................................
EGFROT,HO! 191_2148,54 1,8 215.1 93,5 82,2 B5,Q BB.5 84,1 82,7 79,b 79,2 75,5 71,I 65,6 62,1 60,7 68,] 59,4
EGFR87,MO2 |9:_2148e59 |.5 218.1 92,8 82.7 86,3 86,Q 89,7 81,_ 78,6 78.5 75,7 72.2 70,5 71,6 70.2 69,2 7P.2
EGFR87.M_3 19:42:48,60 -3,6 221,1 10_,0 8_,_ 87.3 86,4 83.2 90.1 91.b 95.3 95.3 96,_ 42,9 95,1 93,6 92,4 89,9
EGFR_7,M34 19:42:_q,27 0,7 _35,9 83,8 74,9 79,2 77,7 69,3 6_,_ 59,1 59,3 57,1 62,7 61,4 59,7 60,8 58,9 57,6
EGFROT,M_5 19:42:5_,17 B,4 75_,4 72,7 63.! 67.7 61,6 54,1 51._ 52.3 53,7 57,0 58,8 59.1 59,1 56,7 54,9 51,4
EGFR87,H06 19;4215_,32 8.4 886.8 71,6 64,7 65,0 68.2 52,5 55,_ 55.7 54.6 54.8 56,7 58.4 56.B 56.5 5_.6 51,5
EGFR87,M¢7 19:42151,02 8,3 1111,2 7.0,Q b_,5 6_.9 55,9 55,0 5_,_ 52,5 54,! 53.2 57,5 55.7 5_.6 54.0 51.7 _7,5
EGFR87,M38 19:_2:5%,76 0,2 1352,2 67,7 58,2 5_,5 UB,5 _8,7 46._ 47,9 58,7 55,4 56,9 57,6 58,5 56,5 52,2 "49,9
EGF_O7,MO9 _91_215214_ B,2 _57_,6 68,8 58,2 52.3 55.8 49,6 49.$ 52,1 53,5 55.1 54,2 55.8 54,2 52.8 58.8 _5,9
EGFR_7,MIO 19142155,19 0,2 1815,5 76,8 55,6 55,2 53,4 51,8 49,_ 56,1 55,4 52,4 50,1 48_7 48,_ 46,_ "45,9 40o0
EGFROT,Mll 19142153,28 0,2 1818,6 b7,6 51,1 _7,6 44,7 48.q _6,_ 50.fl 51,5 52,_ 56.! 56,5 54,6 52.9 _9.8 45,4
EGFR_7.HI2 19:_2155_20 -3,! 1821,6 79,1 51,2 _9,1 54,8 58,1 56,_ 61,4 63,0 b8,4 59,5 55,2 5_,5 55,_ 5e,2 45,6
EGFR87,M13 19:42:_9,36 1,6 -2_8,Q 188.9 79,! 86,8 89.4 87,5 9B,T 92.8 94,! 9_,_ 89.! 8_._ 87,B 89.2 85,8 80.7
EGFR87,M!4 19:_2149,]8 1.5 251,5 91,9 77,8 8_,8 82.9 81.7 82,_ 80.3 81,B 8P.5 79,6 71.5 7R. 1 66.4. 65,4 64,8 -
EGFRO7,H15 19142:49,38 -_.5 254,5 95,2 82.9 83.9" 83,8 82,6 8_.q 9_.fl 88,7 8_,6 78,2 77.Q 78,7 7b,'5 71,2 68,1
EGFR_7,M16 19:431 9,3_ **** 1930,2 89,8 80,_ 81,_ 81,8 82,1 80,_ 81,8 81,4 80,6 81,8 81,! .8_,B 8!,_ 88,6 79,5
EGFRB7,M17 19:431 9,34 **** 1929,9 94.4 84.9 85,! 85,2 87,_ 85,_ 86.0 85.5 85,9 86.5 8_,8 84,4 86.2 85.Q 84,9
EGF_7,MIB 19:42Z52,91 0,2 _31,8 7_,8 59,9 65.8 59._ 58,6 81,7 bO,_ 58,5 57,9 56.5 55,9 5_,7 53,1 5_,b 45,_
EGFRBT,M19 19:42153,59 0,2 1621,2 69,_ 58_3 "56,2 58.8 55,3 58,_ 59,7 57,1 55.5 55,3 53,1 51,6 50,6 47,4 _6,2
EGFR87,M20 19:42154,36 9,2 1868,1 73,5 58,Q 60,0 55,_ 48,3 5_._ 56.5 80.8 58.8 58,_ 55,8 54,6 52,5 5_,1 45,2
DZRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122.5 deo
1/3 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCIES (kHz)
FILENAHE _ECEIVE BETA SR OSPL 0.10 0.13 0.16 0.20 0_2_ 0.32 0.00 _.50 0.63 _.79 1.0 1._ 1.6 Z.O
TIHE (deg) _(m_
. EGF_OB.H01 19:_8:_6.02 2.2 213.9 90.7 81.0 80.5 76.1 81.9 86._ 88.2 86.7 86.1 82.2 78._ 7u._ 71.2 69.5 65.2
EGFqOBmH02 19108l_6.84 Img 216.9 96.6 8210 80.5 75.2 80.8 80._ 80.0 85.8 87.1 86.1 85.8 88.2 86.3 86._ 85.3
EGFROB.M03 191085_6100 -0.2 219.8 100.3 82.0 81.0 75.5 85.9 80._ g5.1 95.1 92.5 83m0 86.7 8_.3 80.1 83.0 78.8
;. EGFROB.HO_ 191_8:_7.11 3.g _30.8 8_.5 78. I 77.0 70.8 70.1 bO.y &0.7 62.9 67.1 88.7 61._ 62.8 61._ 58.8 58.7
EGFROB.H35 191_8108.02 _.b 729.6 80.6 52.7 58.q 58.5 55.6 _7.P 5_.q 53.3 57._ 59.8 59.6 50.5 5_.6 55.1 51.8
EGFRO8.H36 191_8|48.18 ¢.5 885.5 77.6 56.0 60,0 57.0 5_.5 5tl._ 5_.5 56._ 58,1 62.3 63,0 63,6 61,6 59.E 56.7
EGFRO8.H37 19548|_8.88 0e4 1110.7 70.9 59.7 87.0 60.9 56.0 50._ 51.0 53e5 5_.2 56.8 55._ 56.q 56.8 5_.3 _9.7
EGFRO8.M08 191_81_9o6] 0,3 1352.0 67.6 53o2 53.6 51.2 U'9.q 53o_ 51.5 5]oq 57.9 57.0 59.0 50.q 5a.5 51.7 _7.6
EGF_O8.HO9 19|_50.33 0.3 1571.8 71.0 56.5 56.7 52.7 50.9 5_.k 50.0 55.5 52.1 50.8 50.6 56.2 55.7 5_._ _6.5
EGFR_8.M10 191_8151.06 0.3 1815.7 63.5 07.7 _8.5 0_.7 _7.0 _._ _7o0 _7.5 07.8 _0.6 01.8 U0.8 39.3 .36.0 33.5
EGF_OB.H11 1_1_8:51_07 0.2 1818.8 59.7 0_.9 _1°6 05°_ _0.0 Ul._ _3°3 08.0 08.7 "q°3 _8.9 _6.8 U0.8 U3°6 u0.1
EGF_a8.M12 19:_8151.08 -0.0 1821.8 73.5 55.6 53°8 51.3 55.3 6P._ 65.7 67.0 62.2 62.0 61.7 56.5 55.8 _.U U6.5
EGF_OB.H13 191,81,7.2_ 1°9 2,7.1 90o6 77.0 81.7 85._ 87.6 88._ 88.8 86.6 83.2 80.3 03.5 q_.5 85.7 89°_ 8_.6
EGFR_8.H10 19:081"7.2_ 1.6 250.1 9_.8 7_.6 77.6 78.6 77.1 77._ 78.6 80.1 82._ 82.5 77.9 76.8 70.9 7_.1 72.0
EGF_O8°H15 19:_81U7.21 "0.2 253.1 9_.1 85.6 80.1. 85.2 80.3 8,._ 87.3 8_.3 83.5 78.3 77.5 72".7 72.5' 71.0 67.6
EGFROS.H16 19:_8106.09 56°8 8.5 121.9 102.1 g9°0 98.8 98.0 102._ _10.2 115.8 117.9 110.0 10_.8 IP5.6 100.'3 106.8 1_8.0
EGFaO8.M17 19:_8:_6.09 56.5 8.6 121.8 I¢3.2 101.1 99.7 98.1 105.p'_10.7 115._ 118.1 112.0 105.9 105.6 1_0.4 IP6._ 107.2
EGF_OB.M18 19108:50'.77 0.3 1_01.5 72.8 60.0 .63.1 57.1 5g.3 62._ 66.1 63.2 58.5 56.2 57.8 53.7 09,3 07.0 _3,8
EGFROB.H19 191_8i51._5 0.3 1621.1 66.9 5_.1 55.8 52.8 55._ 55._ 59.5 56.Z 50.8 53.5 52._ 58.8 _8.0 00.7 _.9
EGFRO8.H2_ 19TOSI52.2Z 0.2 1868.2 67.951.5 57.3 52.0 50.7 53._ 50.0 53°0 51.3 52.3 51.1 _7.I _5.6 UE.I 39.0
i
o
DIRECTZVITY AN;LE _ 122,5 deg
1/3 OCTAVE BANO CENTER FREgUENCIE$ (kHz)
FILENAHE RECEIVE BETA SR OSPL _,10 0,13 0,16 0,20 0_2_ 0.]2 0,_0 0,50 _,63 0,79 I,_ lo] 1,6 2,0
TI_E (deg) Ce)
EGF_oq. H01 19XS2i39a03 1.5 214.9" 9Qa6 82,0 84,S 82.1 82,9 8],_ 82.8 86.8 86.] 80.3 73.5 69.9 66.9 6U.3 6|.]
EGF_B9oM32 19152|39._ L,2 E17,9 9_o6 85o2 82,1 8q,0 82.0 8t.p 88,8 8_,_ 85,5 83,g 78,8 79,9 79,6 78,2 1_o8
EGF_goMR3 |9152839,05 -_,9 22_,9 1_1,_ 83,9 82._ 82,_ 8_.6 8_,_ 91,9 99.9 96.1 90.7. 85,q 82,9 86.8 87,7 83,1
EGFROgoHS_ 19:52139,72 0.6 436,1 82,9 75,6 7_,9 74,6 72,3 6_._ 59,8 sg,] 6_,3 62,2 6_o6 65,6 62.2 59,7 61,2
EGF_og. Hs5 |9:521_3,6_ 0,_ 731.3 7_,1 6_,6 60.6 5_._ 51,3 _9.1 _9,6 58o_ 55.5 56._ 61.5 57,8 5Tog 5_,_ 5_o3
EGF_9.Ma6 19:52l_0,80 _.3 887,3 7_o_ 65,8 65,9 56.9 51.3 52,_ 50.5 5_.9 56,5 57.6 58o3 57,5 55,2 52,_ _9,7
EGF_£9,HOT 19152:_t,5t 0,2 .1113,0 76,7 57,_ 6_,2 53.5 56,Q 53.? 53,8 56,_ 55.3 53,5 5_.9 52.Q 5_,] 5R.O UTo_
EGF_q,H_ 19|52:_2,26 _o2 I35_,5 69,6 53,8 _7,_ _,7 _8,0 _qo_ _8,2 _9,8 5_.6 53,7 52.1 51,0 _8,2 _7,? _3,3
EGFR_g,H_9 19152l_2_95 _,2 157_o_ 81,5 53.! _,9 _6ol _8,3 _y,_ _8o2 _8,0 _7,_ _9.8 _?o] _6,_ _o2 '_3,2 39.8
EGFROg,HI_ 19_521_3,71 0o2 1818,7. 72.3 _8,2 _0,6 _5.9 _?,9 _6,_ 5R,3 _8,1 _.1 _5,6 Q2,] _0.3 39.5 35.6 3_,_
EGF_q,HIt 1_:521_3,72 ¢,1 1821,8 62,0 _9,1 _2,2 39,2 36.8 _2,_ _,2 _6.9 _9,1 _7,3 _8,Y _6,6 _2,6 39,9 36,1
EGFR_9,H12 19:52i_3,73 -_,1 182_.8 75.l _7_6 _9.6 _,7 _8o3 51,_ 5_o3 5_,1 52,6 53._ _8,] u?,] _5.9 _],6 n!.2
EGFR_qoM1] 19152839,80 1,3 2_8.1 98_5 8_.! 75.8 78,] 75,_ 8_,k 86,0 89.2 9R.] 90,0 88o7 88,9 88,8 87,¢ 85.0
EGFR¢9,HI_ 19:52839,81 1,0 251,1 92,0 79.0 82,1. 83,2 81,1 78,_ 8_,8 77,_ 79,_ 7_,7 75,] 7_.2 70,? 68,8 66,9
EGF_9,H15 19:52139,_3 =0,8 25_,1 93,3 81,7 8_,9 83,7 82,9 81,_ 8_o7 8],_ 8_.9 79,7 8_.2 76._ 7_o_ 72,9 71,9
EGF_¢9,H$6 $9852839,06 Y2,6 5;5 111,q 10],_ 103,1 1_3,_ 10]o8 1_1,_ 99,7 9_o5 97o6 98oB 96.] 95,8 95,! 95,7 9_,6
EGF_Og,Hl? 19152139,06 51,7 5_6 112,0 105,0 183o9 103_5 10_,8 102,_" 97,8 9_,8 98,8 97.0 95,7 96,6 96,1 96,2 _6,9
EGFR_q. HI8 191521_2_6_ 0,_ 1386.1 69,5 56,5 .5_,1 50._ 53,5 55,¢ 5_,3 52,9. 55_7 5_,6 5_,5 51,! _9,2 _7,6 _3,2
EGFR_geHI9 191521_,_ 0,2 1623.7 6_,9 52,1 _5e7 95,2 _8,_ 5_,_ _9,5 50.8 51.0 5_._ _8o5 _5,8 _3,9 _!e! ]_8
EGFROgoH2_ 19152l_.88 8,1 1871.1 6_,5 5_,! _6,5 _8,2 52._ 5]ok 56ol 52.9 53.g _8.3 _9.6 _6,5 _6.8 _0.8 ]9.9
OIRECTIVITY ANGLE u 122,5 deq
I/3 OCTAVE B_ND CENTER FREOUENCIE5 (kHz)
FILENAH[ RECEZVE 5ETA $_ OSPL 0.10 0.13 0.16 0,_0 0_25 0.32 0,_ 0,5_ _,63 0.79 Io0 1o3 1,6 2,0
TZHE (deo) (_)
EGFRIO,HO! 1915612_,78 4,9 217_3 100,8 7916 82,3 87,8 88,9 92,7 95,_ 95,0 89,9 88.9 83,6 79,2 76.9 76,3 75,1
EGF_10,_2 1915612_,79 _.5 228,2 99,6 81,5 8_,9 85,9 87,6 91.5 90,a 9018 98,2 89,2 89,2 8798 87,8 86,3 8_,8
"e
EGF_ZO,H_3 19:5612_,79 2,Q 222,6 101,b 7117 81,3 88,6 91,1 9_,_ 90,2 92,_ 9_,2 89,7 "90,6 86,7 88,9 87.3 8_,9
EGF_lO,H_ 19156125,_5 2,_ _37,_ 83,2 7_,9 72,9 7_,5 7L,0 71,_ 68,6 66,_ 68,_ 71,_ 69,1 66,7 65,_ 63,7 62,_
EGFRI_,H_5 19156126,35 1,_ 731,5 7_,7 62,6 61,7 57,U 55,_ 9_,_ 5_,7 5_,1 56,1 55,_ 57,2 96,9 55,7 52,_ 50,P
EGF_IO,HO& 19156126,58 1,1 886,9 72,3 62,_ 65.9 52,_ _9.8 91,7 51,0 _9,_ 55,7 96,1 58,0 52.3 53,6 52,9 _8,3
EGF_IO,H37 19156:27,19 _,9 1111_9 72,5 62,3 6_,0 55,8 50,3 52,q 5_,5 5_,8 52,0 55,e 53,3 53,6 52,8 5_,3 _6,7
EGF_Ie,H38 19:5bl27,93 0.7 1352,7 67,3 5_,7 5_.6 53,_ _b,5 _7.q _7,8 52,0 52,b 53,9 5",2 5_,I 52,3 5P,2 _6,5
EGF_I_,H_9 19156128,68 8,6 1571,9 ha,7 5_,7 _9,9 51,1 _9,5 _8,¢ _6,9 _8,7 _9,5 _7,8 58,7 _7,8 _5,5 _3,_ 39_9 '
EGF_lO,H10 19856829,35 _,6 1815,b 6_o3 _2o3 _,8 _6,2 _8o7 _7,A _8o7 _7,1 _,5 _3,6 _,6 39,1 36,3 35,5 33,0
EGFRIO,_I! 19:5b:29,36 _,5 1818,6 59,8 _8,6 _8,6 _3,9 _1,7 _5,_ _3,6 _7,8 _6,9 _6,9 _9,1 _8,2 _5,9 _1,6 37,5
EGFRIO,H12 19156129,37 0,3 18_1,6 7_,0 51,2 G9,0 5_,0 50,3 57,_ 52,8 59,2 _0,6 59,5 53,3 9_,5 92,6 _8,5 _,6
EGFRIO,H13 19156|25,55 a,3 250,6 99,9 79,3 81,0 . 80,3 80,6 89,_ 92,5 9_ 85,8 91,1 87,2 88,9 87,6 86,7 81.5
EGFR10,Hl_ 1915hi25,5& 3,9 253,5 tO2,0 81,5 86,8 91,9 9_,7 9],p 9_,2 93,5 93,0 91,_ 88,7 86,2 8_,6 82,0 73,9
EGFR10,H15 t9:56125,5b 2,1 256,0 99,1 81,_ 82,7 8_,_ 86,2 87,7 9_'6 92,0 93,0 89,8 87,5 85,0 86,3 8n,6 81,5
EGFR18,H16 19156:2_,9_ 55,8 81,0 113,8 99,7 181,5 I01,8 102,9 93,¢ 90,5 97,6 107,5 185,7 101,9 95.5 96,8 97,9 97.3
EGFRI_,H17 19:5_12_,99 55,6 21,1 113,3 100,_ 100,9 102,2 102,6 9i,_ 92,8 99,_ 1_9,6 1@5,5 99,7 96,_ 95,9 98,8 97,8
EGFR18, H18 19156129,09 8,7 I_02,_ 72,_ 59,6 56,_ 5_,_ 53,8 58,? 98,2 56,7 53,2 51,8 58,5 5_,2 _8,8 _5,9 _3,0
EGFR10,M19 1'915bl29,75 _,6 1621,6 78,8 90,5 51,2 _5,_ _7,9 52,_ 58,8 5_,5 51,3 _8,9 98,0 _5,3 _3,3. _,2 37_9




DIRECTIYITY ANGLE = 122o5 deo
1/3 OCTAVE BA_D CENTER FREOUENCZE$ (kHz)
e'
FZLENAHE RECEIVE BETA SR OSPL 0.10 0.1] 0.16 0.20 0_2_ 0.32 0.00 0o50 0.63 OoTg 1,0 1,3 1m6 2.0
EGF_lI.H31 208 08 2.70 5.8 211.0 9g.3 7q._ 80o7 85o6 89.7 gOoq 93.q q3.2 89.3 8_.5 80.7 77.3 7Uog 73.1 70.6
" EGF_tI.H32 288 3l 2.7t 5._ 213.9 96.9 8_.6 83.q 84.8 85.8 85._ 86.0 88.2 86.8 86.9 85.3 8_.6 8_.7 83.5 81.9
EGF_II.H3] 291 01 2.72 3o2 218.1 98.8 71.7 79.8 81.8 85.9 91.k 88,1 91,! gl.0 88.3 87._ 86.2 85.l 85._ 82.5
EGFRILoH_a 2_'1 _I 3,_1 2,6 _32;1 83o'5 7_,9 73,_ 71,2 69,1 65._ 6G,q 69.6 70oa 7_,3 69,1 7_,_ 7_,g 6Q,6 65.1
EGF_It.H_5 23: 01 _.35 1.6 728._ 75.1 62._ 6_.1 5q.9 5_.6 51._ 50.5 55.2 5_.3 58.0 5_.6 5_.0 53o2 51.7 52.0
EGFRII.H_6 2_I 38 _.52 1.3 88Uo6 71o2 53.q 6tot 83.] 57og 5t.P 5_.8 55.8 5_o1 55.8 57.2 5_o0 52.8 50.1 07.8
EGF_IIoM37 201 01 5,25 1,0 1111,0 66,g 53,7 62,0 53,9 _o8 51._ 49,0 50.5 _g,7 51,8 52,2 50.g _8o8 _7,3 a2,g
EGFRIt.H_8 238 08 6._2 0.8 1553.3 66o6 56.g 55.7 51.Q _8.8 _._ _8o3 53.1 5_.3 51._ 51.5 52.0 5_._ _q.t 06o5
EGF_ll.H_9 20; 01 6_72 0.7 1575.8 69.5 _9.1 53.1 _3.7 _6.6 _6.P _6.9 _6.6 50o_ 50.6 _9o2 _6.5 USo] _2.3. 39.6
EGFRIloH10 2_! 01 7.59 _07 I818._ 73.3 _9o_ _303 _07 _6.6 _3.8 _q._ _6.7 abo_ _6,2 _300 38.3 36oa _5.6 32.q
EGFR11.Hll 2_8 01 7,51 0,6 1822,0" 65,6 _7,0 50,2 _5,_ _1,3 3_.Q _3,5 _Q,3 G5,9 _8,a _g,8 _8o6 a_,8 _2,6 37,a
EGF_lI.H12 231 08 7.52 _o_ 1825.0 bq.7 _6.5 q5.2 52._ _7.6 5_.q 52.6 57.1 55.7 52.6 53.9 51.5 5_.g _6.3 _2.9
EGF_I1.H13 201 01 3._8 5.0 2_3.7 81.0 57.6 57.g 57.3 58.1 57._ 59.3 58.g 56.8 56.6 56.2 56.2 56.8 56._ 50.9
EGFRlI.HI_ 2_1 _1 3._8 _.b 2_6.6 87.2 5_.6 50.0 52.0 53._ 53.7 53.6 52.8 5_.'2 5_.7 52.g 51.6 53.a 5Be_ _g.5
EGFRll. H15 2g: 08 3o09 2.8 2_8.q 67.8 61.1 57.5 56.3 56.8 57._ 57.3 58.a 58.7 58.a 57.1 56.3 57.3 56.3 50.8
EGFRIt,HZ6 208 0i 2._2 55,9 2_,0 88.2 80,2 80o6 80,2 82,8 80.q 80,3 80,g 80o_ 81,2 81,2 80o3 81,1 81,1 79,q
EGF_II,Ht7 231 01 2,g2 56,0 2_,0 gO,! 80,_ 80,] 81o7 8_,8 8_,_ 82,7 81,_ 81.0 81,8 80,7 80,1 80,.8 80,7 7g,8
EGF_lI,H18 201 01 7,16 3,8 1_02,2 7_,6 5_,7 5g,2 55,1 56,5 60,_ 55,_ 5_.8 5_o7 53,7 52,1 _go8 07,8 _a,2 _2,2
EGF_I1,HI9 201 01 7,86 0,7 1622.7 69,0 _7,5 "52,8 _8.9 52,_ 53,_ 5_.5 56,3 5_,1 53,2 _9,6 _8,8 _6,_ 03,3 $g.5
EGFRIl.e20 2_8 01 8o66 0o6 187_.9 6_.5 53.2 53.3 _8.5 53._ " 5_._ 52.5 5_.1 52.7 51.2 _9.8 _7o9 a_.6 _2o_ 39.5
OIRECTZVZTY ANGLE z 122.5 dog
I/3 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREOUENCZE8 (kHz)
" FZLENAHE RECEZVE BETA SR OSPL 0_10 _,13 0o16 0,20 0.2_ 0.32 0,40 0,50 0,63 B,79 1,0 1,3 1,6 2,0
TIHE [deq] Cm]
EGFR12.M_I 20X 3159.7] 5.9 215.7 97.7 79o1 83.0 81.5 84.9 89._ 91.1 91.6 90.0 85._ 77.4 74o_ 71.7 89.0 63.5
EGF_I2oH02 201 3159o73 5,5 218,5 97,5 78,5 77.0 79.2 80,7 87,_ 87o0 87,8 90,5 86.6 8_.7 85,3 85,7 83,9 81,3
EGFRI2.H_] 201 3159.7_ 3.4 220o7 95.2 80.q 83.6 80.5 82.7 83._ 87.3 88.2 87.8 82.6 77._ 80._ 79.6 75._ 77.8
EGF_|2oH3_ 20! _! 0.41 2.8 _5o7 82.9 7_.9 7U.0 75.8 71.7 69oQ 65.1 87.5 69.6 68.6 70.5 67.9 65.9 62.8 6_o5
EGFRIE,M05 20I _l 1,31 1,7 730,1 73,7 62,E 61,3 58,2 58,0 52,_ 50,7 50,7 58,_ 59,3 58,R 57,2 57,3 5_.1 50,3
EGFRIE,H_8 208 _l 1o_7 1,_ 885,7 72,5 62,1 62o6 61,3 55,7 _8o_ 51,_ 50,8 53,7 56,6 58,6 60,7 56o6 55,Q _9o7
EGFq12.H_7 2_8 41 2. L6 1.1 1110.9 72.3 68.3 67.5 58.7 55.9 5_._ _9o9 52.9 53.0 52.2 5_.7 55.8 53.3 50.1 _8.0
EGFRIE.H_8 201 48 2o91 _o9 1352.0 67.1 60.4 56.7 52.9 51.8 5_._ _8o2 51.2 53.9 53.9 55.5 5Q.0 50.5 _7.8 4_.2
EGF_IEoH39 2_1 _1 3o59 0.8 1571o5 66.2 55.3 53.1 _9.1 51.8 5_._ _5.3 _7.1 _811 53.5 52._ 51.4 _8.6 _5_8 _1.8
; o
EGFqI2,H10 201 41 4,3_ 0,7 1815,4 70,9 5_,? 53.8 57,6 51,8 51,_ _8_9 50,5 _6,2 u8,6 _2,R _1,8 39,2 35,_ 33.5
E_F_I2,HI! 201 _1 4.35 0,7 1818,_ 86o2 _8o7 _3,4 _6o5 _6,8 5lop _5,0 _7,5 49.E _9.1 5_,_ 5_.8 _5.9 _2,_ 38.8
EGF_I2,H12 208 48 4,36 0.# 18_1,4 76.8 5_,2 _8o9 59,_ 59.0 56,n 60,9 6_,7 62,0 55,R 56,8 53,9 50.9 _7,E _3,0
EGF_I_oH13 20: 4| 0,_9 5,2 248,8 97,8 76,2 76,8 85,7 88,3 87,_ 90,9 86o5 88.3 88,a 8u,7 87,4 85,9. 8_7 83,7
EGFRI2oH14 208 ax 0,50 4,8 251,7 101._ 82,8 84,3 88,7 89,E 89,_ 91o8 92,8 93;3 90.1 89.8 85,8 81_4 77,9 78,5
EGF_I2. H15 EOI 41 0.50 3.0 254.0 105.3 80.7 82.5" 89.5 86.4 9_._ 96ol 95.7 95.0 96,2 93.9 93.8 95.3 9_.6 90._
EGFRIEoH16 20l 3159,91 57,4 25,1 12_o6 89,9 100ol 106,9 111,0 115,_ _10,8 114,6 11_,4 116,3 11_,5 113,1 111,6 !1_,6 109,2
EGF_IE,H17 2_X 3159,91 57,3 25,2 124,7 91,5 100,3 106.5 110,9 118,_ _11,9 11u,3 115,3 115o5 11_,8 113,0 111_8 111,3 109o1
EGFR12.H18 208 _1 4o04 0.9. I901.5 69.7 58o7 59o2 57._ 59.7 58._ 5_.2 56.9 53.3 55.2 52o7 51.0 47.0 _3.0 _0.6
EGFRIE,H19 208 48 _,72 8,7 16_1o0 68,3 55,7 _8,5 55,3 54,5 55,? 55,2 57,2 56,5 51,_ 52,3 _8,'4 _8.1 _,_ _0,_




OIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122,5 de=
113 OCT_VZ BAND CENTER FREQUENCIES (kHZ)
" FILE_AHE RECEIVE BETA $q OSPL _,10 8,13 8,16 8,20 8_25 8,32 8,_0 _,50 _,63 8,79 1o0 1.3 Io6 2,0
TIHE (deq] (_)
mi m m mm m_ _ mii m mi o e _m i i im_ _ eB mmm m_ m oq_mmm _limmmmw mm_mmwmm_mmmmmm_mmm_mm_mm_m mmmm_m_mm_ _ mmmm_mnmmm _mm_mmmmmmmmmm_ mmmm_m_m_mmmm_mu_m
EGF_13,M_I 21; 2130,6_ 5,5 2_=,9 97._ 8_,7 81,_ 63,7 67,3 88,_ 8e.6 98.8 8a,3 8=,2 61,6 78o3 73,2 72,7 71,0
EGFR13oHS2 218 2830,65 5.1 207,8 101,t 82.3 8a,1 83.W 85.5 68,_ 68,0 88,8 9_,0 69,= 90._ 91.! 69,3 98°@ 89,5
EGFql]oH03 218 2130,66 2,9 218. t 183.3 75,9 78.1 67,6 9¢,5 92,_ 99,5 91,3 95.7 93.2 92.7 90o8 90,9 89o5 67._
' EGFR13.H_ 21-8 2131,36 2,5 _26,0 87'6 75o= _7.2 72.6 66.5 66oA 63,1 69.7 72.9 7=o_ " 72._ 73o_ 7t.6 75.= 76,1
EGF_IS.H35 211 2152.37 1.5 726,3 75o6 62o3 65.t 57,7 58.g 62.3 5_,7 63,0 65,_ 68.9 68.1 66.2 6L.5 6=o7 63.g
EGF_l],H86 211 2;32,68 1°2 88_,7 81,t 66,7 59o_ 57,6 62°5 6_._ 5L.2 6_.9 69.6 72,3 T2o9 73,6 71,7 65,9 62.7
EGFq13,H¢7 218 2_33,36 _,9 1112,9 73,6 56,8 63,9 55,9 92,6 56,_ 5=,9 55.9 6_.1 65°3 6_,1 6=,0 56.8 56e7 55eq
EGF_13,H_8 218 213=o17 0,8 t357,3 72o_ 55,6 52.8 5_,2 52o6 55°_ 56,5 56.6 61,6 6L°7 62o2 62o9 62o7 68,8 55,3
EGF!3,H_9 218 213_,9t 0.7 1579e6 78o1 99,1 _7o2 5_13 Q6,g 53.q 56.! 56.9 61.5 63,2 6_o3 57,8 59.3 57,7 52,3
EGF_I3,Hl_ 2iX 2135o73 8,6 !826o8 68,8 5t,5 =6o6 =6.6 =9.7 _9,_ aS.6 =5.7 =8.5 _9,2 U3.6 =3o2 =1,8 39o9 3a,8 '
EGFRt3,_tL 21I 2t35,73 0o6 1829o9 67,8 _8,0 US.= _6,2 =3.7 =8.6 5_o8 52,= 57.1 56,8 55,0 56,_ 56.3 52.6 U7,3
EGF_lS.H!2 211 2135,7_ 0°3 1852,9 75,5 =5,3 _7.6 =8,8 53,= 5=,6 55,9 56,0 53,7 57.3 55,8 53°1 _9,1 =6,1 U1,6
EGF_lS.H!3 2!8 2131o35 _.8 .236o9 97o9 76,7 76o6 83,5 85,6 6q.y 9L.5 85o8 87.8 88,5 87,3 89._ 8_o8 86,.0 79,=
EGFR!3=H!_ 211 213!.36 U,_ 239,6 99,8 82o3 83,8 88°= 98,8 92,Q 9_o7 98°8 9_,'3 89.3 88,8 85,= 8=o6 79o8 75,1
EGF_t],Ht5 218 2831;37 2,5 2a2,3 108,_ 8_.7 8=.6 69|7 92,= 93,6 92°3 91°2 89,1 89.9 9_,1 88,9 85°9 8=,1 86,8
EGFq!3.H16 211 213_,8= _6o3 25,6 187,1 9=°6 98,2 95,1 97,? 91,7 89,7 69o0 9=,1 108.0 t_,6 °92,9 88,1 91o0 89°1
EGFRt3,Ht7 218 2838,80 Q5,6 25,5 185,8 97,8 96,9 96,5 96.9 9=o_ 91°1 8Q,9 88,1 9=,2 95,7 92°3 88.2 86,3 _8,6
EGFRtS.H!6 218 2135.23 8o8 1_85o1 8l,l 55.4 59.6 67.1 67°8 65._ 69,7 78,7 69.7 66oQ 62.8 6_.6 55°1' 5_o9 =8,3
EGFRt3,H19 218 2135",96 8,7 1627._ 76.2 53_ "58,6 57.9 63o_ 6=,9 65,_ 6_o6' 63,3 57.8 55.7 56,2 51,5 =9,6 _3.3
EGFRt3,H28 211 2136,80 8o6 1877,7 77,8 53o_ 53,8 58,3 67o2 66.1 7_o2 69,2 69,6 68.8 78.3 66.6 59o8. 5=o8 98,6
' " I f ,i
DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122,5 deQ
• 1/3 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCIES (kHE)
FILENAME RECEIVE BETA $R OSPL 0,10 0,13 0,16 0,20 0_2_ 0,32 0,_0 B,50 _,63 0,79 1,0 1,3 1,6 210
TIHE (deo) (m)
EGFR1Q,MQ1 21I 6*19,69 5,5 217,1 1¢2,6 87,3 87,Q 86m7 93,6 g_,p 95,6 96,9 93,2 89,2 83,8 BQ,3 77,7 73,5 71,1
EGFRI_,M_2 21l 6119,7a 5,1 22Z,0 102,7 87,0 86,9 86,2 9_,5 92,7 93,5 9_,, 92,U 92,9 92,1 90,6 89,6 89,2 88,7
. EGFRIQ,MZ3 218 6119,70 3,0 222,3 10_,1 86o6 91,3 89,5 86o5 87,_ q]oB 97,0 97,7 91o6 93,7 90,0 93,9 91,2 87,Q
EGFRI_.M_Q 21! 6120.36 2.5 _37.1 89.0 83.0 84.5 77.Q 76.3 72._ e8.a 71.8 79.9 71.9 71.5 70.8 7_.3 72.5 7,.5
EGFR1Q,H_5 211 6121,27 1,5 731,3 78,8 66,8 66,7 6_,9 6_,G bS,R 56,9 63,2 6],6 63,7 63,2 6_,9 66,5 65,1 62,3
.EGFR1Q,M_6 211 6121,91 1,3 886,7 77,6 66,8 6_.,6 61,5 55,8 57,3 57,2 66,3 61,0 62,2 6",8 6",6 6_,3 63,Q 61,3
EGFRtU.M37 211 6122.13 1.0 1111.7 76.9 65.3 59._ 61.6 55.1 56.7 59.6 55.3 6Z.] 65.3 63.1 6_.2 63.7 6_.0 55._
EGF=I_,M_8 211 8|22,8_ 0,8 1352,7 8_,_ 66,a 6_,8 52,8 5_,9 59,k 61,6 66,2 68,3 65,0 71,3 65,8 7_,_ 65,5 6219
EGFRIQmMOq 21l 612],52 ¢,7 1572,0 75,0 58,6 58,0 55,5 99,2 51,_ 56,7 59,8 61,7 62,1 59,9 59,0 5q,Q 58,_ 56,6 .
EGFR1Q,M10 211 6129,27 0,7 1815,7. 64,6 52,3 50,_ 51,1 5_,0 5_,¢ 52,5 SS,_ 52,0 5_,1 _6,1 92,5 Q_,? 91,6 38,6
EGFRIQ.MII 21! 612Q.27 O.b 1815.7 67.1 50.7 98.3 58.2 99.7 52._ 53.1 51.7 58.5 59.I 58.0 56.Q 59.8 52.8 _9.8
EGFR1Q,H12 211 6|2_,28 0,_ 1821,7 75,7 a8,6 "7,6 57,Q 57,1 6O,T 55,5 6_,_ 65,6 65,1 62,9 61,7 57,8 53,8 _8,_
EGFRIG,MI] 211 612a,_7 Q,7 25_,3 109,9 81,0 72,Q 85,3 92,I q6,_ 98,6 90,I 95,2 92,6 97o7 99,8 92,2 91,'9 87,"
EGFR1Q,MIQ 211 612Z,98 Q,Q 253,3 105,9 87,0 90,9 .93,2 91,9 95,_ 96,2 97,5 99,2 95,7 93,3 86,6 89,8 91,6 90,5
EGFRIQ,M15 211 6120,_8 2,6 255,6 109,7 88,5 91,1 99,0 93,6 95,_ 96,9 99,3 101,_ 1_e,2 101,_" 99,3 97,9 96i9 95,3
EGFRI_,H16 211 611q,88 56,_ 23,_ 117,5 101,7 10_,5 98,5 91,8 102,5 '109,7 111,2 1_9,3 102,_ 1¢7,_ {0_,5 106,9 102,6 100,_
EGFRI_,M17 211 6119_88 56,3 23,5 1_3,6 95,0 .98,8 9_8 9_,5 9_,? 89,_ 89,_" 88,6 88,_ 90,2 93,0 92,6 90,3 86,3.
EGFRI_,M18 211 6|2_,01 Z,8 1_02,3 78,1 62,3 61,6 65,5 65,3 65,_ 79,8 69,Q 69,5 65,Q 6_,7 59,0 59,_ 57,7 55,_
EGFRI_,MI_ 21: 612_,68 _,7 1621,6 71,8 62,0 58,0 58,8 57,7 60,_ 61,_ 62,8 59,9 59,6 56,1 56,2 53,6 5_,7 98,6
EGFRI_,M2_ 21l 6:25,_5 0,6 1868,_ 71,9 60,1 61,0 57,8 59,5 .57,_ 62,7 6¢,9 57,8 57,9 55,9 59,3 52,1 51,3 _5,8
0-'I
iDIRECTIVITY ANGLE • 122=5 deg
. 1/3 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREOUENCIE8 (kH=)
FILENAHE RECEIVE BETA _$R O!PL 0,18 8,13 0,16 0,20 O_Z_ 0.32 B,_8 0,50 _,63 0,7q 1,0 1,3 1,6 2,0
7It4E (doQ) (m)
EGFRIS,HDI 218 9i53o99 5,2 295,3 100,6 81,1 82,2 88,2 91,3 91,7 9_,8 93,8 92,0 87,_ 80,9 77,_ 76,7 73_ 71,7
EGFRlS,M32 21! 9:5Q,00 _,8 208,3 182,2 83,5 83,9 85,7 88,2 93,_ 89,0 9q,8 92,7 9_,2 90,1 92,0 9_,6 q_._ 88,5
. EGFR15,M_3 21: 9:5_,01 2,6 218,6 10Qo7 73,8 85,3 93,8 qS,_ 96,P 92,1 qi,5 97,0" qS,_ q3,| 90,6 q3,6 9_,3 88,9
EGFRIS,MS_ 218 9XSq,71 2,3 _27.2 88,5 75,2 76,7 77,8 67,5 66,_ 6_,9 6q,9 7U,9 76o! 7_,9 79,2 8L,7 79,5 72,!
EGFRI5,H_5 211 9155,66 1,_ 723,7 78,9 67,3 65,6 67oi 60,6 56,R 55,1 61,9 66,! 71,_ 68m3 65o8 67,5 66,_ 6U,@
EGFRIS,M_6 211 9155,85 1,1 888,9 77,1 68,3 63,8 63,8 _5,2 58,_ 59,B 60o6 68,8 66,6 68,0 65,2 6Q,7 66,3 62,6
EGFR15,M37 21: 9i56,59 _,9 1187m7 76,7 62,9 b_.8 6_,0 58m9 58,_ 6_,! 58,3 56,2 57,9 58,9 59,9 58,6 5q,_ 5718
EGFR|5mH88 2Z! 9157o37- _m7 135_,6 78,6 65o9 57m9 53m9 52,6 57m_ 56,q 6!,5 6!,5 62,6 66,_ 66.3 66,2 63,7 59o_
EGFR!SmMaq 211 q158,09 am6 !571o6 73o3 5_,5 52m_ 5|,0 _9,6 _6,_ 5B,5 55,e 55o6 56o2 56,g 55m6 55,6 .53o0 _q,_
EGFRIS,_18 _1: 9158,8_ _,6 1817m3 66,5 53,B 5!o8 _8,7 52,_ 51,7 55,_ 55,7 5_,3 5_,1 53,1 _g,8 _7,5 _6,_ _,6
EGFRIS,Mlt 21; 9158,89 0o5 18_0,3 68,8 _8,8 q_o% _,q _5.5 _8,_ 5_,1 59,2 58o7 59,q 62,1 58,9 57,7 57,6 53,Z
EGFR1S,MI2 211 9158,90 _,3 1823,3 71,1 _3,3 _8,0 5_,9 5_,2 58,_ 5_,6 5_,7 59,7 59,2 55,6 55,8 52,3 50,2 _6,3
EGFRZS,H13 211 ql5_,77 _,5 238,1 18}o8 83,6 80,8 78,9 81o1 88,_ q7,5 97,9 93,1 ?_.0 q_,3 9_,_ 93,8 q]_2 88,7
EGFR15mM!_ 218 915_o77 Qm2 241,1 106,6 87.1 87,5. 88,0 95m7 97,_ 98,9 q7,5 97,3 97,2 _6,_ 95,1 93o5" 93o3 89,7
EGFRISmM!5 218 9i5_,78 _m3 2_3o6 108ol 86,_ 88,0 88,8 _6m2 98,_ 99m7 98,_ 97,5 _8,0 96,5 97o3 g6_6 97,0 95,2
EGFRIS,MIb 218 915_,23 Q8,5 2_,5 |12m9 98m1 99_8 98o8 97m7 9G,_ q2o3 182m9 10_,_ 1_7,5 101,9 98,6 182,2 q6,2 95,7
EGFRIS,M!7 218 9i5_,2] _8,8 _5,_ 136,_ _,9 103_1 93,_ 91,8 _!,R 88,_ 88,9 88,0 87,587,3 85o8 86,7 87,0 85,5
EGFRISmM!8 211 9158,56 0,7 |_02ml 78,8 58m2 56,8 61m0 6Q,8 67,¢ 66o8 68,2 66,8 62,3 61,9 56m8 57,8 5_m9 _9o|
EGFRtSmM!_ 2!1 9i59o29 0,6. _6_3,6 65o8 5_,5 56,5 53m5 52m3 5_,6 5_,q 55o8 53,7 53,5 5_o6 50o5 _8,8 _ToB _3o3
EGFRI5,M23 21|101 8,10 0,5 187_,9 71,2 50,9 52,3 57,3 62,3 62,T 62,2 62o3 63,0 61,_ 6_,0 61,Q 58,_ 52,5 50o0
DZRECTZVZTY ANGLE = 122,5 deg
1/3 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FRE_UENCZES [kHz)
FZLENAHE RECEZVE BETA SR OSPL 8,18 _,13 8,16 0110 _2_ _.32 08_ 0.58. 0,63 8,79 1,8 1,3 1,6 2,8
TIHE (deg) _ (_]
mmm_m_o_mmmmmm_mm_mm_mmmm_m_mqm_m_m_mmmmm_mmmmm_mmmmmm_mm_mm_mmmm_m_mm_m_mwmmm_mmm_mmmm_mmm_mmmmmmmmmm_mmmm_mmPmmmm_mmm
EGFqI6,HOt 21|13155,1] 1_,6 205,0 98,3 86,3 89,5 88,7 90,3 89,¢ 98,6 87.2 85.5 82,1 83,1 83.1 81,3 81m_ 7985
EGFRI6,H32 21113155,1] 13,1 2_7,7 98,8 82,7 88,6 85.1 89,8 84,6 79,_ 82,1 88,_ 89,5 91.6 88.7 82.2 83,_ 87._
EGFR16,H33 21:13155.13 7.8 289,3 182,9 8_,_ 8_.8 88,8 89,6 9_,_ 93,Q 9_.2 93,_ 93,5 92,7 93.8 89,7 88._ 85,1
EGFR16.H_ 21113155.84 q.9 _25.5 89,5 75,5 75.9 71._ 7_,8 7_.q 72,1 76,3 79._ 79,8. 79.3 81.7 81,9 77,6 7_,7
EGFRI6.HZ5 21113156,81 2,9 722,3 81,0 63,2 65,5 63,5 62,1 61,k 63,6 6_,1 78,2 68.2 67,5 72,8 72,2 73._ 7_,8
EGF_Ib,H_6 21:13157,81 2,_ 88_,8 77,9 62,6 67." 6U89 _1,6 6],_ 66.1 68.1 69,_ 66,8 67,8 65,2 69,6 62.7 61.6
EGF_16,H_7 21113157,76 1.9 1107._ 75,6 6_,_ 63.5 6_,9 6_,5 56.q 51.2 58,3 62,7 59.8 58,8 68.9 62,6 63,F 59.3
EGF_I6,H_B 21113|58,55 1,5 135_,9 77,5 68.6 59,9 57.3 56,7 57,? 6_,8 64,9 66,7 63,8 67,3 71,R 67,9 69,0 6_,2
EGF_Ib,H39 21|13159,29 1,3 1572,6 78.6 51,_ 52,9 5|,5 58.8 _8._ 52,8 59t6 62.2 6_,9 6R,1 58.7 60,8 61,1 56,3
EGF_16,H18 2111_! 8,89 1,2 1819,8 6_,9 55,1 _9,3 58,0 51.6 51,S 57,6 55,1 53,3 51,5 _7,6 _,_ _2.8 _1,7 39,7
EGF_Ib. Hll 2111_1 R,13 1,1 1822,1. 68.0 _8,2 58,3 _3,2 _5,_ _7,_ _7,5 _9,6 55,_ 56.3 5?,7 55,1 5_,8 51,9 _6,2
EGF_Ib,H12 21|1_1 0,11 8,9 1825,0 78,5 _5,7 _5,5 _8,1 56,0 59,_ 53.7 61.2 63.5 57,7 51,2 52_1 58.8 51,8 _6,7
EGF_I6,H13 21|13155,87 9,3 236,8 97,5 73,2 8_.8 88,_ 88,8 8_._ 90.7 9_,8 87,1 8_,6 8_,1 83,5 82,3 79,_ 76,8
EGF_16,Hl_ 21:13155,88 8.9 239,6 98._ 83,8 87,3 89,_ 89,8 89,P 98,8 91,2 89_3 ..8_,8 77.0 79,9 8_,1 85_I 82,7
EGF_lb,H15 21|13|55,88 6.9 2_1,2 101,5 83.5 87.0. 89,3 89,9 91,_ 92,1 93,2 98,8 91,8 88.9 88,3 87,5 86.8 85,5
EGFRlb,H16 21113155,5_ 53,1 _6,6 100,1 93.6. 9_,3 98,7 89,8 88,_ 83,_ 81.8 8_,9 91,6 87,1 8_,8 83,9 86,1 83,2
EGFRIb,H17 21113155,5_. 53.2 _6.6 98.2 89,7 89,8 91,7 92.fl 98,q" 88,1 87,5 85,8 86,3 85,7 "87,5 87,7 86.2 8_.8
EGF_lb,H18 21113:59,66 1,5 1_99.fl 78.0 63,7. 60,8 59,9 63,7 62,_ 66,7 65,1 70,8 68,_ 69,1 67,5 66,3 6_,8 56.2
EGF_lb,H19 2111_1 0,]8 1,3' 162_,8 68._ 59,_" 57,1 57,1 5_,3 58,? 60,5 59.3 58,8 55.7 5_.7 51,6 _9,5 _7,8 _2,7






DIRECTZVZTY ANGLE a 122,5 deg
1/3 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREOUENCZES (_Hz)
FILENAHE RECEIVE BETA BR OSPL 0,10 0,13 _,16 0,20 0_2_ 0,32 0,_0 0,50 0,63 _,7q 1,0 Ie3 1,6 2,0
TIHE (deq] (m)
EGFRIT,M01 21X17136,15 10,6 21_,1 gg,4 86.2 88,2 90,1 91.6 9_,6 91,5 90.1 86,_ 8_,0 8@,8 81,3 7q,0 79,1 80,3'
o.
EGFR17,_2 21817:36,16 I_,I 216,8 9q,I 82,3 85,8 88,7 88,3 _0,2 8_,8 81,5 87,2 90,2 9P,1 87,9 8_,3 83,7 78,5
EGFRIT,M_3 21117|36,15' 7,9 218,1 100,5 82,_ 85,9 ql,2 87,6 86,_ 92,6 9_,8 92,5 91,5. 91,Q 88,7 86,5 8_,6 82,2o
EGFR17,HO_ 21117136,82 5,0 Q3],O Q0.3 7_,_ 73,5 72,0 72,3 73,_ 71,0 75,4 78,I 88,3 80,q 82,5 80,5 77,2 71,0
EGFR17,H35 21117|37,7_ 3,0 727,6 81,7 62o8 6_,7 63,7 56,7 51,_ 56,8 62,3 6_,3 68,_ 68,5 66o7 66,0 61,2 5_,9
EGFRIT,M36" 21:17137,91 2,5 883,6 75,6 61,8 63,0 61,5 53_ 5@,_ 56,_ 63,8 6_,6 6_,8 6G,9 62,6 6_o7 6_,8 62o7
EGFRIT,M27 21:17138,62 2,0 1109,3 77e1 68,_ 6_,8 65,_ 63,8 63,6 63,8 6_,1 59,9 58,1 61,6 63,2 63,2 58,5 55,0
EGFRIT,M38 21117139.38 1,6 1151,0 78,5 67,0 68,5 59o6 59,0 55,Q 5_,1 60,8 6a,8 61,6 60.3 63,2 61,3 65,2 61.Q
EGFR17,M89 21117|_,07 1,_ 1571,1 71,8 56,3 57,5 56,0 52,5 51,_ 52,_ 57,_ 5_,I 56,8 57,5 55,0 55,8 .5_,1 _.8
EGFR17,M13 21|17:_0,8_ lo2 1815,7 68,7 52,7 51,_ 58,q 51,7 _,a 52,q 52,8 _8,7 _6,1 _6,1 _3,a _3,B _1,9 3q,7
EGFRIT,M11 21117:_,85 1,2 1818,7 6_,_ 53,2 _6,7 _7,_ G7,9 _5,_ _q,O 51,_ 52,5 50,_ 53,q 53.3 52,7 50,7 n6,7
EGFRIT,M12 21117ZQ0,86 _,9 1821,6 71,3 QB,7 Q7,5 51,0 55,1 57,_ 53,7 6_,2 62,7 62,7 57,3 5_,2 52,1 _Q,a _,1
EGFRI7,M13 21:17138,_0 _,I 2_6,5 I_I,2 78,7 88,6 87,8 83.7 87,n 9_,7 93,1 92,_ 92,3 92,1 90,7 88,5 85,2 80,9
EGFRIT,Ml_ 21:17136,ql 8,7 2_9,2 _9,q 83,5 89,2. 87,_ 89,5 88,_ 9_,_ 87,9 78,8 86,3 90,7 92,_ 86,2 8_,8 8_,6
EGFRI7,M15 21117|36,98 6,9 253,7 10_,_ 82,8 90,1 89,0 92o2 91,T q8,_ 97,9 96,1 95, I q_,_ q2,3 qi,6" 90o7 88,Z
EGFqIT,M16 21117136,58 56,q _5,2 118,3 9a,2 95,7 88,7 96,0 10_,B _1_,0 110,8 105,] I88,_ 10_,2 10Q,3 1_3,6103,_ 101,7
EGFRIT,M17 21;17136.50 56,_ Q5,1 IP0,5 _1,1 _6,6 _2,1 _2,6 _2,_ 85,5 82o2 "83,_ 87_7 88,a 83.3 83,0 86,1 82,5
EGFR17_M18 218171a0,5_ 1,5 1_0@,2 7q,0 62o3 6_,8 62,6 71,0 72,_ 71,t 69,1 63,_ 62,_ 58.1 57,0 5g,a 56.9 53.5
EGFRI7,MI_ 21:171alo1_ 1,3 |620,2 75o8 60,0 63,0 62,_ 6_,6 61,_ 62,6 67,6 68,_ 67,_ 61,9 58,5 58,3 55,5 51o0
EGFR17oH20 21|171_Io98 1,2 1867,9 70,5 _9,1 50,1 5_,9 56,7 62,T 62,7 63,8 65,9 56,6 53,_ _9o5 50,2 _5,6 _3,0
DZRECTZVZTY ANGLE = 122=5 deg
1/3 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCIES (kHz)
FILENAHE RECEIVE BETA $_ OSPL 0,10 0o13 0o16- g,20 0.25 0°32 8,aO Oo50 0,63 0,79 lo0 lo3 1,6 Z,0
TIHE (deg) (_}
mlomqImm_mmmlmmmmmmmmmmmmll_mlmmlmllo_mlll_lmlmlmmmlllmIm_lwlo_lmlmwmlgml_m_mmmmml_mllmqll_ml_m_mlmmmmmlllmmlmm_l_mllmmmmlml_l_
EGF_I8,H31 21:2_:58,28 I_,I 216.1 9q,_ 8_o5 86,q 91,1 91,4 92,_ q0.2 ql.2 86,0 8_,2 77,8 78,7 7qoB 78.5 78,0 •
EGF_tB,H02 21120158a29 ql6 218,9 10_,5 86,0 87,7 87.7 88.8 91,7 88.6 8_,7 8_,9 91,1 90,6 90,_ 88o2 86,7 81,7
EGFRIBIH_] 21:2_158.29 7,5 220.2 1_3.9 80,8 85,1 89o4 90,5 86,7 q6,8 9_,1 97,8 9_.q 93.5 91,2 92,7 88,7 87,1
EGF_I8.H_ 21120158,96 U.8 _35.3 9_,3 7_.7 7_,6 .74.3 73,7 7U,_ 72,3 79.3 83,8 80,3 86,U 88,9 86,3 80,7 72,_
EGFRI8,H35 21|2_;59o89 2.q 738o0 87,5 71o_ 67,0 65,9 62,1 62,_ 6_,1 89,9 75,_ 75o6 80.6 81,9 79,_ 7509 70,2
EGF_I8,H_b 211211 0,06 2,_ 886,2 85,2 62,2 65.8 66.2 61.5 65,_ 65,0 72.6 72.0 76,2 77._ 7U.0 72,8 70,0 67,8
EGF_I8,H37 211211 0,77 1o9 1112,8 76,7 62,1 8_._ 62,5 63o0 6_,_ 62.6 61,9 63o_ 65ol 65,3 65.6 66.7 60,5 57,8
EGFqI8,H38 211211 1,55 1.6 1353,8 83.1 65,0 71.3 bQ.5 60,8 56,_ 56.2 58,8 6_,5 66._ 85.8 68.6 66,5 65o3 59,6
EGF_lBoH_9 211211 2,23 1,3 1573,9 75,3 5_,6 58.2 56.6 52,6 5_,_ 5_,9 57o2 60,3 61,2 6_,0 61o2 57,3 5_,5 5_,8
EGFqI8.H10 211211 2oqg 1,2 1818o6 68,_ 52o6 53.8 53.5 50,_ 5t.k 50.0 53,3 5fl.l _5.9 _6,3 _5,q _5,q _1,8 3qo8
EGFRIB.H11 211211 5.¢0 1,2 1821,6 66o9 50,5 50,7 _9,6 _o8 a],_ _6,_ _9.6 5=,6 53.8 53._ 51o7 52,6 09,9 _5,2
EGF_IB.Ht2 211211 3,01 0,9 182q,5 71,7 a_el 50.5 56.0 50,8 57.Q 6_.9 6q.7 63,5 62.2 56.9 55;_ 55.8 a6,T q5,3
EGF_18oH13 21120159o02 8,7 2_8,5 I¢1,0 78_6 82.6 89,1 91,6 85,k 9_,6 90,9 91.3 9_._ 91.8 88,3 87,5 85,1 82_
EGFR18,Hl_ 2112015q,0_ 8,3 251,3 "100,6 85,a 89,0 . 87.q 92.2 92._ 91,8 _1,7 90,8 82.6 76.q 8_,7 8q,0 "87,_ 8=_1
EGFRIBoH15 21120159o03 6._ 252o8 IRB._ 8_.6 79,8 8_,8 89,1 88,_ 91.3 90o7 90o9 91,1 91,g 89,9 89.7' 87,6 89ol
EGFR18oH16 21:2fl858,60 57,0 _3.0 112.1 9_,_ 97,5 90,6 86oq 97._ _05,0 106,7 103,7 102,5 10_,2 "9q,6 99,0 97.3 76,7
EGFRIBoH17 21720158o_8 57,1 _3,0 107,6 88,9 _8,3 93,0 88o_ 8_,_ 90,_ 100,6 102,6 100,0 91.6 _2.0 _0,6 95,2 91o7
EGF_lB,H18 21121T 2,85 1,5 1'_02.8 75,7 58,8 65.6 63,9 63,0 61,_ 59,3 61,2 6_,2 62,2 63.6 63,2 57o5 5_,_ 52,5
EGFR18,H19 211211 3o3_ 1,3 1623,0 70,6 5603 60.7 5Q,1 57,0 61,_ 63,_ 6_,3 60.1 57,_ 57.5 53,6 "52.8 _q.B _6,1





DIRECTZVITY A_GLE = 122.5 deg
1/3 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREOUENCIE$ (kHz)"
FILENAME RECEIVE BETA SR O$?L 0=10 0.13 0.16 0.28 0.2_ ¢.32 ,ego 0.50 0.63 0.79 re, I03 1=6 2.0
TI"E (dog} {m}
__i__ii___i____I_Q_m_i__i__i___i_ I
EGF_I9.H_I 21125158._5 18.7 219.8 188.6 88.2 85.5 89.5 88.9 88._ 89._ 91.g 9D.6 91j7 91.] 89.3 88.9 88.3 86jg.
EGF_Ig. Ho2 2t125:58tq5 1801 22211 tot.! 85.3 84._ 8362 77.8 81.7 89.8 93.8 9_.2 91.7 89.! 9t.6 91.1 85.9 85.3
EGFRt9.H3] 2112515864] t6.0 221.8 t03.g 86.3 82.2 9t.1 87.5 93._ 98.8 95.5 98=9 93.2 95.t 91.6 9_.7 88.3 88._
EGF_Ig,H3q 21125:59,09 9.2 _33,_ 91,1 78,8 77.1 77.1 71,_ 71.R 76.1 81,0 8_,8 8_.3 83,6 78.3 72,9 7_.5 70,7
EGF_t9.H85 211261" 0.00 5.5 726.5 88,8 67.7 70.5 6_.3 6_,7 65.k 61.7 62,9 66.9 71,5 72,9 69,0 69.2 61._ 6_.1
EGF_IgeH_b" 21:261 0.t9 _.5 882.5 8_.8 6Q.2 &8.g 6_.4 63.5 63.7 59.8 62.6 65.G 68.9 69.6 68.7 67.8 6Q.6 60.1
EGF_!91H_7 21126l 0.90 3.6 !!35.2 80.0 66.7 68.2 71.2 70,6 72._ 66,3 67,6 68.6 69,7 7!.1 6_,2 65.Q 67.1 _.1
EGF_19._08 21126: 1.67 2.9 1358.2 78.9 63.1 63.6 63.7 62.9 62._ 58.8 6_,0 6_.9 67.2 69.1 69.0 68.1 67.5 59.6
EGFqIg,Ha9 21126: 2.37 2.5 1570.5 73.6 58._ 5_,8 55,_ 53,_ 57.y 56,3 b!,_ 62.7 61,2 52.7 59,9 5_,7 .57,_ 51.9
EGF_!9.H10 21:26: 3.15 2.2 1815.6 69.1 59.5 5_._ 56.8 57.7 56.q 57.5 57.6 58.0 51.8 _8.9 _8.9 _8.3 _6.5 39.7
EGF_I9_HlI 21:26: 3.16 2.2 1818.6 66.9 59.1 53.0 55.0 _8.8 51.6 51._ 53._ 53._ 58._ 56.7 55.3 52.9 51.8 _.6
EGFR19.H!2 21:261 3.16 1.9 !821.3 75.5 51._ 51._ 56.6 56.6 55.R" 61.8 57.8 55.6 56.6 5_.7 51.9 50._ _5._ _0._
EGFRJg. H]3 2!_25159. J6 ]6.Q 250.6 |82.! 77e_ 8_.3 9_.3 88_2 93._ 92.2 92._ 9].8 92.8 92.9 92._ 92.5 89.2 85.b
EGF_!9.H!_ 21;25159.!7 15.9 25].0 |80.8 78_8 8_.1. 88.5 89.0 90._ 88.5 85.0 85._ 90.2 93.9 9_19 81.2 '85.2 80.5
EGFq!9._15 21125|59_16 1_.0 253.1 96.7 72.3 88.0 79._ 78.8 85._ 86.1 88.2 90.1 89.6 87.6 85.5 8_.8"'83_3 75.2
EGFRlq. H16 21125159._5 5619 82.9 112.7 8560 82.3 89.1 100.9 103.? 10Q_ 99.1 |8Q.7 103.7 !03.6 99.6 99.7 97._ 97.3
EGFqlg. HI7 21125159.85 57.0 82.9 187.6 96.0 91,2 81.8 86.9 9_._ 1.¢0,5 181.2 9_,0 !80,3 96.9 92.8 88.9 98,_ 92,1
EGF_I9eH18 211261 2.77 2,8 1398,9 81,_ 60.0 67.5 73,Q 71.2 76,8 7_.0 6_.7 67.3 6Q,_ 63,5 60,1 57,9 5_.6 50.9
EGF_lg,_!9 211261 3._7 2,5 1619.3 81,1 61,8 6_._ 69.8 68,_ 71,_ 69.6 65.2 6_,1 62.9 61.3 60.7 57.5 55.7 51.2
*EGF_lgjH20 21126i Q._6 2.1 1867._ 73.8 58.7 63,0 66,1 59.9 62._ 65._ 590Q 61.7 57.9 58.8 S5_Q" _8,9 _709 _5.6
OIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122=5 deg
1/3 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREOUENCIE8 (kMz)
FILENAME RECEIVE 8ETA $_ 08PL 0,18 8o15 0,16 ¢,2e ¢_2y 0.32 8,4e 8o5e 8o63 8,79 1,8 1,3 1,6 2,@
TIHE Cdeg) (m)
EGFR23,_81 21129143o24 21,9 228,6 1¢8,6 85,6 86,q 98,1 88,_ 98.p 87o0 88o5 98,6 92,1 90,8 86,2 86,1 85,2 86o5
EGFR2_,HBZ 21&2q|_8,2_ 2$,4 2Y_,8 99.3 84,5 85,Q 85,] 78,6 81,q 86,q _2.6 9_,0 q$,8 8_,_ 85,6 85.6" 81,8 8_,1
EGF_20,H83 21129143o23 19,4 229,7 102,4 83,8 7q.8 89,a 88o_ 92.k 90,q 93,1 96o8 93,2 91,9 q3,6 91,| 87,3 _5,7
* EGF_2_,H_U 21129:48,84 11,1 _38,] 89,] 75.9 78,9 75.] 73,8 72,_ 75,6 7qoi 83,3 82,8 88,8 76o8 73,$ 7_.q 69o5
EGF_EO,M85 " 211298_1o73 6.6 729,5 8Eol 67,6 66,1 66,8 63oS 65,_ 69,8 69,5 73,5 74oQ 73,8 67o5 67,6 65,4 5q,8
EGF_23,H_6 211291_1o91 5,_ 884,7 81,7 62.7 65,5 6_,| 6613 6_,_ 66.Q 66.U 67o2 6q,3 69o8 7|o1 6q,5 66o8 59,1
EGF_23oH87 21129842.61 _,] 1109.7 82o2 69,9 68,8 71.7 68,] 69,_ 6_,5 73.2 67,8 71ol 71.8 69,8 72,8 68.7 6_,6
EGFR23.H88 211291_3o37 3.6 1358o_ 86ol 64,5 62,5 5_,2 61,6 62._ 7]o6 76,2 77,5 7_,3 7_o2 77,1 75,7 6q,_ 5q,8
EGF_2_,_¢_ 21:2q1_o_5 3,1 1573,7 89,8 58,_ 56,9 52.8 51.1 5_._ 53,4 55.8 57,_ 58o_ 57,8 55.5 55.5 53,7 _qob
EGF_2_,H18 21129:4_.83 2.7 1815.2 66,_ 57._ 56.3 58.9 55.8 51._ 54o_ 4_.3 58,8 58.7 51.7 _8.2 _7.9 45oq 48.6
EGFR28,H11 _112_14_,8_ 2.7 1818,2 65._ 5_,_ 52,_ 54,_ 58.6 45,_ 48,_ 4_,] 5_o8 57,_ 58,7 56,8 56,6 51.6 _5,_
EGF_28_Hl_ 2112_84_8_ 2,_ 1820,9 78,7 4_o0 48,8 58,_ 59,0 57,_ 6_,7 65,3 62,2 57,8 55,8 5_,2 5_,5 51,2 _2,6
EGFR20,M1] 21t2q14_,95 19,_ 258o_ 182.3 81o_ 88.q 91,3 88.9 q_,q 92.Z 93,1' 93,2 93,3 92.R 91o3 93,8 86,6 83,1
EGFR28,H14 2182q148,96 18.9 _61,2 10_o7 84o6 87,7 85,7 86.8 83ok 85o_ 9_oZ 97,5 96o6 9_,_ 91o9 93,q'87._ 85o R
EGF_28,H15 21|29:_3,9_ 17,1 268.7 95,8 75,6 79,5 "83,_ 83,_ 8_,Q 85,Z 86,8 87,1 86,6 87,8 85,6 83,9. 82,! 83o7
EGFR28,H16 21|_q148.q_ 57,7 18_,5 187,1 82o_ 87.1 85o2 8_,9 q]o? 181,8 181.2 97o1 96,_ 95,9 91,9 92.1 ql.7 g_
EGFR23.H17 2182_1_8o94 57,7 I_3o4 187.8 8qo5 87,2 82,8 8],1 q3,_ I_1o5 182.1 _6,6 _6,_ 97ol 9Y.6 91.8 91.6 _.!
EGFR_8,H18 211_84_.47 ],5 1_9_,_ 85,_ 67,5 7_.7 71ol 75,7 76,? 77,_ 77.5 75.2 75,8 68._ 65.1 6_.! 5_.7 56_9
EGF_8,HI_ 2182_|_5.16 3.8 161_.8 8_.8 66._ 67.7 68.9 72._ 7_._ 74.7 68.5 66o5 6_.7 6_.1 5_.2 58.8 55.7 _q.3






DIRECTIVZTY ANGLE 'n 122,5 dog
113 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCIES (kHz_
FZLENAME RECEZVE BETA SR OSPL 0,10 0,13 0,16 0,20 0_2_ 0,32 0,40 0,50 0,63 0,79 1,0 1,3 1,6 2,0
TIME CdeO) (m)
I m _ommmol mm _ _mm_m I_mmm_mmiu_mm_nm_m_omm_mmml om_mWmum_mom mmm_Rmmwu_lamlm_mmmmlm_R_ommmQem_uem_mmmm_umeo_mm__i _ m_m i om me i ' • °
EGFR21.M_l 21|33:1]o89 22.4 219.5 10_o8 81.0 85._ 98.5 9Beq 88._ 68.2 92_4 92.2 92.3 91o1 86.9 8_o2 85.8 83o8
EGFR21oMa2 21133_13.89 19.9 221.8 99.9 82.3 80.8 89.6 81.1 83._ 87.6 95.5 95.5 92.9 8_.5 86.3 8_.2 82.8 82o5
' EGFR2L.M83 2}113813.87 17.8 221.8 103L_ 85.¢ 78.9 98.8 88o6 92.p 92.8 9_o1 9_.9 9_.6" 95.9 92o7 91.7 88.5 86.6
EGFR21.M_ 21133114.55 13.8 432.B 96.5 75.8 77.1 88.9 76.3 76.T 81.4 87.7 91.0 89.9 87.9 83.7 82.2 81.4 "78._
EGFR21.M_5 - 2%:53815.51 6.2 727.2 8]o4 63.8 66.5 67._ 66.._ 65.9 63.¢ 67.1 70.3 69.2 66.B 66.3 67.0 72o4 66._
EGFR21,H06 21833115_71 4,9 88_,5 85,9 66,9 65,1 69,1 66;3 68,_ 69,_ 71,6 76,0 79,1 78,8 79,0 76,1 72,7 67o1
EGFR21.M_7 218}3116,_6 3o9 1111,6 79,_ 66,2 68,8 69,6 66,8 67,_ 59,3 62o6 65,6 66o8 69,9 69o_ 67,5 66,0 6_,0
EGFR21,M38 21833117,27 3,2 1355,0 87,7 6_,8 65,3 67,9 64,1 69,_ 7_,7 73.2 77,8 79,6 81,1 80,1 78,7 7_,3 65,8
EGFR21,M_9 21:53:17,99 2,7 1576,8 71,8 58,5 56,8 56,6 52,1 55,7 57,9 60,3 61,9 62,8 61,9 61,8 57,3 "55,1 _9,0
EGFR21.M18 21X]3818.81 2._ 1823.4 65.5 52._ 52.5 51.9 55.3 51.A 51.8 58.7 51.5 49.8 _6.8 _5.9 _3.8 _1.9 38.7
EGFR21,Ml! 21133X18,82 2,4 1826,4 6_,8 51o9 _9,_ 51,2 _8,5 98,_ 48,8 50,9 59,1 56.Q 57.5 5_,6 51o7 50,6 _,5
EGFR21,H12 21:33118,83 2,1 1829, I 73,8 52.2 52,3 6_,6 61,8 6_,_ 59,6 61,3 63,6 60o8 61,3 58,1 57,3 52,7 _7,2
EGFR21,HI] 21:3311_,62 17,9 2_9,3 102,2 78,2 79,6 89,6 85,5 92._ 92,3 92,5 95,1 95,6 93.7 89,8 89,0 88,6 86,0
EGFR21,MI_ 2183_11_,62 17,5 251,7 100,0 86,4 83,_ 8_,8 88.9 77,_ 87,_ 92,_ 9_,8 92',! 86,1 92,B 8_,3.. 86,_ 82,2
EGFR21,MI5 21833114,6_ 15o6 251,5 9_,9 75,5 78._ 79,6 8_,5 83,_ 86,6 85,_ 85,9 86,0 85,7 83,_ 79,8 78,_ 7_,6
EGFR21,M16 21:3311_,55 56,2 91,1 111,_ 87,1 8_,8 85,1 9_o_ 101,_ _m_,t 98,3 IP1,8 1B4,6 99,9 97,'5 98,7 98,0 9_,7
EGFR21.MI7 21113119o55 56.2 91o0 98.8 90.0 87o_ 86.8 8_.2 76.T 81._ 90.1 9_o0 91.9 83.3 83.3 81.1 86.3 82.B
EGF_EIoMI8 211331_8,38 3,1 t402,9 80,5 68,1 6"9,3 72,1 70,3 67,_ 68,1 68o6 70,6 70,4 63,6 60,8 60o6 58,1 5265
EGF_EIoM19 21133819,13 2,7 162_,7 81,_ 6_,0 68,9 72,2 71,9 7_,_ 75,9. 75,6 66,5 6_,1 63,_ 58,_. 58,6 58,e 51,6
EGFR21,M2B 21133119,93 2,3 1879,3 77,_ 62,3 65,8 67,6 71,9 7R,6 69,6 66,3 62,7 59,4 6B,0 56o9 55,B 50,3 n6,!
DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122,5 deg
1/3 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCIES (_Hz)
FILENAHE .RECEIVE BETA .$R OBPL 0,10 0,13 0,18 0.20 0_2_ 0.32 0p_0 @.50 0,63 _,79 1,0 ]e_ ],6 2,0
TIHE (deg} (_)
m m m m m m e" B
_m_mQ_ammm mmm_ mm mmQmml mmmmqm mmmmm_mm_m_mmmmmmmmmmu_m_m_mmm_ _mmlmumm mm_m_m_mmmlmmBmmRmmmmm_m_m_mmm_mmmm_mmmmmwnmm_mmu
EGFq22oH31 21136109m55 3_o7 26_o3 99,3 78,I 83,8 8BwO 87o3 88,_ 8qg6 89,Q 88.9 91._ 87,_ 85,6 83,2 82;7 8212
EGF_22,H32 21|368_9,55 3_,1 265,7 98,5 78,2 76,8 78.3 BY,! 91,_ 9_,2 92,1 85.1 90.1 83.5 83,3 8R.5 79o8 77,9
EGF_221H33 218361_9o52 32.6 262°0 101,0 78,6 89o9 89.1 91,1 9¢,q 91,7 92,0 92,5 93,1 89,0 86.5 86o_ 83._ 80o2
EGF_22,_3_ 2L-836850,02 19,1 _5_,7 93_8 73,1 75,6 72,0 76,0 78,_ 85.5 87o7 85,6 78,_ 8a,6 81o0 79o7 78,3 76,a
EGF_22_H35 • 21836;50,88 11,6 738,5 83,1 67,6 69o3 67,_ 6_,3 67,_ 7_,2 77.0 75._ 71,6 69.0 67,9 68,5 66.9 62,0
EGF_22oH36 21136151,08 9,6 892.7 86.3 68,7 70.8 7119 67_5 69o_ 7_,5 78,Z 79,9 77,5 73,2 69.8 70,7 63,9 65,_
EGF_22,HB7 2!136151,79 7,7 1117,0 82,3 62,_ 7_,3 68,_ 65,3 59,_ 66,1 69,_ 72.8 76,a 75,1 68o3 62,8 66,_ 58,3
EGF_22oH38 21136152,58 6,3 1358.4 77o9 62o0 63.3 65,2 6a,3 68_ 67,2 67,1 71o_ 71.1 69,8 66,6 61.9 57,0 53.6
EGF_22,H39 _1136|53o29 5._ 1578.7 7_,_ 58,1 60o1 68,0 57.3 53,9 55,5 58,7 62.2 60o8 62,9 58,_ 55,7 51,_ _7,8
EGFR22,Hl_ 21136i5_ma5 5o0 !838,9 69,8 58,6 6¢,5 62.1 61m9 59.7 57,6 55,7 56,B 57,7 55.3 _9.5 _9.2 "_6,1 _1,7
EGF_22,HI! 21836|5_o06 5.0 18_1,9 68o9 57,_ 56o2 57_0 55o6 5_,_ 51,2 5_,9 57o_ 60.3 62,7 57,6 56,0 _9,1 _2,7
EGF_22.H!2 2183615_,07 _,7 18_0,1 75,2 58,5 6_,1 65,5 67._ 65,_ 66,0 6_,7 61._ 59,2 59_9 57,8 57_7 52_B _6,_
EGFR2_H!3 2113_15¢,22 31oq • 289_7 100o_ 78,9 79.8 86,0 86,8 91,_ 9_,1 90._ 9_o0 9_.0 89_3 88,7 88,a 86,2 8",8
EGF_22,HI_ 21836853,23 31,0 291,3 99,5 69,9 69,5 82,9 90,2 93,_ 91o5 86,3 92,5 87"o3 89,1 86,_ 85,5- 83,_ 8115
EGF_22,H15 21836150,!8 29,5 288,2 92,_ 71,7 77,6 81,5 81_5 80,_ 83,6 83,_ 82,6 83,0 81,8 79,2 78_0. 76,6 75,7
EGFR22oH16 21136150,53 57,7 178o3 107o5 7_,8 8_,7 9_,0 95,6 '97,_ 93_3 10_,3 95o0 100o7 98,7 96,_ 96,2 95,! 92_0
EGF_22, H!7 21_36150,53 57,7 178,3 !0_,5 8_,_ 77,8 8_.6 93.2 95.¢ 96o6 90,8 .99.8 9_,7 93,8 91,0 90,8 87_ 87,_
EGF_22,H18 21136153n6_ 6,1 1G06o2 79,1 65,8 7_,! 73,8 69,3 68,q 65.8 67o1 63,5 63,0 62.7 63,_ 59,1 57,5 5_o8
EGF_22,H19 21I]615_o36 5,3 1626,6 77,3 6],2 6_,7 6_,1 66,1 67,B 70_ 70,_ 66,_ 59,7" 57,6 58,5 • 55.2 55_9 _7,2





DIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122.5 deg
1/30C?AVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCIES (kHz)
FILENAME RECEIVE BETA _ Sq OSPL 0.10 0.15 0.16 0,20 0,2y _,32 0,_0 0.50 F,63 0.79 1,0 1.3 1.6 2.0
TIHE (de,) (_)
....................................................................... _.:._ .....................................................
EGFR2].M01 21140112.57 33.0 256.7 99.7 82,7 88.3 88.6 88.3 8q.T 91.6 92.2 91.7 91.2 86.g 85.6 84o0 82.2 81.9.
EGF_2].M82 21140112.56 32.5 258.2 99.9 82.q 78.1 75.6 81.3 89oT q4.6 91.5 88.0 91.2 88.7 86.6 8311 81.q 79.3
EGFR23.M33 211_112.52 30.9 254.8 101.0 78.5 88.0 88.2 89.0 8qik 93.6 93.7 94.1 91.7 88.6 86.5 83.6 82.9 81.2
EGF923.HS" 21:"_:13.08 17.q _51.5 94.1 7210 7].5 78.6 7_.9 76._ 85.9 89.] 85._ 79.8 84.0 77.3 79.3 75.6 7].7
EGF_23.M_5 21l"_:13.99 1_.8 738.5 83.0 70.0 66.7 66.1 65.0 69.3 71.2 75.1 78.5 7_._ 71.I 71._ 72._ 65._ 61.6
EGF_2].Ma6" 21:4elI_.20 8.9 89_._ 88.4 70.7 _9.5 73.0 68_0 73._ 79._ 82.8 81.] 79.2 73.2 73.4 75,7 7_.I 67.B
EGFR2].M07 21148:14.95 7.1 1120.2 80.2 68.q 71.7 72.2 69.] 59.q 65.9 71.8 69.7 69,9 67.6 65.1 59.1 56.3 53.3
EGF_2].M_8 211_|I5.77 5.8 1363.1 81.5 63._ 61.I 62.0 80.2 82._ 70.4 7411 75.9 75.7 7".7 71.3 64.7 63._ 61._
EGF_23.M_q 21:_:16.51 5.0 155_.8 73.6 62.8 63.5 63.9 59.9 62._ 62.6 6_.0 62.6 65.5 6_.9 6_.6 57.4 .55._ 47.8
EGF_2].MIO 211_117.3_ 4.4 1831.6 6_.q 57.2 62.3 60._ 61.2 5q._ 59.1 58.5 56.3 56.8 57.3 52.8 50._ _5.2 _1.5
EGF_23.Mll 21l_117.35 _.3 1834.6 68.5 57.9 58.7 57.0 55.8 55_ 53.2 55.9 57.9 60.4 61.2 56.7 51.0 _6._ "2.5
EGF_23.MI2 21l_:17.36 _.I 1836.9 75.2 57.3- 66.1 67.9 67.I 64._ 66.9 65.5 61.8 59.9 61.2 5'7_0 53.3 50.6 4_.a
EGFq23,M1] 21190tl].26 _9.8 282.0 101,8 81,9 84,6 91.1 86.6 87,1 92,3 9_,1 9_,4 91,1 90,1 9R,0 87.9 86,2 8B,5
E_FR23.MI_ _11_I13.25 2_.] 283.7 99.5 74.1 67.9. 81.9 88,Y 95,_ 90.5 84.0 _0,4 89,0 89.0 85.3 85,6 "8_,2 80.0
EGFR23.M15 21l_0113.22 27.8 281.0 93.2 76.9 76,9 77,2 80.0 82.= 87.2 85.9 89.6 8_,7 82.5 79,9 79.6"'77_1 72.8
EGF_2].Mlb 21_0113.5] 57.0 166.0 108.8 72.] 84.2 92.2 95.5 99._ 9].2 103.5 99.5 1_1.7 99.8" 96.5 95.1' 9,._ 89.9
EGFR23.M17 21|40:13.55 57.1 166.0 lO8.1 72_7 82.4 86.3 97.5 99._ .9t.8 99.4 98.7 10_.0 98.0 95.6 93.9 9,.3 91.8
EGFR23.M18 21t_BI16._6 5.7 1_10.2 81.8 66.7 71.0 76.6 72.2 74._ 7_.9 74.4 72.0 61.1 60.0 61.9 67.5 59.5 5_.6
EGF_23.M19 21140:17.62 _.9 '1632.0 78.6 58.6 65.8 72.0 7_.5 71._ 67_2 66.3 67_4 66.3 56.7 58._ 62.5 57.4 _9.6
EGFRE].M2_ 21t_tI8._6 _.2 _881.9 83.2 71.0 7_.7 77._ 7_.5 7_._ 72.! 75.5 69.2 63.5 63.5 62.0" 5_.7 57.5 5[.2
D;RECTIVITY ANGLE = 122e5 dog
1/30_TAVE B_NO CENTER FREQUENCIES (kHz)
FZLENAHE RECEZVE 9ETA _SR OSPL 8t10 8,13 8,16 8,23 0_2_ 0°32 0,48 0,50 0,63 0°79 1,8 1,3 lob 2,B
TZ_E (_eg] (m]
EGF_2_,_O! 21143127,49 32,9 27_,2 |_2,b 81,Q 8_o_ 89,8 89,8 92t_ 93,9 95,5 9!,9 91°9 91,3 90ol 90,7 8F,9 89ol.
EGF_2_oH_2 21X_3|27o48 _2._ 271,6 q9,9 79o6 75,6 73,3 85,6 91o_ 9_o1 9_,6 88_5 89.6 8_,2 86o0 8_,9 82,2 80.9
. EGF_2_,H33 21I_3127,44 30,8 268,3 10_.3 79,6 86,8 8_,3 88,4 88,7 94,8 93,1 91.7 9_.4. 88.6 85o6 86,7 83o9 81,5
EGF_2_oHOq 21143:27o94 !8.3 961,9 94.6 76,7 75,9 72.7 69_8 78oR 9_,_ 88.5 86.9 81.3 85°3 78,3 81o5 75o2 73,2
EGF_2_,fl_5 2|1a5126175 it,] 74_12 87.3 66o2 67.5 71.8 &6.7 69,n 74,0 78,2 82.7 82.3 77,4 73,3 73o7 6q, t 63°9
EGFq2_,H38 21:_3|28o9a 9,3 89_,7 86,6 82,3 88,7 68.5 _6,6 66oR 75o4 63,9 78o7 80,7 76,9 7_,1 77,1 73,! 67,5
EGFq2_,M37 21145129,58 7,8 $1_9,1 79,6 87,7 72,2 67,9 68ol b_,q &2,5 68.5 71,2 78,5 7_,6 82,9 58,7 58o_ 58._
EGF_2_oH_8 2L1_3130,3! 6,1 1358,5 78,_ 61,6 66,1 8_o5 b!,l b_,k 65.5 66°8 7_,_ 71,q 72°5 87.3 62o2 6a,8 57°5
EGF_2_H39 211_3133o98 5,3 157b,9 75,8 b_,7 6_,8 59,8 5q,7 57,7 57o7 59o9 64,_ 83.5 66.8 62.8 8_o5 .$_°9 49o_
£GF_2_,HI8 2I:9313!.7_ _,6 1823,3 76,8 61o8 63.4 b3,8 62.9 65o_ 68,! 67._ 66,_ 66.2 &5,8 6_.7 60o2 53o9 _5o8
EGF_2_,H!I 2tl_lYto75 _,6 1823,2 78.4 56.5 6_.7 58.6 55,3 57o_ 59,7 69,_ 69,6 73,t 72,8 67,_ 6_,1 57,2 _9,7
£GF_24,H12 2!1_3|31o76 4,3 !825.5 79,4 6_o! 67o7 68o¢ 69,4 65,_ 7¢,8 75o! 66,5 67o8 62,2 68_! 55o9 52,2 49o9
E_F_2_._!] 211_128,16 29,7 296,9 99._ 85,_ 84,5 86,1 89,3 8_oq 88,6 91,5 9¢,3 88,7 87.t 87,_ 86,7 8_,9 8t,8
EGF_2_,HI4 211_128o15 29,3 298,6 99o7 8_o3 76,q. 78,9 82o9 9¢._ 91,8 92,6 83,7 9_°8 86o! 89,8 8_o_ 86o8 8Y,4
EGF_2_,HJ5 21|_3128,11 27.6 295.8 103.3 85,5 85,9 91,2 92o0 93,_ 97,5 95,9 9_,_ 91,7 94,4 93,0 9|,5 _B,2 88,_
EGF_2_,_!fi 2_1_5128.38 58,E 172,8 1_4,_ 78o! 72o8 81,8 91.2 96o_ 9qo! 98.8 9Z,4 97,5 9_ol "90,9 69,9 _7,9 87o3
EGF_24e_17 21_3:28o3_ 56,2 172,8 98,_ 82,6 83.5 75.5 7_,2 7_,7 87,1 93,1 "93,6 85,3 9_.3 83,3 82,_ 77,9 79,_
EGF_2_oH!8 21|451_1e38 6,0 {_87,5 8_o8 68o_ 7_1 7_.1 79.0 77o_ 78o1 7ao6 75,1 73o2 65o6 61,5 59,1 6lob 5_,3
EGF_2_HI9 21_4_|32,85 5,_ 1626,1 78,7 63,3 64,! 66,3 66,5 7_o_ 7_o9 72.7 88o7 66,6 59,1 58,7 54,5 5!,9 _5,5







DIRECTZVITY ANGLE = .122,5 deg
1/3 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCIES (kH_)
FILENAHE RECEIVE BETA _$R OSPL 0,10 0,13 0,18 ¢,20 0.2_ 0,32 O,uO 0,50 0.63 0,79 1,0 1,3 1,6 2,0
TI_E (deg) (_)
mmm nm m m m m_mmm_ mm_mmmmmmmmm mm_mmmmomm_ mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmW mmmmmmmmmm mmmmmmmmmmm_m_mmmmm_m_mmmI_mmmmm_Ommmm_m_m
EGFR25,_! 21148119,00 1,9 283.2 79,3 68,3 74,0 67,5 67,3 67,_ b_,3 57,7 57,3 54,8 53,_ 53,8 51,8 53,4 51,0.
.o
EGFR25oH02 21148119,02 1,6 286,3 76,1 64,8 65,8 66,2 62.7 56._ 55.0 56,7 57,5 56,_ 57,9 55,5 54.8 5_,Q 52,2
• EGF_25.H_3 21X4811a,_2 0,1 289,3 95,2 80,2 8015 79,9 8t,I 80._ 83,5 85,3 86.5 8_.8 82,7 85,1 85.8 85.3 80,2
EGFq25,H_ 21148119,81 0.9 510,1 80.5 70,5 65.4 67,_ 68,0 62,q 6_._ 64,2 70,2 67,9 6_,3 62,6 65,6 68,1 61,2
EGF_25,H_5 2114812_o9_ 0,6 812,9 96,3 78,1 80,6 76,5 70,4 73,_ 73,3 80,2 85.0 87,6 88,9 89,3 89,3 83,9 76.1
EGF_E5,M_b 21:48|21,23 8,5 97_.6 96,_ 77,1 81,0 76,1 69o7 71,_ 7_,0 80,8 8_,9 88,e 88,8 89,9 88,6 79,2 70,7
EGF_25,H_7 21_48122,02 _,_ 1206,I 70,7 56. I 63.6 5_,! 51,6 5_,_ _5.4 _8,8 53,3 53,8 56,6 57,7 55,2 50,7 _7,5
EGF_25,H_8 21148t22o91 3,3 145_,0 68,7 _7,4 _5,9 _4,8 46,0 _3.7 5_,8 55,5 62,2 58,5 58,4 58,Q 63._ 57,9 U6,3
EGF_25.H09 21148119,63 0,3 1513,8 69,7 53,8 _8,0 _6o5 _5o3 _3_ a_.7 _9,7 54,1 56,8 57,4 55,7 55.8 .50,2 43,7
EGF_25.HI_ 211481_9.55 0_3 1731,9 68,1 _6,8 _1,3 _6,6 50,5 _6,_ 5_,8 6_,1 55,8 54.8 51,8 _8,7 5_._ _2,8 39,_
EGF_25oMll 21:48119,54 0,3 173_,6 67,1 _6o2 _2,0 43,1 _2,3 48,? 51.7 52,5 53.4 59._ 62,1 55.9 50.7 44.7 QI._
EGF_25oH!2 21148119o55 8,0 1737,4 73,4 4a,9 ' _5,3 45,7 54,7 55,7 6t,4 66,0 64,5 68.¢ 6_.5 58.5 55,5 47_0 _,2
EGFRR5oH13 21|_8119o70 1,7 31_.0 91,8 7263 71,1 73,9 75,9 8!,R 81,1 82,8 82,0 83,5 82,8 79,5 80,5 79.1 7_,_
EGF_25,H1_ 211_8|19,71 1,5 317.1 88,3 78,1 79,4. 77,8 76,6 75,_ 77,1 72.3 73,6 7R.,6 71,4 70.7 73.2 73._ 71,6
EGF_25, H15 21_48119,72 _,0 32_,1 86.8 76.1 7_.7 73.9 75,! 76,_ 76,7 77.4 73,9 69.7 68,9 69,1 71,3 '72,'7 67,3
EGF_25oH16 _1148118,80 7,5 62,0 98,0 85,8 8_0 82,6 8_,6 85,k 87,0 92.9 89.9 86,8 84,0 "85,.1 84,1' 81,8 81,1
EGFRESoH17 21148118,80 7o5 62,2 98,1 88,9 87,9 85,5 86,9 87_k 87,9 89,5 "92.1 91,6 87,7 85_7 86,1 86,1 84.9
EGF_ES,H!8 21148:23.95 _.3 1_99.7 67,6 53,1 _9.5 51.9 55,5 53._ 5_.7 5_.5 57.6 56.3 52.3 51._ u6.2 _5._ _1.1
EGF_25,H19 21:48124,77 0,3 t725.3 73,1 _9.8 98.4 47,3 54|5 6_._ 63,6 61.2 62,0 6_o4 58.8 56,0 50,8 _6.7 95,_
EGF_25,H20 211_8125,67 8_2 1979,1 67_9 46,0 51,6 53,0 5_,2 63,p 58,_ 56,0 57.1 53,0 _6,5 _6o 8 _3_6 _2,2 37o6
OIRECTIVZTY ANGLE = 122.5 deg
I/3 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREOUENCIES [kHz|
FILENAME RECEIVE BETA SR OSPL 0,10 0.13 8.16 0,20 0_2_ 0032 0._0 0,50 0063 007q 1,0 1,3 1,6 200
TIHE (deg) (m)
EGFR26,H_t 21152*21,06 208 213,8 9501 86,5 82,1 81.2 8206 81,q 8_.7 87,5 8302 7q03 7_.Q 73,9 73.9 72.:1 71,0
EGFR26,M_2 21;52121,08 20_ 216,8 g7,0 86.9 83,0 8008 81,1 800_ 8103 8_02 82,8 8_00 8303 8503 .8_03 85.6 8_,9
EGFR26.M3] 21152:21.0q 003 21g.6 100,6 8Q.7 7906 82._ 87.2 90._ q3.6 95,2 gl.] 8_05 8908 8Q02 88.2 85.0 8_o5
• EGFR26oMa_ 21-152121o77 1.2 _35o3 85.5 79.2 7802 78o0 62.5 570T 59ol 680q 67.3 72.87700 7602 75,2 7_._ 6905
EGFR26oM35 21*52;22o78 0.7 730o9 78ol 55.5 5908 5_01 5005 52._ 56.2 6_,0 67,5 71o8 7_00 68oq 6902 60,5 56.7
EGFR260M_6 21:52:22,87 006 887.3 78.9 55.6 61o6 5_.1 520'6 50._ 56o9 6_00 67o6 6907 73,8 7108 6705 6502 58,6
EGFR26.H_7 21:5212].5g 005 1113.3 7208 6107 5907 55,_ 5208 5_0_ 5206 52.1 5a.8 5q,6 6Q02 6_,a 57.5 59ol 52.1
EGFR26.M38 2115212_,35 _.a 135503 7003 Q9.6 530_ _5o9 _7.6 _50P _9.7 56.8 59.9 6303 6_.9 60.6 58.7 52,7 ._5,1
EGFRE6.M09 21152125o05 0.3 1575.6 66.1 a7,8 5_04 _80q _804 _30_ _8,9 52,7 53,7 5600 5808 5605 56.3 52.6 _507
EGFR26.MI_ 21152125.82 003 1820m] 63o9 _5.0 50m6 _8.1 51o8 _8o_ 5_03 5_o0 Q809 _q.6 50.5 _502 _8o3 _3ol 3802
EGF_26.M11 21152|25,83 0,3 1823o_ 6502 _,6 _8o6 _05 _5,1 _1._ _,q 5206 52._ 5_,8 6007 5_,7 5609 Q7oi _6,9
EGFRE6mM12 21152|2508_ 0,0 1826o5 7208 _600 5_.7 5905 59.1 59._ 60._ 53.1 6_,0 6_05 66,0 5700 5203 _8.1 _,7
EGFRE6oMl_ 21152:21o8_ 20a 2_608 g7.6 80.a 7_00 7903 8Q02 8_.7 8606 8go7 _.1 87,5 86.2 8_o2 8708 82.2 81.7
EGFRE6.MI_ 21*52121,85 201 2_,8 1_001 80._ 8_02 860_ 8708 ql,q g],8 _2.1 _805 87;_ 87o1 82.1 7707 .7_.7 8_.0
E'GFR26,MI5 21152121,86 0m3 252,6 102,1 7q._ 87o9 _001 88.0 90.q 95_1 q_,2 92,3 89,2 8_03 90,6 8g,5 90o5 8802
EGFR26,M16 21152121,16 5706 11.e1 126.6 98,_ 105,2 10_.6 10807 1150_ _2103 11809 1150_ 11_,9 112,3 |1_0_ 113,3 111.7 110,0
EGF_26,M17 21152;21,16 5706 1101 102,5 9_m9 92,9 _0_ _500 g2.q g_.2 89.1 .88,8 8q,_ 88o0 88,5 88ol 86,9 86m3
EGFREB.M18 21852:25,5_ 0._ 1_0_0_ 7608 6_.3 6706 68.6 6303 660_ 6706 69,1 660_ 6207 6203 5700 55,_ 58ol 51,8
EGFR26.MI? 21152126,2_ 0.3 162_06 73,2 62.8 82o0 61.0 600_ b_.k 6_.9 63m0 6306 63.6 62.3 53._ 52o6 51m6 Q7,5
EGFR26,M20 21152126,g8 0,3 1872,5 70.5 60.5 54.5 5Q,Q 5705 6e.6 69.1 6200 62.6 61,q 55,0 51,6 50.3 USoO G1.9
I
,,.,J
IDIRECTIVITY ANGLE = 122,5 deg
1/3 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCIES (WH_)
FILE_AME RECEIVE BETA SR OBPL 0m%0 8,13 _,16 _,20 _2y 8.32 0,48 8.58 ¢,6] 0,79 1,0 1,3 1,6 2,_
TI_E (deo) (m}
EGFR27,H31 21155I_3,57 5,3 215=5 98,7 78,2 83,0 87,0 91=0 93,9 93,9 90o8 85,3 79=0 75,8 76,8 78=9 76,0 76,8
EGFR27°'32 21155:_3,56 5,q 218,3 97°3 81,7 82,1 8_°9 60,3 8q°_ 88.q 85,0 82°2 83,2 B],_ 85oq 85,6 83°8 79,7
". EGFR27°H_3 21;551q3.58 3.8 223o5 182°3 8¢.6' 80°7 79o5 8q°9 95o_ qT°_ 95°¢ 88o3 92.2 88°5 86°1 86°6 86°7 8_°0
EGFR27,HB_ 2t155:_o2_ 3,¢ q35aq 91,6 7_,0 70,7 67,9 66,7 68,_ 68o7 75,q 82,0 83o7 82m1 8_.1 83,9 81°6 75,_
EGFR27°H_5 21155105°1_ 1°8 729.7 77oB 56m1 6¢,9 59,9 5b°q 56°_ 58.8 66.9 69°1 7¢o3 68,2 68o= 68,7 61.= 56°6
EGF_27°M36 21155145o_1 1._ 885o2 76°2 59.2 59.8 58m9 57._ 55,R 57,9 6511 65.3 6qog 63m9 66.2 68°3 62.1 55o1
EGFR27.H_7 21155I_6=31 1,2 111¢=4 70°5 58o6 63.9 52°7 511_ 5_°_ 5ff=8 52°7 53o8 5bog 63o1 55=0 56=2 52°g _6==
EGF_2T°H¢8 211551_6°75 1me 1351,4 71°6 5_°0 _9o8 _BmO _m7 _7oR 5_°7 58=g 5q,_ 61_7 6_m8 65,6 68.7 52,Z g7°Q
EGF_27,H_q 211551_7o_ 0,8 1570.9 67,9 52,2 qq.O q7°6 5¢._ 51,_ _7°8 53,6 53.6 56o7 58o2 56,1 50,0 _9°5 _m5
EGF_27.Htt 211558_8°19 ¢,7 1817=B 61o3 _6,9 qlm_ _3o9 _3,8 06,_ _2,5 _aoQ _6,6 _qmt 59o2 51,8 gq,7 gB°t 37o9
EGFR27_Ht2 21155185°Z_ 0o5 182_o8 7_°8 _°3 51,7 53°7 55oi 5_°_ 6_,6 67.2 68=2 6g°a 59°7 58ol 56,3 89o6 aqoO
EGF_27mHt3 21155I_=mBZ 5°5 ZlBm6 1¢0o5 6_ol 7_m_ 8qo_ q_°O 90,_ 8=.7 93°Z 89_3 qO,Z 88°3 88o_ 87°8 86_2 81o2
EGFR27°Hl_ 21155;_,33 5.2 251.5 I¢¢,6 8_,8 8_._ .85°6 _.9 91,_ q2,5 q_.5 g_,6 82_8 79,2 86,_ 9_.1 89,3 8Z,_
EGFR27°Ht5 211551_,32 3,3 253,7 1¢5.1 81,2 8_.6 86,8 _2.2 9_o_ _5_8 98.5 _5.3 qa,l _5,Z 92,8 91,q "92,2 98o8
EGFR27=HI6 211551_3,75 57,Y 26,_ 121o8 1¢0m2 _6°5 _3°8 185,_ 112,_ 115°5 112,7 139,8 112_6 107,Z 1"_9_3 10q,_ 197,6 106,9
EGF_27°Ht7 21155I_3,76 57,5 26,9 108,2 96o6 99,5 98°0 96,8 95._ 89,1 95,9 I"_2°_ 183°7 99°¢ 9_ol 95.3 9Z,_ 92,°7
EGFR27oH|8 211551_7,85 8,9 tqOt,¢ 63.5 _8.5 _3.6 _5°6 _q,_ _,_ _g.7 07°5 _5,7 05o3 _],7 _3,2 _3o_ _1o6 _2°_
EGFR27,HIq 21155I_8o53 8m8 1698m_ 6tm6 _8°_ q_,5 _5,_ _5_3 Q2.q g_°] _3o7 _¢°5 _2mg _8o6 3_o2 39°8 ]9m0 ]8G0
EGF_27,H2¢ ZII551_q°28 9m7 1867m3 5_°8 _7°9 _6°5 _2°9 _2,3 _]._ aZ.'3 _,9 q5°6 g_6 _1°7 _1,g _Z.t" 39°5 39m1
DIRECTZVITY ANGLE • 122.5 deg
1/3 OCTAVE BAND CENTER FREQUENCIES (kHz)
FILENAME RECEIVE 3ETA 'SR O'PL 0,10 0,13 0e16 0,20 0.2_ 0.32 0,_ 0.50 _o63 0,79 1o0 1t3 Io6 2o0
TIHE (deg) (m)
EGFR28oM01 22122130,00 0,1 755,6 8_,0 77,6 7SoO 71,9 69,3 66.q 65o0 68,2 65,7 67,3 68,0 6_,5 58.3 55.6 55.8.
o.
EGFq28.M02 22:22133.03 3.3 758.6 85._ 77.7 7_.3 73.8 68.0 65.7 61ol 65.8 6bo_ 72._ 75.6 7_,1 69.2 67.2 65oa
EGF_28.M05 22122|33o_3 -0.6 761.7 88.0 72.9 68.5 73.8 76.8 76oq 75.5 76.9 75.5 78.7 79.3 75.2 72.7 67o8 65._
/
EGFq28.M34 22;22:33.30 8.3 974.5 83.1 75.8 7t.7 62.0 59o7 57.? 55.1 58.9 67.6 71o1 72.7 72._ 70.3 63.8 53.7
EGF_28.M05 221228_8.R0 3.3 1266.6 73.5 61.8 55.2 46o2 45.'8 _.7 _7.0 52°I 55.1 58._ 56._ 51.6 _5.5 _3.q 3?.8
EGF_28.MZ6 22:22:_8.03 3.3 I_38.2 73.5 61.7 55.4 _5.5 _5.6 _._ _7.3 52.3 5_.6 58._ 56.3 51.6 _5._ _3_8 39o7
EGFR28.M_7 22:22:_8o33 0.0 1661.5 71.9 58.0 63o_ _8.6 _6.6 _5.q _I._ _6o3 _8o7 52o_ 51.6 _8.3 _9o6 38.3 35_
EGF_28.M08 22:22:]8.33 0°3 1993.6 72.2 56.8 5_o5 _7o3 _.3 _2._ _.2 U7._ 52.7 55.U 53.5 53.9 _6.3 Ulo6 38.8
EGF_28oM_ 22:22|3_.33 _.3 2118.] 73.3 57.8 55.3 _9.3 50.6 _._ _7.6 5_.3 5_.8 58._ 57.2 56ol _7.3 ._.3 37._
EGR_28oM10 22822:3_.33 0._ _363.3 71ol 5_.5 52.6 52.1 52.6 52.q 51.7 55.7 56.7 56°5 _9o5 _9.2 _5.7 "0.6 3_o_
EGFq28.M11 22|2213_.33 3.0 2363.3 65.9 _7.I_.7 _1.3 39.3 _2o_ _2.1 _9.8 56.6 58.0 51.3 _8o9 _0.7 36ol 30e2
EGFq28.M12 22122833.03 -3.2 2366m_ 62_1 _1.8 _7.5 50.5 _9.7 53._ 51.3 50°5 51.9 _7.5 q_.5 _3.7 38o_ 30o7 26.8
EGFREB,M13 22122129o30 0.1 753,7 96°8 85,7 88,2 8_,5 86,7 83,? 83,1 83.8 86,2 88.0 82.6 8_,8 79°0 75°9 67,7
EGFRESoML_ 2EI22_29.33 _.0 755o7 1_I.6 86.5 9_.1 91.7 91o9 92o7 9_._ 93°3 92.7 88.2 83.5 75'o7 73.1 "71o3 65.5
EGFR28.M15 22122829.03 o3o6 759.8 102.5 86.6 90o9 92.3 92.7 93._ 95.7 9_.5 93.5 89°5 85.0 76. 0 77.5" 76o7 68._
EGFR28.H16 22122129.30 0.0 510.0 105.7 89.6 91.6 92.7 95o1 97.S 97.1 97o2 97.5 96°0 93.8 "88o0 8_o8 81_9 75_I
EGFR28.M17 22|22;29.03 3.0 518;0 135.5 89.8 91.3 9_.7 95.2 97._ 96.G 97o_ "97.3 96.0 93°5 88._ 8_.7 81.7 75.3
EGFR28,M18 22X22835,_0 0°3 1899,8 96,8 78,9 8_,Z 89.8 91,8 90°_ 86,0 87,7 79,9 73°Z 65,9 60,5 59_2 58o5 57,!
EGFR_B_M19 22*22135,33 0,8 2116,8 9_,3 78,_ 83°5 88,_ 89o8 86,_ 8_o1 79°2 67,9 62.3 60°3 55°9 5_,3 53,6 51.5
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